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1 Introduction
Louise Furey

Construction of the Northern Runway by Auckland Airport Ltd at Mangere,
Auckland provided the opportunity to investigate two mid-19th century standing
farmhouses and their surroundings which were to be destroyed by the development. Scott Farmstead, named after the first landowner, dates to the mid-1860s
and retained the appearance of a small colonial cottage although it had obviously
later additions (Figure 1.1). Westney Farmstead, approximately 1 km away, was
built in 1856 and has been previously reported on (Campbell and Furey 2007)
(Figure 1.2).
Scott Farmstead is recorded as R11/2358 in the New Zealand Archaeological
Association site file, and the excavations were authorised by New Zealand Historic
Places Trust under authority 2007/323. The cottage was not identified as an archaeological site, or as an original settler homestead, until the archaeological assessment
of the runway area. The investigations were commissioned by Auckland Airport
Ltd as the house was in the path of the proposed northern runway and were carried
out in October and November 2007 in advance of runway construction.
As the different stages of archaeological investigation for the runway development were carried out – starting with the Westney House, then the exhumation of burials in the Denominational Graveyard and then the relocation of the
Westney Methodist Church – the potential to look at the European history of
the area through archival research and archaeology, and in particular to look at
individual families, was realised. The social landscape of a farming community,
through their interactions with one another and changes over time to the population and the landscape provides a historic perspective which enriches the archaeology of the area.

1.1. The house from the
east.
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The house was occupied by John Scott Jnr around 1865–66 and he married
Anne Douglas in 1869. At least six children were born between 1870 and 1880.
The lives of the family can be reconstructed in outline only as the historic records
are sparse. However, although the property was owned by Scott until 1895, the
family probably moved to the farm occupied by John’s parents on the northern
side of Oruarangi Creek in 1882. Known information on the family is presented in
Chapter 2. Three generations of the Kirkbride family have also lived in the house
after the property was purchased in 1906.
The farmhouse was situated on Allotment 87, Parish of Manurewa, which ran
between Ihumatao Road and the Manukau Harbour. The house was set back from
the road, originally formed as a track to the Ihumatao Mission Station on the
shores of the Manukau Harbour. At the time the rural area was relatively isolated:
with access via tracks to Otahuhu on the Great South Road which was the main
arterial road north to the town of Auckland and further south.
The archaeology and the history of the individuals who lived in the house are
inextricably linked – not only does a social history personalise the archaeology, but
it also assists in interpretation of what is found on the site. However it is difficult
to research the property and the history of the people who lived there without
also taking into account the wider area and the people who populated it. In this
sense rural areas are no different to urban neighbourhoods and connections and
associations are apparent at all levels — economic, religious or familial, or even
just as neighbours having a common boundary. The opportunity arose during the
exhumations at the Westney Methodist Church and Denominational Graveyard,
where many of the settlers of the area had been buried, to broaden the research
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perspective (Best and Furey 2007). The church provided a focus for this rural community for many years where many, though not all, of the farming families were
Methodist.
A similar investigation methodology was followed to that used at Westney
Farmhouse in order to make comparisons between the two sites regarding the use
of domestic space and discard of material culture, and therefore to understand
how influences such as economics, family circumstances and religious affiliation affect the decisions people make and their behaviour. This project has been
unique in historic archaeology in New Zealand. Urban archaeological investigations occasionally provide the opportunity to investigate neighbouring properties
of a similar age (Furey 2010), but farmhouses, without being constrained within
small legally defined boundaries, and having household economics not defined
by a weekly wage or by ready access to consumer goods, are very different and the
archaeological results should reflect this.
Farmhouses are an understudied aspect of historic archaeology in New
Zealand despite the fact that New Zealand’s economy has been built on farming from the time of first permanent European settlement of New Zealand. The
relationship of the farmhouse and the domestic space around the house to the
buildings associated with working the farm is not well understood and may be
subject to regional variation, or to cultural practices of the landowner based on
prior experience before arriving in New Zealand.
The curtilage at Scott Farmstead, defined by the enclosing standing farm
fences, was excavated in October 2007 while the house was still standing. Prior to
this, detailed recording and photography was carried out to identify changes to
the internal layout and sequence of additions to the house itself. Demolition of the
standing building followed excavation of features surrounding the house, and the
underfloor area was then mapped and material culture collected.
Research Design
Farmsteads are understudied in New Zealand despite agriculture forming such a
large and important component of the economy. The bulk of the archaeological
literature on farmsteads comes from the United States (e.g., Groover 2008) where
there is growing awareness of the role of farming in shaping the economy and the
landscape. Small farms, once the norm in the US, are now endangered, and amalgamation of separate landholdings into large farming units has been a trend over
the last 80 years driven by mechanisation, increased productivity and economies
of scale. The broad geographic spread of farms reflecting different environmental
conditions, and the cultural origins of farmers from diverse European traditions
of farming, not to mention the southern farms with Afro-American slave labourers, have all contributed to a rich and diverse history and archaeology of farming
in that country. Themes addressed in farmstead research designs have included
economic change from self-sufficiency to engagement with regional economies,
consumerism, and social history and the role of inheritance in constructing the
archaeological record. There has been a strong emphasis on documenting the lives
of the people who lived on and worked the farm.
Although in a different setting and on different temporal and geographic scales,
New Zealand has also had a raft of changes in farming practice and size of landholdings: small individual landholdings of a few tens of acres have been amalgamated into larger properties due to economies of scale. Mangere is an example of
what happens to a rural area in close vicinity to a growing city and large population: land went from small holdings to larger units which were combined under the
ownership of Auckland Airport. The farming environment is now disappearing as
land use changes to meet the needs of the city which surround it.
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Archaeological studies of historic farmsteads in New Zealand are scarce; only
the Westney Farmstead, less than 1 km from Scott Farmstead (Campbell and Furey
2007), and 1860s farmsteads in Taranaki (Adamson and Bader 2008) have been
examined in detail. These places are however not directly comparable in the sense
of investigating change over time: the Westney house was occupied by the same
family for three generations from the 1850s, while the Street farmstead in Taranaki
was occupied briefly before being abandoned in the 1860s. The social history of
the occupants’ forms an important part of a study of this kind, where the lives of
named individuals and families enhance interpretation to what is found archaeologically. Although this approach is not unique to farmsteads, there is a greater
ability to relate family history to the material culture and changes to the farm. In
urban settings, where there is a tendency for populations to be more mobile and to
upscale to larger or downscale to smaller houses and across suburbs, identifying
named individuals in the archaeological record and their association with material
culture is more difficult.
The lives of rural people are subject to a range of variables including isolation
and limited access to consumer goods. These factors, plus the economic conditions and relative wealth of the occupants expressed through disposable income,
are reflected in the remains found at a site. Initially because of a limited developing
economy, many small-holding farmers were self-sufficient and mainly producing
food for their own consumption, with surplus sold at market. In fact, many of the
small holdings of around 100 acres or less in the 1850s and 1860s could be considered subsistence units with little participation in the cash economy: exchange of
labour with neighbours and bartering of food produced on the farm with storekeepers in return for other items dominated transactions (Fairburn 1979: 51, 53).
A shortage of labourers and high wages relative to farm income meant landowners and their families were also required to do labouring tasks around the farm,
or were entirely dependant on family labour (Fairburn 1979).
As farmers engaged more in the regional economy through producing and selling produce, they were also more vulnerable to booms and busts of the expanding
and contracting economy. New Zealand was not immune to the worldwide recession of the 1880s and 1890s where the New Zealand economy did not grow for 16
years (King 2003: 233; Stone 1967). The rural economy received a kick-start with
the development of refrigeration which allowed export of meat from 1882 but was
of little benefit to small landholders who did not have had the quantity of animals
to participate in the export meat trade. Dairying was however to become a more
productive activity on small holdings with the advent of butter exports (Stone
1967). Mangere in particular was well placed to take advantage of technological
changes and proximity to processing factories. Ambury, English and Co. set up a
creamery on Wallace Road in 1882 which was supplied by farmers in the area. A
few years later a butter factory was established in Greenwood Road (http://manukau.infospecs.co.nz/dbtw-wpd/exec/dbtwpub). There was a double advantage
from this particular geographic location: not only were the soils fertile but being
on the outskirts of Auckland, many of the farmers were contracted to town supply
in the 20th century, producing milk on a year round basis.
The details of archaeological questions for rural sites will differ to those for
urban sites but can be grouped into similar categories: material culture, landscape/space, economy and architecture. These themes were used at the Westney
Farmstead allowing direct comparison.
Material culture recovered from the site encourages questions to be asked of
the archaeology with respect to the behaviour of the people living there, and is the
only source of information on many aspects of their lives: what colour of ceramics
or patterns they favoured, whether they presented food formally at table in serving dishes, whether they drank alcohol or regularly took medicines and patent
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products, and how they disposed of rubbish. Research on who lived there, family
size and generational composition leads to consideration of whether activities and
behaviour of individuals can be detected in the archaeological record. Diet and
manner of food preparation can also be investigated through faunal remains and
analysis of types of ceramic vessels. The level of social interaction in the domestic
space can also be investigated through looking at whether vessels which imply
formal activities or social rituals are present. Lastly, consideration of whether
the economics of the household can be commented on through the presence or
absence of certain ceramic wares, personal items and what might be considered
luxury goods such as decorative figurines, perfumes and cosmetics and household
furnishings as evidence of frugal living compared to being more actively engaged
in the consumer economy.
Aside from analysing and interpreting the material culture, the way in which
the farm and domestic space was organised has potential for looking at points of
similarity and difference among farmsteads. This is not possible in an urban situation where fi xed property boundaries dictated where structures could be placed.
At the individual farm level the arrangement of barns and sheds, fences and shelter
trees, and their relationship to the house, gardens and orchards, and even rubbish disposal, were based around the primary activity of farming rather than the
domestic sphere. The domestic space was a subset of the larger farm unit where
economic productivity dictated how land was used, but the area of rubbish disposal, proximity of the water source, the laundry, long drop and arrangement of
paths and gardens in relation to the house forms a study in its own right. However
as more farm layouts of the 1850s and 1860s are studied, regional differences may
become apparent, but also reflect the place of origin of the settler family. This
aspect will however require many more examples in different areas.
At Westney farmstead the farm buildings and house were in close proximity,
although separated by a fence. The domestic space extended further in the front
of the house where the orchard was located, and to the south. Rubbish pits at
this farm were scarce in the excavated area, and the household material disposed
of under the house was from two or three unusual events. Patent medicines for
animal remedies, and farm-related items were disposed of outside the domestic
space. The Scott yard arrangement was slightly different with the barns a greater
distance from the house (Figure 1.3). In both cases, the house and farm buildings
were set back from the road, requiring formation of a track from the public road.

fence

shed

derelect
glasshouses

shed
concrete
pad
milking
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imp

1.3. Layout of Scott
farm buildings in relation to the house and
domestic yard. The
original barn structures were in the same
location as the modern
sheds.
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In the case of Westney the distance was about 100 m while the Scott residence was
230 m from the road. The Westney house was oriented so the front of the house was
about 35 east of magnetic north and faced Westney Road (now George Bolt Drive),
while the Scott house was about 100 east of north and had a wider perspective so
there was a view along Ihumatao Road.
However we want to organise the data by constructing patterns for interpreting
space and material culture, it is unlikely there was a conscious effort or ideology
to organise space into male and female areas. Instead the practical functioning of
the farm was the primary driver for how space was used, and although there is
a domestic area, women were not confined to that space. As has been discussed
above, women provided farm labour and routinely took responsibility for care and
milking of cows, and butter production, thus blurring the lines between domestic
and farm.
One of the most significant differences between urban and rural when interpreting the archaeological information is the length of occupation. Rarely would
an urban site be occupied by several successive generations whereas land was often
passed down through the family by inheritance or purchase to maintain the continuity of family ownership. This longevity of occupation makes the site type ideal
for combining archaeological excavation and analysis with a social history of the
house occupants. At the Westney Farmstead, the distribution of ceramics with
respect to the house additions were analysed from the perspective of the family
cycle or the expansion and contraction of a household. Importation of new goods
and new ideas could be detected through the addition of a new bride to the household, and old dinner plates discarded. This event is less likely to have happened
if the senior female was still in charge of the household. Each family presents
different circumstances but there will be patterns of discard, of preferences for
ceramics and other items, and how the householders practiced choice in what they
purchased. It is in examining these issues, in conjunction with information about
the family, which brings the history of ordinary people, who would not otherwise
make the historic record, alive.
The evolving nature of domestic buildings is also being better understood with
use of buildings archaeology. Many houses expand over time which is often linked
to an increase in size of the household, and the positions of doors and windows
change. This information, used in conjunction with the archaeological evidence
and material culture, can also be analysed in relation to the family. Significantly,
the architectural form of colonial cottages can change remarkably over the life
of the building. At Westney House the structure was originally two small rooms
which were then enclosed by additions on all sides. Only close examination of the
structure and timbers allowed the sequence or stratigraphy of construction to be
untangled. The installation of facilities such as a fireplace or stairs to the attic,
which we might take for granted as having always been there, were also found to be
later. The building recording gives insight into fashions and trends in decoration,
use of internal space, and also external appearance.

2 History
Louise Furey

This part of Mangere, adjacent to the Manukau Harbour, is known by several
names. At the eastern end, close to the Pukaki Inlet, the district is sometimes
referred to in historical records as Tautauroa, and Ihumatao is generally used to
refer to the area further west extending out to the Manukau Harbour margins
beyond Ellett’s Mountain (Maungataketake) but the small settlements after 1867
were referred to collectively as Mangere (Tonson 1966: 99). However locals continued to use the area names, including in newspaper notices, for some years
after. Crown Grants for rural allotments of varying acreage were issued from 1852
following survey, although many of the grants were not formally surveyed until
after purchase. Crown Grants were taken up by many families with affiliations
to Wesleyan Methodism, attracted to settlement in the area by the presence of
the Ihumatao Methodist Mission and the conversion of Maori communities at
Ihumatao and Pukaki (Morley 1900). In the mid-1850s there were many more
Maori than Europeans (estimated by Tonson (1966) at about 3 or 4:1). Maori and
the new settlers were economically mutually dependant — Maori bartered or sold
fruit and vegetables and fish and provided labour at harvest time on the farms. In
addition, Maori were employed to build raupo huts for new settlers and to assist
with building wooden houses (Nixon ms: 1852; Tonson 1963). In fact it has been
argued that Maori were dominant partners in the economy by growing large quantities of food for sale in the growing town of Auckland (Stone 2001) in the period
up to the outbreak of war in the Waikato.
This mutual dependence came to an abrupt end when increasing tension over
access to land in the Waikato led to Maori living in the area being forced to take
sides: a notice was issued in July 1863 requesting Maori in Mangere to declare their
allegiance to Queen Victoria and give up their firearms or to leave their communities and return to the Waikato south of Mangatawhiri (Daily Southern Cross 11
July 1863). The Ihumatao Methodist Mission at the end of Ihumatao Road beside
the Manukau Harbour was abandoned and not reoccupied after the war in the
Waikato was over. From that time on the history of occupation of Ihumatao and
Tautauroa is largely a history of the European community.
Families associated with the area until recently were third or fourth generation
occupiers of the land. William and Sarah Westney and their children have already
been researched in detail (Campbell and Furey 2007). Westney also donated land
on the corner of Westney Road (now George Bolt Drive) and Ihumatao Road for
the construction of a Methodist church and denominational graveyard in 1855–
56. Settler farmers who took up Crown Grants included Marmaduke Nixon who
farmed on Nixon Road bounding Pukaki Creek, Edward Cooper, John Gibson
and Henry Vercoe. The sale of some allotments occurred soon after, for instance,
Nixon sold Allotment 60 to William Westney, and Cooper sold Allotment 65 to
Mungo Douglas for a significantly higher price per acre than the original price of
the Crown Grant.
Mangere in the 1860s was relatively isolated from the township of Auckland.
There was a ferry across the Manukau Harbour to Onehunga but a bridge was not
built until the 1870s. A return trip to Auckland by cart took two days via Otahuhu
(Tonson 1966). The nearest town, Otahuhu on the Great South Road, where farmers went for supplies, blacksmithing and wheelwright repairs (Daily Southern Cross
14 May 1866) necessitated travel over dirt or metalled roads paid for by themselves through Highway Board levies or through taking direct responsibility for
the section of road in front of their property. The state of the roads made travel
difficult: long stretches were deep mud and there were only two miles of gravel sur-
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face between Mangere and Otahuhu (Stephen Westney reported in Tonson 1966:
72). Access to Auckland and Onehunga was made easier after 1875 when the first
Mangere Bridge was opened. Prior to that time water transport was available and
farm and building materials were regularly delivered by boat from merchants at
Onehunga (Nixon ms: 1852).
In rural communities people were dependant on one another and worked
together for the good of the community. They socialised, inter-married and provided temporary farm labour to one another. In researching the Westney’s and
the families buried in the graveyard, the close connections throughout the community become apparent — for instance one of the Westney daughters married a
Kirkbride, the Douglas daughters married the Scott brothers, and another Douglas
daughter married Samuel Fleming who had land first on Renton Road, then on
Nixon Road. This led to a close-knit community based on marriage and kin, and
also on religious affiliation, with the Methodist Church counting many of the families among its parishioners from the 1850s. The Mangere Central Presbyterian
church on Kirkbride Road established in 1874 also had many parishioners in this
area. John Scott Snr was involved in establishing this church, also attended by the
Wallace families. Other families, such as the Kirkbride’s had connections to St
James Anglican Church in Mangere Central.
Nixon’s diaries of 1852 and 1857 mentions that the adjacent farmers helped him
with his harvest, and it appears they shared resources and equipment when needed.
Communities such as this one also required facilities which had to be organised
and paid for by the people of the area. For instance, when the Mangere Central
School was set up in 1861 settlers such as Nixon, Westney, Scott Snr, Wallace,
Cooper, Vercoe and Haultain formed the first school committee and funds for the
teacher were raised locally. The children of some of these people were among the
first pupils. Others involved on the committee such as John Scott had adult children, and Marmaduke Nixon was unmarried and had no children but was a local
farmer like the others and also a member of the House of Representatives.
History of Land Transactions
The history of Allotment 87 (on which the house is situated) is the same as
Allotment 88 on the northern side of Ihumatao Road at least until the 1880s. While
87 had access to the Manukau Harbour, the northern boundary of 88 was at the
Oruarangi Creek (Figure 2.1). This creek was navigable by small vessels at least
part of the way and a canoe landing reserve at the head of the creek is identified
on early maps.
The Crown grant for Allotments 87 and 88, collectively 350 acres, was issued on
25 November 1859 but was not receipted until 17 November 1866. The applicant was
James Moncur, however he was dead by the time the deed was officially receipted,
and the deed was issued to the executors of his estate, namely George Graham,
Robert Maunsell and George Clarke (Deed Book 5G 383). The date of Moncur’s
death has not been found in official records but a public notice calling for creditors
on his estate was published in the Daily Southern Cross on 19 July 1849. A Deed of
Trust in respect of Allotments 87 and 88 was issued on 24 January 1865 appointing George Graham, the Rev. Robert Maunsell and George Clarke as trustees of
his estate (Deed Book 22D: 824) as per the instructions in his will. The next day
the trustees transferred title to Moncur’s three daughters: Matilda Morgan, Sophia
Turner and Eliza Moncur (Deed Book 22D 825). The two allotments described
as 359 acres were sold to John Scott on 27 December 1865 for ₤4,000 (Deed Book
22D 824). However, it appears that when the land was formally surveyed the area
was reduced to 315 acres 1 rood and 6 perches, and on 15 July 1869 Scott received
₤396/14s in compensation from the sellers (Deed Book 22D 826). There are several
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2.1. Allotments 87
and 88, Parish of
Manurewa from
Deed Book 22D 824.
Ihumatao Road separates the allotments.

unexplained issues in relation to the sale of these allotments. First, there is no
documentation showing Moncur’s relationship to the land before his death – it was
registered in the allotment book Parish of Manurewa in the name of the trustees
seven years after the Crown Grant was issued – and second, whether John Scott
had a prior connection to Moncur. Probate records at Archives New Zealand show
John Scott was a creditor on Moncur’s estate but no explanation is given for the
nature, or value, of that debt. Speculatively, Scott had an informal agreement to
purchase the land from Moncur after the Crown Grant was issued.
The purchase of land grants by one or more individuals and then rapid transference of title to new owners was not uncommon. Land speculation was rife, and a
perusal of land deeds from the Ihumatao area gives examples where land was transferred to new owners relatively soon after crown grants were issued. Individuals
such as George Graham and Thomas Sheppard, who on sold to Westney through
Nixon, profited from the increased demand for land.
The Land Transfer Act of 1870 introduced the Torrens system of recording land
transactions, replacing the older deed registration system. The changeover of individual parcels to the new system took place progressively, or as land sales occurred.
The Certificate of Title for Allotment 87 (CT 30/133, 182 acres 2 roods and 5 perches)
was issued on 27 October 1882 in the name of John Scott of Mangere. The land was
transferred from Scott the elder to John Scott the younger of Tamaki, farmer, on
30 October 1882. John Scott Jnr owned the property for the next 13 years before
selling to Francis Chapman, solicitor, on 11 July 1895. Following Chapman’s death
in 1903, probate was granted on 9 February 1906 to his widow Emily Chapman of
Eastborne, and Jasper Keeble, and the land onsold 6 months later to Matthew Bruce
Kirkbride, farmer. The land remained in the Kirkbride family for the next six decades although shares in the land were progressively transferred between 1949 and
1952 to Matthew Bruce Kirkbride the younger and Gordon Wyllie Kirkbride as
tenants in common. The sale of Allotment 87 to Francis Chapman may have been
‘in absentia.’ No reference to Chapman has been found in either electoral rolls or
death records. The fact that the CT has his wife’s place of residence as Eastbourne
and the probate was registered in England suggests they may have been resident in
that country. The tenancy of the farm during the period 1895 to 1906 is therefore
unknown.
Records for Allotment 88 are less comprehensive and the transfer from John
Scott Snr to the next owner has not been traced. William Scott left the Mangere
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district and moved to Pukerimu near Cambridge in the late 1860s or early 1870s
(Ann Kendall, pers comm.). The record is picked up again when the certificate of
title (132 acres, 3 roods, 1 perch) was issued to Nathan Robinson of Mangere on 27
October 1882 (CT 30/132) and transferred to Spence Atkinson of Mangere, farmer
on 27 September 1897. James Montgomerie purchased from Atkinson on 8 March
1911 and the land remained in the Montgomerie family until 1985 when a Gazette
Notice (NZ Gazette 30 May 1985: 2376) was issued acquiring the land for an aerodrome to be vested in the Crown. It is probably no coincidence that Allotment 88
was sold in the same year as Allotment 87 was transferred to John Scott Jnr, and
ownership of the farm of Scott Snr (Allotment 81) was also transferred to John
Jnr. Given that William Scott had moved to Pukerimu by the early 1870s, it is
likely that John Jnr farmed both allotments until 1882. Allotment 88 will not be
discussed further in this report: its significance lies in the fact that John Scott Snr
installed his two sons, John and William, on the two allotments but only John lived
at Ihumatao on Allotment 87 for any length of time.
Historical records are not always as accurate as we would like and discrepancies in information for these two allotments are apparent which cannot be easily
reconciled. The Franklin Electoral roll for 1871–2 through to 1874–75 identifies the
two brothers, John Jnr and William, as occupants on Allotment 87. The roll entry
for 1874–75 is more specific, placing John Jnr on 132 acres 3 rood and 0 perches
(i.e., Allotment 88) and William on 182 acres 2 rood and 3 perches (Allotment 87)
which is in contradiction to the land title information, and therefore it appears that
in the electoral roll the entries have been swapped.
The Assessment Schedule for the Mangere Highway Districts Assessment Rolls
(list of contributors to a rating system to maintain highways and bridges) of 1867–68
identifies William and John Scott Jnr collectively paying rates on 321 acres. Again,
in the 1873–74 year the Scott brothers were paying rates undoubtedly on the same
two allotments but on a revised and surveyed 315 acres. Going back earlier into
the records, the Mangere Highway District Assessment for 1862 (published in the
Auckland Provincial Government Gazette) refers to John Scott Snr paying rates on
239 acres at 1s per acre, and the following year the entry is the same. Scott Snr lived
at Allotment 81 on the north side of the Oruarangi Creek. However in 1866–67 the
method of assessment changes so that the rates were assessed on the land value
(£8199), and the amount paid in that year was two thirds more than the previous
rate. The change in this year reflects Scott Snr’s purchase of Allotments 87 and 88.
There is no entry in the name of Moncur, or the trustees names for Allotments 87
and 88, in any of the schedules between 1862 and 1865. Unfortunately for our purposes, the Mangarei [Mangere] Highway Board, providing one of the few official
records for who was paying the levy, was not set up until 1862 under the Auckland
Provincial Council Highways Act 1862. The records of its predecessor, the Mangere
Highway District which operated from 1859–62, no longer exists.
Although there are discrepancies in the records it is almost certain that John
Jnr lived in the house as his name is on the title for Allotment 87. His occupancy
predated the transfer of ownership from his father.
The Scott family
John Scott the younger married Anne Douglas, the daughter of his neighbour
Mungo Douglas, on 6 October 1869 at Samuel Fleming’s house on Nixon Road.1
The record of intent to marry (#1032, 1 October 1869) lists John as 24 years old
1 Samuel Fleming purchased Allotments 61–63 from the estate of Colonel Marmaduke Nixon after
his death in 1864. The house on Nixon Road is still standing and is now called Abbeville. Fleming
was married to Mary, Anne Scott’s sister, and after his death Mary married James Whitford.
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and Ann [sic.] as 19. She had been resident in the area for only four years, to his
21 years. As she was under the age of consent, her father gave approval for the
marriage.2 None of the children born to John and Anne were officially registered
as they do not occur in the online searchable births register (www.bdmhistoricalrecords.dia.govt.nz/Home/). The births of the first four children were announced
in notices in the Daily Southern Cross: sons born 1870 (William) and 1872 (John),
and daughters in 1874 (Jeanie) and 1876 (Jessie). Other children whose births were
not announced in the newspaper were identified only from John Scott’s death certificate: those still living at the time of his death included males born 1878 (Charles)
and 1880 (James), and females born 1892 (Olive) and 1895 (Annie) (Figure 2.2).
Death notices in the newspaper and headstone inscriptions fi ll in some of the gaps
in the records. John Jnr died in 1900 aged 58 years (NZ Herald 8 January 1900),
and Anne died at her residence in Ascot Avenue in 1930 (NZ Herald 4 April 1930).
The family is buried at the Mangere Central Presbyterian Church cemetery. Also
buried there are Annie Douglas Scott, daughter of John and Anne (born in 1895)
and Frederick their son (born 1884). Like their older siblings there are no official
registrations of their births. There may have been other children born between
1876 and 1884, or between 1884 and 1892, and who died prior to their father. The
death certificate only lists living children, and the absence of birth records hinders
any further investigation.
John’s parents, John Scott Snr, his wife Janet and four children arrived in
Auckland in 1842 on the Duchess of Argyle (http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.
ancestry.com/~ourstuff/DuchessofArgyle.htm). They were part of the first group
of assisted immigrants to relieve a labour shortage in New Zealand. The group
was from Paisley in Scotland, an area of high unemployment due to the effect of
the industrial revolution on the textile industry. Advertisements were placed in
local newspapers seeking suitable emigrants (labourers, farm servants and skilled
tradesmen) for the joint government/Church of Scotland migration enterprise to

2.2. Scott family. Rear:
James, Jessie, John,
Charles and William.
Front: Jeannie, Olive,
John Scott Jnr, Anne
Scott, Annie. Photo
taken ca. 1896–7. (Ann
Kendall, Manurewa).

2 The age of John Scott is clearly incorrect and should have been 30 years.
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81

2.3. Location of
Allotment 81 owned
by Scott Snr, in relation
to Allotment 87. Part
of a map of Manukau
County in 1902. Special
Collections, Auckland
City Libraries map
4190.

88
87

provide workers for the colony (Phillips and Hearn 2008: 1–2). The family moved
to Tamaki where they are listed in the police census records from 1843 (Police
Census 1841–1846). The children in 1842 were Elizabeth aged 14; Margaret aged
12; William aged 10 and John Jnr aged 3. Scott’s occupation was listed as labourer,
owner and occupier of land. In 1854 Scott Snr purchased Allotment 81 in Parish
of Manurewa (Deed Book 1D: 750) which was on the south side of Ascot Road
between Montgomerie Road and the intersection of Ascot and Kirkbride Roads
(Figure 2.3). Scott is listed in the Franklin electoral rolls from 1870–71, at the
same address. Newspaper notices record Margaret’s marriage (1867), along with
William’s (1867) and John Jnr’s (1869). After 1843 there is no record of Elizabeth
Scott. John Scott Snr died 5/9/1894 aged 86 (NZ Herald 6/9/1894), and his wife
Janet died five years earlier (NZ Herald 12/8/1889) also aged 86 according to the
newspaper notice3.
From 1871–72 John Jnr and William are listed in the Franklin roll at Allotment
87. The same entry appears in the following four rolls until 1885 when they are
both listed as being at Allotment 17 Parish of Manurewa but the land acreage
remains the same as in previous entries. It appears that there has been an error in
the recording of residence and the reference should be Allotment 87. However the
error may have come about in merging the identities of two John Scotts in the elec3 The recorded age at death for Janet is probably incorrect as the shipping passenger list of 1842 gives
her age as 36 years. This would make her 83 at time of death. John Snr’s age at death is correct.
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toral roll. There was another John Scott, farmer, in Mangere, also married in 1869,
and he may have been resident at Allotment 17 which was owned by a John Scott
between 1875 and 1879 (Deeds Book A2 211). This second John Scott was older, and
had been a resident in Mangere for only two years prior to his marriage (Register
of Intention to Marry, #3921 5 June 1869).
Scott Snr does not appear in the roll after 1887. By 1897 women had the right to
vote and Anne Scott’s name appears along with that of John Jnr still listed at Lot
17 (probably 87). William (probably John’s son) is listed as farmer of Mangere but
with no allotment number, and John Douglas Scott, farm labourer, is also listed.
This is presumably John and Anne’s son from the use of her maiden name as his
second name; the daughter Annie also had Douglas as a second name. The entries
in the 1899 roll are the same but only William is listed in 1900. There is no further
reference to John Scott Jnr, or to John Douglas Scott in electoral rolls, but Anne
continues in later rolls which in 1902 changed to the Manukau Electorate. The
electoral rolls may therefore not be an accurate representation of place of occupation in a particular district without corroborating evidence but the absence of John
Jnr’s name from the roll in 1900 matches the known date of death.
John’s brother William had married Anne’s sister, Jane Douglas, in 1867. The
parents, Mungo and Jean Douglas, lived on Allotment 65, the adjacent property to
the southeast which directly bordered Allotment 87 where John Jnr lived. Douglas,
who emigrated from Scotland in 1863 (Ann Kendell pers comm.), purchased the
property in 1864 but left Mangere around 1868, prior to Anne and John’s marriage,
after defaulting on his mortgage and in 1869 was resident at Waipipi on the Awhitu
Peninsula. The information from the land transactions fits with the information
relating to John and Anne in the Register of Intention to Marry.
In summary (Table 2.1), it appears from the documents that John Scott Snr
purchased both allotments 87 and 88 and installed his sons as farmers: John Jnr
was on Allotment 87, and William on Allotment 88. John Scott Jnr was aged 30
Land

Family

Comment

1842

Scott family arrive in Auckland on Duchess of Argyle
Scott Snr purchases Allotment 81 Parish of Manurewa
on Ascot Rd (239 acres)
Crown Grant for Allotments 87–88 issued to James
Moncur
Allotments 87–88 transferred by Graham, Maunsell and
Clark (executors) to Moncur’s daughters
Deed transferred to John Scott Snr
John Scott Jnr and William Scott move to Allotments
87–88
William marries — moves to Allotment 88?
John Jnr marries Anne Douglas
At least 6 children born to John and Anne
CT issued on transfer of Allotment 87 from Scott Snr to
Scott Jnr (182 acres)
Allotment 81 (farm of Scott Snr) transferred to Scott Jnr
Janet Scott dies aged 85
John Scott Snr dies aged 85
Allotment 87 sold to Francis Chapman
Allotment 87 sold to Matthew Bruce Kirkbride

1854
1859
1865
1865
1865–6?
1867
1869
1870–80
1882
1882
1889
1894
1895
1906

Table 2.1. Summary of information on land transactions and the Scott family.
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when he married Anne in 1869, but may have been living on the farm from 1865.
He owned Allotment 87 until 1895, suggesting an occupancy of 30 years. However
in 1882, the same year ownership of Allotment 87 was changed from John Snr to
John Jnr, ownership of Allotment 81 (John Snr’s property on Ascot Road) was also
changed to John Jnr. This may have precipitated a change in residence to the larger
farm at Ascot Road to care for his elderly parents who died in 1889 (Janet) and 1894
(John, aged 85). The death notice for John Snr referred to the funeral leaving from
the residence of his son John (NZ Herald, September 6 1894). John and Anne were
certainly established on Allotment 81 for a number of years, and on Anne’s death
the funeral left from her residence at Ascot Road (NZ Herald, April 4 1930). It is
therefore highly likely that John Jnr and Anne moved from Allotment 87 to Ascot
Road some 13 years prior to selling. The tenancy of the farmhouse from this date
until 1906 when Matthew Kirkbride purchased it is unknown.
The Kirkbride family
The Kirkbride connection to this area extended back to 1879 when Matthew
Middlewood Kirkbride purchased Allotment 89 immediately to the west of
Allotment 87. He was elected to Parliament in the Manukau electorate in 1902 as
an independent conservative MP and served until his death in 1906. The same year
(1906) his son, Matthew Bruce Snr, purchased Allotment 87. Three generations of
the Kirkbride family lived in the house over a period of 80 years.
Matthew Bruce Kirkbride married Barbara Wyllie and purchased the farm in
1906. They had three children: Bruce, Gordon and Ruth (Figure 2.4). Bruce had
employment on the farm after leaving school and in the 1930s Gordon worked
in Auckland City at the London-Lancashire Insurance Company while continuing to live on the farm. In 1941 he was recruited into the navy and based at Fort
Takapuna, Narrow Neck. Gordon married Barbara Gane in 1943 and they had
four children (Figure 2.5). The family returned to live on the family farm around
1950, sharing it with Gordon’s older brother Bruce, and their parents retired to
Papatoetoe. Until Gordon’s return the farm income was derived from sheep, but a
milking shed was built and 50-60 cows provided milk which was supplied to the
local milk company. The farm economy was later diversified to include tomatoes

2.4. Kirkbride family.
From left, Bruce
Matthew, Ruth and
Gordon, with parents
Barbara and Matthew
Bruce. (Ann Kendall,
Manurewa).
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grown in glasshouses behind the cottage, and kiwifruit. Gordon and Barbara built
a brick house adjacent to Ihumatao Road around 1956 and the cottage was taken
over by a farm hand. Son Donald and his family returned to take over responsibility for the farm (Figure 2.6) and lived in the cottage from 1970 until about 1978.
Two of Donald’s siblings also lived in the cottage at different times. The farm was
formally divided into two with half going to Bruce and the other half to Gordon.
Gordon eventually sold his half to the airport authority around 1988.
There is a connection between the Kirkbride family and the Scott’s. Barbara
Gane who married Gordon Kirkbride was the granddaughter of William Scott
who moved to Pukerimu in the 1870s. Expansion of the details of the Scott and
Kirkbride family histories and occupation of the house were provided by Donald
Kirkbride and Ann Kendall, his sister, and from recollections of the late Gordon
Kirkbride.

2.5. Gordon and Barbara
Kirkbride’s family around
1963–4. Rear: Donald and
Robert. Front: Ann, Barbara,
Mary, Gordon. (Ann Kendall,
Manurewa).

2.6. The farm around 1970.
Barbara Kirkbride is second
from left, Gordon in front of
the truck and Donald Kirkbride
is standing to his right. Note
the old truck shed where the
modern corrugated iron implement shed was at the time of
excavation, and the tool shed
to the right. (Ann Kendall,
Manurewa).

3 Buildings Archaeology
Louise Furey

Recording of the house layout, materials and changes complements in-ground
archaeology in interpreting activity in and around Scott Farmstead. Structural
and other alterations to the building can be viewed as superimposed and cumulative layers of modification to make the structure what it is. Close examination of
framing hidden behind wall coverings reveal subtle changes with doorways and
windows blocked up altering how spaces were used and accessed.
The explanation for why changes occurred can be drawn from the history of the
Scott and Kirkbride families who lived there: the size and layout of the house can
be directly related to composition and size of the family occupying it, or to change
of ownership and introduction of new ideas on how the house should function.
Technological advances also influenced how the form of the house developed. For
example, the introduction of electric stoves and hot water heating allowing the coal
range to be dispensed with for cooking and water heating, and the size and shape
of the kitchen to change.
The benefit of carrying out buildings archaeology was demonstrated at Westney
house, the first part of which was built in ca.1855 with additions up until the early
1920s. The work revealed changes in building techniques and materials over time,
and also demonstrated that the final form of a house at time of recording can be
the result of an accumulation of changes (some unexpected), and the expansion
and contraction of the size of spaces, which are not immediately apparent on cursory examination. Integrating the phasing of the house changes and additions with
the material culture allowed a more comprehensive story to be told.
The Scott house is architecturally not dissimilar to the Westney house in that
it is a symmetrical fronted colonial farmhouse with additions and lean-tos. Both
houses had internal reorganisations of rooms, additional space added as the family
expanded, and in a later period, designated formal social rooms for receiving visitors and for special occasions. Studying two houses from the same time period
in the same locality has advantages: factors such as the accessibility of building
materials and tradesmen, which might influence the form of a house were similar,
and in this case, there was also the advantage of a close knit rural community (not
an urban area or large rural landholdings some distance apart) where people had
regular interaction and shared labour cannot be underestimated in analysing and
comparing houses. In addition, both houses are on farms and therefore the owners
were subject to the same economic cycles which had an influence on farm incomes
and production, and disposable income.
Five major phases of construction were identified with sub-phasing also apparent. The sequence of some changes cannot be determined accurately because
the main form of corroborative evidence, the base plates, had been repaired and
replaced in some locations.
The house is of wood construction with a corrugated iron roof (Figure 3.1,
Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3). The foundations are unshaped basalt stone piles resting
directly on the ground, supplemented more recently on the northern side with
concrete blocks also resting on the ground. The stone foundations are more closely
spaced under the southern exterior wall than elsewhere. There is very little clearance between the ground and the base plate on the eastern and western sides
although the slight slope to the land means there is more under-floor space on the
northern side. Wooden shingles were the original roof cladding on the earlier parts
of the building (pre-1900) and the corrugated iron placed on top. There is a brick
double chimney in the east–west oriented part of the house but the continuity of
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3.1. The Scott house
from the north.

3.2. Western elevation.

corrugated iron over the older part of the north-south roof suggests the back-toback fireplaces in spaces 2 and 8 have been redundant for a number of years.
The original part of the building had a square plan and a gabled roofline oriented north–south. The later east–west oriented gabled addition on the south side
changed the floor plan to an L-shape. The front door, and formal path access was
on the east side.
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3.3. Southern
elevation.

3.4. Oblique aerial
photograph, 1949,
showing the house and
barns. White’s Aviation
WA-20320.

There were no standing outbuildings of a similar era present but there was a
gable-roofed shed clad in corrugated iron, of later construction, on the western
fenceline inside the house curtilage. This site contrasts with the Westney farm
where barns and laundry outbuilding survived (Campbell and Furey 2007). Aerial
photographs of 1949 show the barn and farm buildings at this property were in
the same position as the present buildings to the south of the house (Figure 3.4).
The remains of a milking shed are present in the same image to the southwest
(i.e. behind the shelter trees), accessed from Ihumatao Road along a farm track
between the house and the farm buildings.
The curtilage of the house is defined by the fenced enclosure which separated
the domestic space from the wider farm. Surface features were sparse within the
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curtilage but there was a post and wire fence on the western and northern sides, a
picket fence on the east side with a gate inserted which aligned with the path to the
front door, and a post and rail fence on the southern side. There were no surviving
gardens but there was a babaco (Carica pentagona) tree of more recent age on the
southern side next to the house, an Amelia tree which had resprouted from the cut
trunk against the western wall and a large Australian gum (Eucalyptus sp.) present
outside the picket fence on the east side. There were no other fruit trees. A row of
aged macrocarpa trees oriented northwest–southeast were in the paddock to the
northwest.
Methodology
The house was to be demolished following archaeological recording. This provided
the opportunity to remove internal linings to clarify or confirm interpretations,
unlike the situation at the Westney farmstead where access to internal framing
was limited because the house was to be removed and resited elsewhere. In addition, further photography and recording took place as the building was being
demolished.
The interior spaces were described and photographed (Appendix 2) as were
changes to each room. Moulding profiles and other elements of the fabric of the
building were photographed. Timber dimensions were noted for each phase of construction. This information contributes to understanding how these early colonial
houses were put together, and provides data to support interpretation of changes.
External elevations were drawn to scale and photographed. Dimensions of
materials used were also recorded on the elevation drawings. The interior of the
building was described on a room by room basis, identifying changes and the
sequence of changes to each room. On demolition the structure was taken down
to sub-floor level, and the arrangement of joists and base plates was also recorded
on a scale drawing. A plan of the stone foundations was made, and these were left
in place until after the archaeological investigation of the ground under the house
had taken place. Data from the structure, sub-floor, features under the building,
and the distribution of the material culture contributed to the overall interpretation of the building and how the space in and around the house was used.
Recording conventions followed the building recording guidelines produced
by NZ Historic Places Trust (2006). Drawings were recorded at 1:50 scale for exterior elevations and sub-floor, but the scale was adjusted to 1:20 for illustration of
construction and interior alterations. Building terminology is taken from several
sources on New Zealand colonial houses (Arden and Bowman 2004; Salmond
1986). Once the weatherboards were removed, framing was also recorded in scale
drawings and by photography. Where accessible, and feasible, nail samples were
taken, and suitable timbers removed during demolition for dendrochronology.
Selection of suitable timbers followed advice by Dr Gretel Boswijk of the School
of Environmental Sciences, University of Auckland, who carried out the analysis.
Her report on the age of kauri timbers used in construction is Appendix 3.
3.5 (opposite top). East
elevation. Tin flashing
over joins in the weatherboards is indicated.
3.6 (opposite centre).
North elevation.
3.7 (opposite bottom).
West elevation.

Exterior
The small cottage faced east and had a concrete path aligned with the front door
and a gate in the wooden picket fence. The fence on the southern side adjacent to
the farm track was post and rail, while the northern and western fences were post
and wire. The corrugated iron structure to the south of the farm access track was
an open implement shed. A farm race to the southwest of the house, between the
implement shed and the house, was the access to the milking shed and the remainder of the farm.
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The exterior of the house was clad in overlapping weatherboards which varied
in width according to the age of the addition (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7).
Fibrolite cladding replaced weatherboards on the western side of the lean-to, and
on the northern side of the lean-to where it was placed over weatherboards. Also
on the west side there was a small enclosed porch extension from the rear kitchen
door, clad in vertical board and batten. On the eastern side, the verandah had a
concrete surface. A later addition on the northeast corner was clad in weatherboards which were of narrower width. This addition could be accessed directly
from the verandah on the eastern side, or from inside the house.
Boxed corners were present as might be expected of construction techniques
after about 1870 (Salmond 1986: 114). The modifications to the building were such
that the earlier angle stops used at the corners of the original part of the building
had been removed when the house was enlarged.
The weatherboards on the north side in the apex above the window measured
230 x 12 mm and are the original weatherboards reused on this side. Other weatherboards on the north side measured 200 x 12 mm and are likely to be replacements
dating from when the lean-to on the western side was added, or when a section of
the base plate was replaced and additional studs inserted. On the south side of the
house (of later construction) the boards measured between 200–230 x 12–20 mm
and may have included boards reused from the original part of the structure.
Windows were of mixed style reflecting the age of that part of the building, or
were obvious replacements. Only one original window, on the east elevation, survives. This is a 12-pane sash (cordless) window. In the east-west gabled southern
section the windows are four-pane sash (corded) windows. A shorter version of the
same window type is on the northern side but this is a replacement window: the
framing shows the original was narrower and may have been of similar dimensions to the surviving 12-pane window. Casement windows are on the east side of
the northeast space and a window with fi xed lower pane and push out upper pane
present on the northern side of the same room. Similar push-out windows were
on the western side of the lean-to, and there was a louvre window on the northern
side. Scribers are present over all windows. Sunhoods of overlapping boards were
present on the east and west facing windows of the southern addition. A meat safe
with fine mesh inserts protruded from the southern wall, accessed from Space 6.
The front door, with a single glass panel in the upper two-thirds and two inset
wood panels in the lower third, was a style in keeping with the age of the building.
The door to space 1 in the northeast corner was coreboard. On the western side,
the exterior door from the laundry was also coreboard, and the door enclosing the
porch was made from tongue and groove vertical boards.
Plain barge boards are present on each end of the southern gable, and on the
northern elevation. There are no finials or evidence of them having been present.
Alterations to the exterior are evident. Short lengths of weatherboard underneath the window next to the front door indicate where the door was originally
placed. Similarly uneven lengths of weatherboards on the northern side, now covered with tin flashing, indicate where boards were replaced when a shorter window
was inserted. The covering of rotten weatherboards with fibrolite on the same side
coincides with the replacement of sections of base plate and flooring material. The
fibrolite cladding on the lean-to on the western side is a replacement for original
wooden boards.
Interior
Internally there were nine rooms including two bedrooms, a sunroom, hallway,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, laundry and bathroom (Figure 3.8). The sunroom on the northeast corner had a door into the main part of the house, and
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also verandah access. Rooms to the south and north were accessed from the hallway with the main entrance door. The kitchen in the lean-to had an exterior door.
Access to the laundry, and beyond that the bathroom and toilet, was through
the kitchen. A second exterior door was adjacent to the bathroom. Each room is
described in Appendix 2.
Foundations
Like the Westney Homestead and Westney Methodist Church, the base plates
sit on basalt stone foundations instead of timber piles (Figure 3.9). The stone was
probably collected from the Manukau Harbour foreshore as there were stones with
oyster shell and cement still adhering. A similar interpretation was put forward
for the foundations of the Westney Homestead. There is no indication that these
blocks were shaped and they are more irregular than the jointed blocks at Westney
although only the visible exterior stones at Westney were of a neater jointed form.
The main criterion for selection seems to have been that each stone had a flat surface on which the wooden base plate could rest. Bricks were placed under the base
3.8. Floor plan.
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3.9. Plan of stone
foundations after
removal of the house.
The different structural
phases are identified.
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plates as piles between spaces 2 and 3 (i.e. phase 1 and the phase 2 addition), and
under the lean-to as a continuation of the line between spaces 2 and 3. Concrete
blocks and wooden piles were under the later room addition on the north east
corner. All foundations aside from stones are likely to be later modifications to
correct sagging timbers.
Larger stones were used under phase 1 and were equally spaced. They were also
used to support each joist through the centre of space 2. The arrangement of stones
under phase 3 (southern addition) indicates two superimposed construction patterns. The stones through the centre (e–w) supported the bearer under the two
rooms. However the adjacent row of stones formed the outer wall of the phase 1
lean-to attached to the south side of the house.
The chimney foundations of the back-to-back fireplaces in spaces 2 and 8 were
of abutting scoria stones (Figure 3.10), not cemented or mortared into place. There
were no materials present to indicate that a brick fireplace and chimney structure
had been erected on this foundation, and as will be discussed later on, corrugated
iron may have formed the fireproofing to contain the fireplace and chimney. The
foundations were of uneven size, with that in space 8 being deeper, and square in
shape, to accommodate the laundry copper and firebox. This foundation was also
raised by the addition of broken brick fragments over the scoria stones and finished
with a concrete slab. The back-to-back fireplace in the southern gabled extension
was of brick, with separate hearth foundations added which were not locked into
the brick firebox foundations. The hearth foundations were almost certainly constructed later than the firebox and chimney breastwork as they stand independent
of the chimney, and the bricks are cemented together by thick, crudely applied
mortar (Figure 3.11). A concrete pad was formed over the bricks with a separate
smooth rendering on the surface which formed the visible floor level finish to the
hearth. The brick hearth foundations were also formed over and around the basalt
foundations on which the bearer rested.
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3.10. Scoria stone
fireplace base.

3.11. Brick fireplace
base, 1900s addition.

Sub-floor frame
Different methods were used for timber attachment depending on the age of
the part of the building. Different phases of building are evident in Figure 3.12.
Original base plates are present for the first room constructed, and joists for later
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3.12. Plan of the subfloor timbers.

additions rest on these plates. Terminology for joints is illustrated graphically in
Figure 3.13.
Joist and top and bottom (or base) plate timbers for phase 1 and phase 2 were
pit sawn. The saw marks tended to be straight and equally but broadly spaced. In
phase 3 timbers the timbers were circular sawn, that is, the saw marks were curved
and were closely spaced.
Spaces 2 and 4
These two rooms, formerly a single room, are the original part of the structure.
Only remnants of the base plates were present as the timbers sat very close to the
ground and had rotted, or had bowed between the stone foundations and rotted
after resting on the ground. Unfortunately rot was also apparent at three corners
so that the method of joining timbers could not be determined. Only in one place,
on the south side, was the join of three base plates surviving (Figure 3.14). A halved
join was used for the phase 1 base plates, where southern and western plates joined.
To this was added the base plate which formed the southern side of the lean-to, in
an abutting join. However a mortice was cut across the abutting join, where a stud
for the phase 1 phasing sat. This suggests that the base plate for the lean-to extension to the west was of similar age to when the house was constructed. The base
plates for phase 1 measured 150 x 60 mm.
The joists in the phase 1 part of the building were oriented east-west. These
rested on the base plate at regular intervals and the flooring was attached to the
upper surface with cleat nails (Figure 3.15). Several of the joists had rebates cut out
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of the end but on the upper side which served no purpose,
suggesting the timbers may have been prepared for another
purpose. They were not recycled timbers as there were no nail
holes apart from those attaching the flooring. The plate on the
northern side was in three pieces and although it had a halved
joint at the eastern end, it is likely that this plate has been
repaired and the central and western portions are replacements for the original. Access to the under-floor area to carry
out repairs would have been very difficult. It is therefore more
likely that the replacements were made as the phase 2 addition
was being built.
The fireplace was boxed using a joist on one side and the corners reinforced with shorter lengths of wood. Unusually there
was also a piece of wood through the centre of the fireplace
boxing which also rested on the plate. There was no evidence
of bricks sitting on top of the stone fireplace base, or scattered
on the ground surface underneath, and no mortar chunks as
would be expected if a chimney had been dismantled. The
presence of a piece of wood is rather unusual in this situation
unless there was a fireproof hearth on top. Corrugated iron
backed the fireplace cavity, but this was behind the laundry
copper in space 8 and was therefore later than use of this fireplace. Just what type of fireplace was inserted into this cavity
is not clear as the inspection of the roof cavity showed that
there was no evidence there either.
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Halved joint

Edge-halved joint

Space 3
This room on the northern side is identified as phase 2. The
joists are at right angles to those of phase 1. The original plate
had been cut and repairs made, but it seems likely that the
joists sat on the phase 1 base plate.

Single-notched joint

Space 5 and 6
These two rooms on the south side of the building were added
early in the 20th century. A single central bearer running EW rested on basalt stones. The base plate on the south side
was continuous and joists rested on the plate. On the north
side, where the addition joined the phase 1 building, the joists
rested on the original base plate. However, there was only a
short continuation of the line of the original base plate between
spaces 6 and 7 and a new plate inserted to the north of the
original. Most of the joists in this room only extended as far
as the new plate. The odd arrangement is due to a three-way
join in the southern and western base plates of phase 1 and
the western lean-to (see Figure 3.14). This short length of plate
may have been part of the earlier arrangement on the west
side (thought to be an open verandah) which was dismantled
prior to phase 2, or more likely it was the southern edge of the
western lean-to and the end may have rotted away.
The timbers used in the joists of spaces 5 and 6 were of
uniform dimensions and band-sawn. Unlike the sub-floor
timbers used in the remainder of the building, these were

Vertical join

Side-by-side join

3.13. Joints described in the text.
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3.14. Southern and
western base plates of
Phase 1, and southern plate of Phase 2
lean-to showing the
placement of a stud
over the join. Note
the round hole in the
western plate. Similar
holes are also present
in the southern plate of
Phase 1.

3.15. Remnant cleat
nails in the joists of the
Phase 2 lean-to after
the floorboards had
been removed. Note
the rebates in the end
of some joists which
served no purpose in
this building.
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totara rather than kauri. The nails used to attach the floorboards to the joists were
of rosehead type, different to the cut cleat nails of phases 1 and 2.
Framing
Phase 1
The method of construction of the first phase was similar to that employed in
houses pre-1890 (Salmond 1986). Tenons in the end of the studs were inserted into
mortises cut into the top and bottom plates. In addition there were circular holes
drilled through the bottom plate adjacent to the mortise on both south and west
plates in the southwest corner which may have been for levering the plates into
position (see Figure 3.14).
Studs were at regular intervals but on the southern side there were empty mortises where studs had been removed to insert the doorways into the phase 3 rooms
(spaces 5 and 6). Similarly on the eastern side, truncated, and additional, studs
indicated where the door and windows had been altered and swapped around).
The dimensions of studs were not consistent and were between 85–95 x 72–80 mm.
There was no surviving bracing on phase 1 framing, and no notching in the outside
of the studs to indicate where it had been. On the west framing, the symbol ‘X’ had
been marked on the outside of some studs but was not encountered elsewhere on
the framing. The top plate had been cut for insertion of the fireplace chimney but
this was offset from the fireplace in space 2 and also did not line up with the fireplace foundation in space 8. The bottom plate was also cut: on the right side the cut
lines up with the cut in the bearer and sarking at the top of the framing, and the cut
on the left side lines up with the remains of the fireplace. Studs forming the original
framing had been removed and short length timbers (recycled) added to provide
the framing for the fireplace in space 2. The sarking lining the fireplace boxing was
attached to these additional upright timbers (Figure 3.17). This modification therefore happened when the fireplace was inserted, confirming a previously held view
that the fireplace was not constructed at the same time the structure was built. It is
likely that the fireplace was added in the nineteenth century but made redundant
when the laundry was shifted inside). Don Kirkbride, who lived there in the 1950s,
recalls that the fireplace in space 2 was not functioning at that time.

3.16. Framing on
east wall of phase 1
showing the alterations resulting from
shifting the window
and door. Note the
different size of ceiling
joists over space 4 (left
side) inserted as phase
1b, and the modifications to the framing to
attach the sunporch to
phase 2.

top plate
ceiling joist
bearer

original door
position
now a
window

bearer

original door
position
now a
window

baseplate covered by concrete

0

500mm

original
window
position
now a door

sunroom addition to phase 2
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3.17. Framing on the
west wall of phase
1 showing the position of the phase 1a
window, and the later
doorway. The floor
joists of phase 1 are
shaded, and phase 2
joists of the lean-to
kitchen are plain. The
studs in the vicinity of
the fireplace have been
modified and recycled
timbers are indicated
by ‘R’. The sarking for
the space 2 fireplace
boxing was attached
to these timbers. The
notches in the board
to the right of the fireplace lintel indicates
where the wall framing
between kitchen and
laundry was attached.

position of laundry base

Phase 2
The framing on the wall between phases 1 and 2 (spaces 2 and 3) showed no obvious modifications although the sarking boards which lined the south wall of space
3 were not a consistent length. It is unlikely that the repairs covered over a window
cavity in the northern wall of the phase 1 room as the modifications to the sarking on both sides of the framing did not correspond. The studs on the exterior
wall of phase 2 had tenons inserted into mortises in the base plate and there was
cross-bracing from the corners to the centre of the top plate (Figure 3.18). Repairs
had been made to strengthen rotting studs at the lower end by attaching shorter
sections of similar sized wood. The framing also indicated that the window was a
replacement for a narrower window indicated on Figure 3.18 by the dashed stud
remnants attached to top and bottom plates.
The bottom plate on the exterior wall of the lean-to was not able to provide
information on construction phases as it had rotted away. The top plate however
was continuous although there was a halved joint to the southern side of the original back door i.e. in about the centre of the wall. This confirms the lean-to of its
current width was not made prior to the construction of the space 3 room, although
the in-ground archaeology suggests it replaced a shorter and narrower open leanto after the fashion of a verandah. The studs of the outside wall of the lean-to had
tenons which fitted into mortises in the top and bottom plate – a similar construction method used in phases 1 and 2.
Phase 3
The east-west oriented two rooms are phase 3. The framing has regularly spaced
studs and diagonal cross-bracing (Figure 3.19). Like phases 1 and 2 the floorboards
rest on top of the joists with short boards placed between studs filling in the gap
between base plate and floor on the north and south sides. The studs in this extension are nailed to the base plates rather the mortise and tenon method used in the
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earlier structure. The original framing on the southern wall of space 4 has been
altered to insert the doorway from space 4 into space 5 by removing a stud, and an
additional stud added for the new door frame. Two empty mortise holes indicate
where studs were removed to insert the doorway between spaces 4 and 6.
The framing and sub-floor timbers throughout phases 1 and 2 were kauri as
expected for a house of this age. The later phase 3, believed to have been constructed
in the early 20th century was constructed using totara. The change of material is
in keeping with the estimated age of the extension, as kauri became increasingly
rare as a building timber.
Later phases are evident in the northwest corner of the lean-to. The top plate
extends to the outside edge of the house, but some of the studs in this corner are
replacements. There appears to have been major problems with rot in this corner as
the weatherboards and floorboards have also either been replaced or covered over
with fibrolite sheeting. The addition in the northwest corner probably dates to the
1940s: it also has studs nailed to the top and bottom plates, and purlins have been
inserted between the studs.
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3.18 (top). Framing of
exterior northern wall,
phase 2.
3.19 (bottom). Framing
of phase 3 south exterior wall after removal
of the weatherboards.
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3.20. Phase 1 and 2
are distinguished by
different sized tile
battens and rafters.
The narrow battens
and thicker rafters on
the left side are in the
phase 1 part of the
structure.

3.21. The shingles, split
from kauri, were laid so
there was a thickness
of up to seven overlapping shingles.

Roof framing
Rafters rested on the top plates. Timbers of different dimensions were used as rafters and tile battens depending on construction phase. There was no sarking lining
the sleeping attic – wooden shingles which lined the entire roof area of phases 1
and 2 were present above the tile battens (Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21, Figure 3.22,
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3.22 (left). The exterior
surface of the roof
covering presented a
uniform appearance.
3.23 (bottom). Shingles
were laid so two thirds
of the length of each
shingle was covered by
the shingles above.
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3.24 (top). Roof framing of phase 3, and
relationship to phase 1
framing.
3.25 (right). The shingled roof of phases 1
and 2, and the chimney cavity over the
laundry copper in the
corner of space 8.
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Figure 3.23). The phase 3 rooms had corrugated iron over the rafters (Figure 3.24).
The method of smoke exit above the fireplace in space 2 is unknown as there was
no exit through the roof space of the main apex — the timbers were uninterrupted.
There was however a cavity in the tiles of the lean-to directly above the laundry
copper (Figure 3.25).
Structural phases
Four major construction phases have been identified based on building additions.
Within the first three phases there are sub-phases where walls and windows have
been added or moved.
Structural phase 1a
The original structure was a single-storey one room timber cottage of symmetrical, flat fronted Georgian style which measured 5.9 x 4.3 m internally. There was a
central door with a window on each side (Figure 3.26). The location of a rear door
was not established although it was possibly on the south wall in the same position
as the door to space 6. This would provide direct access to the lean-to on the south
side (described below) and the exterior. Alternatively the doorway may have been
in the position of the blocked up doorway in the west wall to the south side of the
fireplace. However it is more likely this doorway was inserted during phase 3.
There is no evidence for a fireplace in the room at this time, and the northern
wall did not have a window. The walls were lined with close fitting sarking 220–230
mm wide, and wallpaper was pasted directly onto the wood. This decoration may
however not have been in place from the time of construction as not all walls had
remnant paper.
Ceiling joists were over the northern two-thirds of the room and tongue and
groove boards laid to create a sleeping loft. There was however a gap of approxi-

open verandah

door?

open to
roof rafters
Space 4

1m

sleeping loft over
Space 2

3.26. Structural phase
1a.
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mately 250 mm around the edges where the joists were exposed as the boards did
not extend as far as the rafters. There was also no internal lining of the roof. An
assumption has been made that this sleeping area was part of the fi rst phase of the
house: while the phase 2 addition extended the gable and therefore the roof space,
no floorboards were laid above the new space. The roof space therefore probably
became a sleeping space, accessed by a ladder, and afforded a degree of privacy
from the multiple purpose space below.
It is highly likely that the house at this time did not have a verandah on the east
side. Many colonial cottages were constructed with only the bare essentials, and a
verandah might have been considered a luxury.
The in-ground archaeology and evidence on the northern wall of spaces 5 and 6
indicate that there was a lean-to on the southern side of the single room dwelling,
estimated to be approximately 3 m wide from the placement of redundant foundation stones under the phase 3 rooms (spaces 5 and 6). The lean-to was probably
divided into two rooms; the eastern one 2 m long and the western 2.3 m based on
the differing thickness of whitewash (Figure 3.27). It would have had a sloping
roofline originating at the height of the top plate in the main room. The angled
cut of the sarking board in Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28 suggests there may have
been a change in roof pitch towards the western end, reminiscent of an open porch
and shelter over a doorway. The ground surface of the easternmost room was laid
with shell, and there were small fragments of coal and a black powder interpreted
as coal dust on the floor of the same space. This therefore was not a formal living
space but perhaps used for storage, and may possibly have been used as a kitchen/
scullery kept separate from the one-room living space.
There was probably also an open verandah along the west side of the cottage.
An open verandah rather than an enclosed lean-to is favoured because the purpose
of the window in the western wall was to introduce light into the main room. Shell
paving extended along the western side but commenced 1.5 m out from the wall
of the cottage. It connected with the shell path, identified in the excavations under

3.27. South wall of
phase 1 building after
the cladding had been
removed on north
walls of spaces 5 and
6. Note the different
thicknesses in whitewash and the angle
at the western end
reminiscent of a sloping roof.
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3.28. Perspective of the
south wall of Phase
1 from spaces 6 and
5 after removal of
the wall lining. The
changes to the phase
1 framing can be
seen where doorways
have been inserted
and studs for phase
3 inserted. At the
western end is part of
the framing for phase
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phase 3, which ran around the outside of the western lean-to to the front door. The
shell-free surface between the cottage and the path is assumed to represent the
width of the verandah.
Structural phase 1b
The wall separating spaces 2 and 4 was inserted forming a small room (4.3 x 1.85
m) with a window at either end, a door to the southern lean-to and a doorway to
space 2, allowing room for a bed under the eastern window (approx. 2.2 m distance). The abutting board ceiling of space 2 was probably also added at this stage
(Figure 3.29).
Evidence for the wall not being original is the width of the sarking on the dividing wall between spaces 2 and 4: at 170 mm width, the sarking is narrower than
that on the south wall of space 4 which is of similar dimension to that present on

3.29. Structural phase
1b with a dividing wall
added to form two
rooms.
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3.30. The ceiling
heights in phase 1
(spaces 2 and 4) and 2
(space 3) were at different levels. In the attic
space abutting boards
formed the flooring
over phase 1 and the
exposed upper sides of
the board and batten
ceiling over phase 2
(space 3) are evident.
The phase 1a extension of the sleeping loft
floor, using different
timber dimensions are
also evident.
? window

scullery/
storeroom

door

kitchen

door

lean-to

3.31. Phase 2 room
arrangement.
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the east, north and west walls of space 2, that is, lining the four original walls of
the cottage.
Ceiling joists of a different size to the originals were placed over the void above
the bedroom, and tongue and groove floorboards nailed on top (Figure 3.30, see
also Figure 3.16). This additional flooring sealed in the sleeping loft which was
then accessed by a hatch against the south wall (the ladder which would have been
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placed on the south wall of the lower room). It is assumed this happened prior to
space 3 being added (phase 2) as the weatherboards which enclosed the northern
end of the phase 1 house were removed leaving the loft open to the ceiling rafters
and ceiling of the new space (see studs between the two rooms in Figure 3.30).
Structural phase 2
A bedroom (space 3) was added on the northern side, substantially increasing the
dedicated sleeping space of the cottage. More importantly a lean-to was added to
the western side (spaces 7–9) which ran the length of the building (Figure 3.31).
This construction was contemporary with the space 3 bedroom as the base plate
on the northern side, and top and bottom plates on the western side are continuous. The lean-to provided for a dedicated internal cooking and food preparation
area, previously absent, and the fireplace in space 2 may have been formalised at
this time.
It is believed that the window at the end of space 4 was blocked in at this time
as the enclosed lean-to made the window redundant. Weatherboards and unmodified sarking were recycled to fill in the gap in the lining (Figure 3.32), after space 4
had been papered. Access to the new kitchen was through a doorway to the south
of the fireplace. Instead of enlarging the window space, the doorway was placed to
avoid passage through the bedroom (space 4) and the separate scullery, part of the
kitchen arrangement, behind.

3.32. The blocked up window in the west wall
of the original building (end of space 4).
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Nothing is known of the southern lean-to in this phase but an assumption is
made that it survived until the southern extension (described as phase 3) was built.
The wall lining was not weatherproof and if the lean-to roof was demolished, the
exterior wall would surely have been reclad in weatherboards.
Space 3 measured 2.6 x 4.3 m with a window in the north wall. The window was
probably a 12-pane sash window like those in the front of the house. It was replaced
at a later time with the four-pane sash window: the new window was shorter but
wider, which required the cross-bracing on the end of the building to be cut out on
one side to accommodate the frame (see Figure 3.18). The room has been altered in
other ways. Cut and repaired sarking on the eastern wall indicates a window was
also placed here (Figure 3.33). Although this wall is shared with space 1 it is more
likely that the window was removed many years prior to space 1 being added. The
modifications to the sarking in this room (and others) took place prior to Hessian
scrim being attached to the walls. The purpose of the narrow lengths of sarking
adjacent to the infilled window is unknown and probably occurred at a different
time as the material used to infill the gap was recycled painted weatherboard. Of
note is the fact that there is no wallpaper adhering to the painted weatherboards
indicating the work was done after the window infilling. Also, the original doorway from space 2 had been placed further east at approximately 600 mm from the
eastern wall. A join in the skirting board provided surface indications of the modification. Moving the doorway occurred prior to the room being wallpapered as
there is paper across the original sarking and the infilled painted weatherboards.
The ceiling was board and batten.
Like spaces 1 and 3, the sarking had wallpaper attached directly to the wood,
over which Hessian scrim and layers of wallpaper had later been placed. The chronology of changes can be linked by whether paper is present or not. As all walls had
Hessian attached, the modifications took place prior to the phase 3 construction.

3.33. Sealed up
window cavity in the
eastern wall of space 3.
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Structural phase 3
An east-west oriented gabled wing was added some time later, changing the floor
plan from rectangular to an L-shape (Figure 3.34). The change is assumed to be
after the sale of the property by John Scott. It was therefore dated post-1895, and
possibly after the purchase of allotment 87 by Matthew Kirkbride in 1906.
The southern lean-to was demolished and two new rooms (spaces 5 and 6)
added with back-to-back brick fireplace foundations. Other changes took place in
keeping with creating a formal living area. The front door was shifted at this time
to the current location, creating an entrance hall. The architraves around the front
door and those into spaces 5 and 6 were the same, but those around the doorway
to space 2 were different and the same as was present in space 2. This is further
evidence that the internal wall, identified as phase 1b, was added prior to phase 3.
The ceiling of the hallway was inserted, using board and batten. The access hatch
to the attic space was removed at this time as the hallway ceiling was of continuous boards. Instead a more specialised service access was formed in the northeast
corner of the ceiling of space 6.
The addition of two rooms created, for the first time, a dedicated formal space
close to the front door for receiving visitors and for social occasions. This type of
infrequently used space became common in the late 19th or early 20th century
(Salmond 1986: 75). Similarly the dining room, space 6, became a specialised room
although the family may also have congregated here in the evenings instead of the
kitchen space used previously.
The access to the kitchen from space 6 was probably part of the same phasing,
and the doorway from the kitchen to space 2 may have been blocked up at this
stage. The kitchen shape would therefore have been remodelled, and the wall dividing the small scullery at the southern end from the main kitchen area removed to
create a larger kitchen with direct access to the dining room.

3.34. Phase 3 layout of
house.
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The verandah on the eastern side may have been built at this time, extending
from the east-west addition to the northern end of the building. The effect would
have been an external similarity to a villa, enhancing the formality of the entrance
in its new location.
Structural phase 4
The kitchen space was remodelled with internal walls erected to divide the room
up into spaces of different activity: kitchen area (space 7), laundry (space 8), and
beyond that the bathroom and toilet (spaces 8 and 9). The kitchen would originally
have included the fireplace, with the larger space used for cooking, eating and for
family socialising. It is assumed that the walls were erected after electricity was laid
on, so the fireplace foundation was remodelled for the firebox of a laundry copper.
Bringing the laundry inside made the external washhouse obsolete and provides
a time for when the second well was constructed (the well cuts through the washhouse foundations). At this time access to the exterior was via the now blocked up
door onto the brick path uncovered in the excavations. A new exterior door from
the smaller kitchen space was probably inserted at this time, and the small exterior
porch added. The northern doorway is however always likely to have been there as
it is associated with the shell path.
Part of the laundry was lined with corrugated iron, used as a fireproofing material on the walls behind the copper. The concrete foundation of the copper was
poured after the corrugated iron had been fi xed in place. Push-out windows or
casement windows similar to those in space 1 were present along the exterior wall
of the lean-to. These are not original: the single window was inserted into the filled
in doorway space.
Structural phase 5
A small room was added to the northeast corner, removing the northern end of the
verandah. Narrower weatherboards, softboard lining, use of oregon timber, and
casement windows, are characteristics placing the construction of this addition
around the mid-20th century. The age of this room has been confirmed by Don
Kirkbride who slept here as a child.
Discussion
The fireplace in space 2 is problematic with respect to how it functioned and when
it was built. There is no evidence for the demolition of an internal brick chimney as
mortar and partial bricks or fragments of brick should have been present. The fireplace cavity (with no hearth or concrete slab apparent) was only 580 mm deep and
box framed with circular sawn sarking. Under the floor the fireplace foundation
was composed of one layer of scoria blocks loosely stacked and fitted between floor
joists. One joist was cut at the edge of the block foundation. In the roof space above
there is a square cut out of the attic floorboards, but there is no corresponding
alteration to the timbers forming the framing of the roof, and no apparent patches
to the shingles to indicate where a chimney had been. Two options are feasible to
account for this evidence or lack of it. The studs and interruption to the top plate of
the west framing (Figure 3.17) indicate a fireplace had been present but not directly
above the fireplace foundations. There was also no evidence for a brick chimney.
The fireplace in space 2 therefore was either a freestanding stove with an enclosed
firebox and a pipe chimney to remove smoke which must have exited through the
roof of the lean-to. Alternatively the original firebox may have been external to the
main building and surrounded by corrugated iron. The missing studs on the west
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3.35. The chimney
cavity in the shingle
roof of the lean-to.
Note the corrugated
iron lining which was
cut and folded over
when the roof was
reclad in iron.

wall, and the blocked up hole in the loft floor are likely to have predated the space
2 fireplace and may be evidence of an earlier feature. This will be discussed more
fully below. The lack of brickwork for the fireplace in the phase 2 kitchen can be
accounted for by use of corrugated iron as a chimney liner, still evident around the
edges of the shingles (Figure 3.35).
If the fireplace box was external and corrugated iron clad then it must have only
been used prior to phase 2 when the kitchen lean-to was added. This does not however solve the question of where, and how, food was cooked up until when an electric range was installed. It is likely there was a coal range which predated the laundry copper but as the foundation had been modified and enlarged for the copper,
little evidence of this remains. Evidence for a separate structure was uncovered in
the rear yard, and it was not uncommon for kitchens to be in a separate building
to reduce fire risk (Salmond 1986: 65–6) but the most likely interpretation is that
that structure was a laundry, with close access to the first well. A coal range with
pipe chimney may have been in the kitchen space in phase 2, later removed and
replaced by the laundry copper. The southern lean-to may also have been the first
kitchen space, especially given its shell flooring, access to the exterior, and the coal
deposit on the floor in the eastern half.
The earlier phases of the building demonstrate economical use of materials and
recycling of weatherboards and sarking. In spaces 2, 3 and 4 (and also space 5 at
time of construction) weatherboards and painted sarking was reused to fi ll in gaps
left by alteration of doors and windows. In addition several of the floor joists of
phase 1 had rebates at one end indicating material prepared for another use.
The building was added to or altered as the changing needs of the family developed. Although the southern lean-to was detected through building archaeology,
in-ground excavation contributed to identifying the size from foundation stone
placement and from the presence of the shell path which ran along the outside.
In addition, the original western lean-to, open verandah was invisible from the
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perspective of buildings archaeology: only the in-ground excavation identified the
shell path which determined the maximum width of the verandah.
It is only conjecture on how the family size and dynamics affected changes to
the building. As has been discussed in the section on the Scott family, we can’t even
be sure how many children the Scott’s had as their births don’t appear to have been
officially registered.
What is known however is that John Scott lived in the one-room cottage, from
1865 until his marriage in 1869. His brother William may also have lived there
until he married in 1867 as they were farming adjacent allotments. The births of
four children in six years would have been the catalyst for additions: fi rst by forming a separate room (space 4) and extending the sleeping attic floor area, then by
adding space 3 and a separate living area and kitchen in the lean-to. Even by 19th
century standards, six people in the single room used as sleeping and living space
would have been extremely cramped. It appears that John and Anne Scott may
have moved from the house to Ascot Road around the early 1880s, perhaps leaving
a farm worker as tenant in the house. It is therefore likely that the additions all took
place between 1869 and the early 1880s, which would account for why the method
of construction and nail type are similar. Similarly it is likely that the additional
two rooms (spaces 5 and 6, and makeover of space 4 and the kitchen area) did not
take place until the Kirkbrides purchased the farm in 1906.
In 1852 Marmaduke Nixon purchased a structure 10’ wide x 16’ long (3.0 x 4.8
m) in kitset form and had it transported by boat from Onehunga to Tautauroa. The
materials cost him £5 10 s and he then had to pay a carpenter to erect it (Nixon ms:
10 October 1852). The first Westney house was 12’ x 24’ 6” (3.65 x 7.4 m), presumably also built on site. The original Scott cottage 15’ x 20’ (4.5 x 6.1 m) is therefore
not dissimilar in size to other domestic structures in the area.
The dendrochronology report by Gretel Boswijk (Appendix 3) identified several structural timbers in the house with a felling date of around 1854. The timbers
in question had a waney edge, that is, the outer curvature of the tree from below
the bark was present. The date of felling is therefore accurate as the tree ring pattern has been compared to timbers of known age. From what we know of the history of occupation through both land deeds, the highway board schedules and the
electoral rolls, John Scott was not resident here until 1865. In the six years prior to
that there is no indication that anyone was living there as the original grantee had
died before the deed was issued. A fairly large amount of capital would be required
to start a farm – clearing scrub, erection of fences, sowing crops, purchase of stock
and building a house – which Moncur’s daughters, the beneficiaries of his will,
would not have had the resources to invest. This does not however preclude Scott
from being involved at an earlier time as he did register an interest in Moncur’s
estate.
Several other possibilities can be put forward to account for the 10 or 11 year
discrepancy in dates between tree felling and purchase of the property. One option
is that the sawn timbers were stock at a timber merchant’s for a number of years
before being sold. Very little is known about the timber industry and the availability of sawn timbers, but given the intensity of labour involved in felling, hauling
trees and pit sawing it seems unlikely that there was such an oversupply that sawn
timber would stay unsold for a number of years. Another possibility is that the
one room cottage, with dimensions of 6.1 x 4.5 m, was shifted from another site.
Again, very little is known about the portability of structures in the mid-19th century or how they were moved, or how far. Both William Westney and Marmaduke
Nixon started with small cottages which were added to, and this was certainly the
case here. Another option is that the small cottage could have been used elsewhere
as a temporary home while a larger house was being built. The smaller structure
could then have been surplus and moved elsewhere. The cuts in the framing and
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top plate on the western side of the original building give credence to the idea that
the building was moved. The cuts do not line up with the stone foundations of the
fireplaces in spaces 2 and 8, the hole in the floorboards of the sleeping loft had been
blocked off, and there was no interruption to, or visible repair of, the shingles on
the roof above. In addition there was no mortar rubble or brick to indicate that a
brick chimney had ever been present. It is likely therefore that the original alteration to the framing was made when a chimney was present on another site. When
the building was relocated, it did not have a fireplace at first, and when one was
inserted it was not in the same place and modifications were required (additions of
short upright timbers) to provide the fireplace framing.
The age of the material culture has not clarified whether the building was constructed here or relocated. Typically on a site where the house has been relocated,
the estimated age based on ceramic patterns should be younger than the age of the
building. In this case, some of the ceramic manufacturing dates tend to be older
than 1865, and possibly early 1850s which based on dendrochronology may be a
similar date for building construction. Unless the sheet scatter of broken ceramics
was moved along with the building, this is not particularly useful in determining
whether the building was erected in situ or not. However as will be discussed in
the conclusion there is another explanation for the ceramics to be older than the
occupation of Allotment 87.
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A mechanical digger was used to strip topsoil in the yard area around the house
and to lift concrete paths. First only the immediate yard area was stripped, but later
this was extended on the north and west sides into the adjacent paddocks. On the
western side of the house a dense layer of scoria lay underneath the topsoil. This
too was removed by the hydraulic excavator. Exposed areas were then scraped by
hand in order to obtain a clean surface. Features were excavated by hand and all
artefacts within them were collected. Features were recorded on a handheld computer HP IPaq 4750 and surveyed using a Leica 1200 robotic total station. Surface
scatters of artefacts were collected and the general area noted but not added to the
plan.
After house demolition and removal of timber materials, leaving only the foundation stones, the under-floor excavations began. A grid was laid out over the area
in 1 x 1 m squares which were excavated individually with material collected and
bagged according to square. Foundation stones, paths and fireplace foundations
under the house footprint were surveyed for the plan. Finally, the under-floor area
was scraped with the hydraulic excavator to check for pre-house features.
A number of features related to different phases of activity were uncovered
(Figure 4.1). Some however, particularly the postholes, could not be specifically
assigned to any one period and reflect 150 years of activity around the farmhouse.
Rubbish pits are broadly assigned to a phase based on the date of manufacture of
the item. Some very distinctive features were identified which add to an understanding of the spatial layout of the exterior domestic space of the farmhouse and
the size of the curtilage at different times. As discussed in the research design, anything inside the existing enclosing wire fence was treated as domestic space (and
female space) contrasting with farm space including farm buildings and paddocks
where farm-related activities considered to be more male-oriented space where
decisions made for economic or other reasons were carried out.
Phase 1
The most prominent features were shallow ditches (features 46, 47 and 96) on three
sides of the house and extending out into the paddock to the north. Feature 47 was
a total length of 48 m and extended 21 m to the north beyond the intersection with
46. It varied in width between 700–1200 mm but was of similar depth to the other
ditches. Feature 46 was 700 mm wide, 500 mm deep and 24.3 m long. The flat base
was 180 mm wide, similar to the width of a spade. In contrast, Feature 96 had a
broad V-shaped profi le (Figure 4.2), of similar width and depth to the other two
ditches, but was a shorter length than the other two at 12.2 m.
Features 5 and 68, at right angles to feature 46, were approximately 1.55 m (5 ft)
apart and were shallower (170–220 mm) and narrower (480–550 mm) than feature
46. The profile of 68 was a shallow curve at its northern end, 37 m from the intersection with 46 (the final 7 m, not shown on Figure 4.1, was defined in February
2008 when the adjacent paddock was stripped of topsoil). Most of the material
culture recovered from the fills of features 5 and 68 was within 10 m of the intersection with 46. Another ditch, 128, at right angles to 68, and parallel to 46, could
be traced to the edge of 47. It was wider than 5 and 68, and of a similar width to 46.
This ditch was only sectioned in several places and not entirely dug out.
It is likely then that these features are the surviving remnants of a ditch and
bank enclosure to keep grazing animals away from the house. Instead of a single
ditch and adjacent bank, Features 5 and 68 were of a different type of construction
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with a shallow ditch either side of a bank (Figure 4.3). They would however have
had a similar function. A dense growing, prickly hedging plant such as hawthorn,
barberry or gorse would have been planted on the bank. A secondary enclosure
identified by east-west oriented ditch feature 128 (14.5 x 23.75 m or 344.4 m2)
may have been a garden or orchard area. Ditches 5, 68 and 47 faded out at the
northern end and there was no evidence of another north-south oriented ditch
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to define another enclosure. The absence of a ditch does
not necessarily mean there wasn’t one there originally
– the northern ends of the ditches were in open paddock
rather than in house curtilage and could therefore have
been ploughed out. Exploratory excavations with a digger
further into the paddock to see if the ditches formed a
farm paddock boundary system did not uncover any evidence. Although 5 and 68 were of a different form to the
other ditches and were therefore possibly constructed by
a different person, they nonetheless extended an existing
pattern of enclosures which continued in use, and were in
that sense contemporary.
These enclosures were most likely contemporary with
phase 1 of the house (the original one room structure)
prior to the northern room being added, as there is a
symmetry with the house walls an equal distance from
the ditches. The southern lean-to is included as part of the
structure. While the ditches are also equidistant from the
present layout of the house, the presence of 19th century
bottles and ceramic fragments in the fill of the ditches
precludes them being contemporary with the early 20th
century addition of the east–west oriented gable on the
southern side.
Ditches 96 and 46 ended flush with the front of the
house on the eastern side. While it is possible there was
a post and rail fence from the end of the ditch to the corners of the house, this seems unlikely as the front of the
house would not have been within the enclosed space.
Instead there was a fence parallel to the front of the house
which then angled back to the ends of the ditches (postholes F6/7, 103, 104, 56, 115, 51). This arrangement was a
barrier to animals but was more inviting to pedestrian
access (Figure 4.4).
Access to the barns and farm was probably on the
southern side of the house which may account for the
shorter length of ditch 96. Unfortunately this area was
not excavated as it had existing features which were not
removed during the excavation.
The majority of the material culture recovered around
the house was from ditch features 46 and 47 and was
in primary deposition. The base of F46 was filled with
lenses of loose clay and brown loam reminiscent of waterdeposited material. There were no artefacts at the base.
Overlying this was brown loam containing material culture. There were greater concentrations of material at
the eastern and western ends of the ditch although small
amounts were present along the length. Use of the ditches
for rubbish disposal may have been over a period of time
before the ditches were finally infilled. A small amount
of fill material probably accumulated while the ditch was
open, but the bulk of the fill originated from the levelling
of the bank as the absence of stratigraphy within the fill
suggests the material was deposited over a short period
of time and there was no surviving evidence of the bank
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Section through Feature 95

Section through Feature 46
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4.2 (above). Cross sections through ditch
features 46 and 95.

4.3 (below). Parallel ditches F68 (left) and 5
(right) excavated in sections. The cross section
of F68 can be seen in the foreground where it
intersects with another ditch, F46. Photo taken
facing north.
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above the ground surface. Feature 96 also contained artefacts but not in the same
quantities as the other two ditches. The material in ditches F46, 5 and 68 dates
exclusively to the mid–late 19th century. Feature 96 contained 19th and 20th century material culture, and F47 also had a mix of 19th and 20th century material.
There were fewer alcohol bottles in F47 compared to F46 but the concentration
at the intersection with F46 indicates it was common practice to throw rubbish
into the corner of the enclosure. A sheet scatter of material culture in and immediately under the topsoil on both sides of ditch F47 can be interpreted as material
being thrown against the hedge and into the ditch so that when the hedge was
removed, the material was spread more widely (Figure4. 6). As this ditch was in
use for a longer period the method of hedge removal was different, accounting for
the artefact scatter. There was a higher density of sheet scatter inside the enclosure
compared to outside. This distribution of material, together with the mixed age of
material within the ditch, strongly suggests the hedge on the western and southern
sides was left intact as a wind break and house boundary long after the northern
ditches and hedges were removed. The predominant winds come from the west
and southwest and it would make sense to retain shelter around the house.
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Unusually two brick-lined wells, F63 and 65, were discovered in the backyard
within five metres of each other. Feature 63 was clearly the first dug as it was fi lled
to ground surface with mixed white weathered tephra and peat. There was no brick
lining in the upper 1.1 m, and the bricks were most likely removed before the infilling was complete (Figure 4.7). The tephra is very distinctive, and any disturbance
of the fill or over spilt material would have been observed as a distinct lens during
scraping down of the area around the well.
A hydraulic excavator was used to dig out the well and establish how deep it
was. A ditch was dug on one side of the well and then the excavator bucket used
to take out part of the brick lining to access the fill. This technique was used to
maintain control over removal of the fill in spits. However it was not a particularly successful method in this case given the water pressure behind the bricks: the
remaining interlocked well lining collapsed inwards and a void was created in the
natural stratigraphy at the level the water was encountered. Excavation reached
a depth of 5.5 m before being halted. The base was not reached and at this depth
the fill was still white tephra clay and peat with no stratigraphy (Figure 4.9). At 4
m depth, wooden planks set vertically behind the bricks were encountered. Each
plank was 1200 x 230 x 20 mm. They were most likely used during digging of the
well to prevent collapse of a weak layer, as it was at this depth that the water travelled freely through the tephra causing the wall to collapse during the archaeological excavations.
Peat underlies this area but at over 8 m depth. Geotechnical testing of the
runway and airport development area showed it does not come to the surface
anywhere within the wider area. As the wells were the only features encountered
which are likely to have been dug to this depth, the source of fill in feature 63 could
therefore only have been the material removed during digging of the second well
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4.5 (left). Feature 46
on the north side of
the house, looking
east. A section of what
appears to be natural
infilling has been left
in place. Beyond that
are some metal implements that had been
dumped in the ditch.
4.6 (right). Sheet scatter on western boundary of curtilage on
both sides of feature
47.
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4.7. Well F63 after partial excavation. Note
the distinctive mixed tephra and peat fill.

4.8. The brick lining of F63 had been
removed prior to final infilling, and the
water level in October 2008 was just below
the level of the bricks.

4.9. Excavation of the well in progress. The lining of the well is
exposed in section and the top row of surviving bricks can be
seen. The planks were encountered near the base and behind the
bricks at the level of the grey clay.
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(described below). The material dug from the second well must have been stockpiled before filling in the first, creating mixing of the distinctive layers. If the well
was dug and the first filled in simultaneously then given the depth of the natural
layers being dug out, there would have been clear inverse stratigraphy in the fill of
the first well. This was not the case, and retaining the first well while the second
was dug would have ensured the household had continuity of water supply while
the replacement well was dug.
It is unusual to uncover two wells within 5 m of one another, and one obviously
replaced the other. Well digging and lining would have been expensive in labour
and financial terms and there must therefore have been a very good reason for
digging the second. The possibility of water contamination in the first was ruled
out because the wells were so close together — anything affecting water quality in
the first would also have affected the second. The working hypothesis was that the
first well was too shallow to produce the required quantity of water in extreme dry
conditions, and therefore a deeper well was required.
In February 2008, after a period of six weeks without rain, another attempt
was made to reach the bottom of the well. During the excavations in October 2007
water was reached at 3.5 m, but four months later seepage was only encountered at
7 m. The well was dug through a natural stratigraphy which varied from grey clay
at 3m to a very compact white tephra and then peat at 8 m below the surface. The
peat was over 3 m deep. The mixed well fill had the characteristics of the different
layers of the natural stratigraphy but at 9 m from the surface changed from yellow
clay to grey clay which continued as far as the excavation limit. No material culture
was present within the fill. Excavations proceeded to 11 m below the surface but
were abandoned at this depth due to safety issues and the hydraulic digger attaining its maximum reach without further major excavation. The radical change in
depth where water was encountered lends credence to the theory that the first well
dried up.

4.10. Feature 109, the
narrow foundation
trench that predated
the second well.
Feature 85 is in the
foreground. Photo
taken facing west.
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Associated with the well were four square postholes (Features 64, 70, 71 and 74)
interpreted as a structure, probably to support a roof and a pulley or windlass to
draw water and a similar arrangement to those present around the later well.
Only one other posthole could be definitely assigned to this phase. A square
posthole (112) contained a rectangular post mould surrounded by white tephra
clay. The white clay which presumably came from the digging of the first well had
been used to wedge the post into the hole. This posthole was under the yellowbrown clay lens surrounding the second well and at the same level as a foundation trench (109) of the outbuilding that predated the later well. The posthole was
however within the outbuilding footprint and must therefore have either pre- or
post- dated it.
The foundation trench (109) was 210 mm wide and 40 mm deep. It is most likely
the imprint for a base plate of a stand-alone structure measuring 2.8 x 2.8 m and
placed directly on the ground without either foundation piles or the scoria blocks
the house rested on. The postholes within the outbuilding footprint did not appear
to have any relationship to the square outline so there are several phases of activity
present here. This building was most likely to have been the washhouse when the
first well was in use. It had been demolished by the time the second well was dug as
the well cut through the foundation trench on the western side (Figure 4.10). There
was no evidence of a path leading directly to the house from the structure, or a side
path from the remaining shell paths thought to also be part of this phase. From a
practical perspective the doorway of the outbuilding probably faced the house, or
the well.
Two shell paths (66 and 67) of small cockle and scallop fragments were uncovered under the topsoil. Both were on the west side of the house but stopped short
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of the ditch feature 47. The northernmost
path, 66, was aligned with the back door to
the laundry part of the lean-to but is almost
certainly older than this part of the house
as it went under the base plate of the leanto and ran parallel to the exterior wall but
under the floor. The southern shell path,
F67, was 14 m long and connected to this
shell paving forming a continuous feature
which extended under the lean-to and the
20th century addition (Figure 4.11, Figure
4.12) abutting the foundation stones of the
original lean-to on the south side, then
turning along the east side towards the front
door. Scattered shell in the southeast corner
and under the southern lean-to suggested
there was also a shell floor in part of the
room. These features are discussed further
in the description of the under-floor area.
There was no archaeological evidence for
what was at the end of the paths. No postholes were uncovered to suggest a structure,
nor was a hole present to indicate a privy
had been situated here. The paths ended
abruptly but short of ditch 47. Surprisingly
there was no identified path to either the
well or the washhouse, but it is possible that
there was a brick path, similar to 37, which
had been lifted.
Phase 2
Assignment of features to phase 2 (and also other phases) comes from the relationship of the second well to other features in the immediate vicinity. Posthole F108
almost certainly predated the second well, F65, as it was sealed in by a fine brick
dust thought to have resulted from handling the bricks lining the well. Feature
82 was a posthole containing broken brick fragments and was therefore probably
contemporary with well construction or predated it. Posthole 75 was cut by 76
which was contemporary with the well. Features 83 (square hole) and 84 (shallow
scoop) in the northeast corner were filled with scoria cobbles but their purpose
is unknown, and their relationship to the structure is also unknown. Posthole 81
which was against the bricks of the well was dug from the topsoil and is therefore more recent than other activity in this area. Postholes 106, 107 and 111 were
oval in shape and again most likely post-dated the structure. Feature 85, oriented
north-south, showed as a dark stained fill and on excavation it was 300 mm wide
and 200 mm deep with a rubbly, scoraceous fi ll. Although only 3.1 m of length is
shown on the plan it extended further to the south towards the small shed and
intersected the square bedding trench. This therefore places it post-building and
from its fill and length it is most likely a shallow drain. An 1860 halfpenny was
recovered from the fill but this may have been a secondary deposition from the
surrounding ground surface.
Two small sections of superimposed brick paving were also uncovered on the
western side of the house lean-to adjacent to a window, which the changes to the

4.12. The southern shell
path (67) continued
under the early 20th
century addition to the
house.
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4.13. The two overlapping sections of brick
paving. Feature 37 is
in the foreground at a
lower level than F38.

house framing indicated had previously been a door into the laundry (Figure 4.13).
Against the west side of the house were large concrete tiles forming an exterior
surface. When these were removed the upper brick path was uncovered, separated
from the lower brick paving by scoria pieces up to 20 mm in size. Both paths were
interrupted on the western side by a later line of drainage field tiles. The lower path,
Feature 37, which was on a different orientation to the upper path, was made up of
one course of broken bricks, rounded and worn on the edges. It did not abut the
edge of the house but ended 600 mm away from it — there may originally have
been a step in the intervening area. Shell under and around the bricks confirmed
the sequence of paths inferred from the inground archaeology and the buildings
archaeology: the lean-to (and therefore the doorway) were not present at the time
the shell paths were in use so the brick path is a later feature. There were however fragments of early transfer pattern ceramics on top of the path and below the
scoria.
One small posthole (F39) was in the north east corner of the paving. A sump
(F40) on the northern side was edged in bricks laid end on end and was filled with
scoria although of a different type to the scoria separating the two brick paths and
which also overlay the sump. Within the fill were fragments of chronologically
early ceramic transfer patterns and an 1866 half penny. The upper path was made
up of closely fitted bricks. Unfortunately neither of these paths were encountered
further out into the yard as field tiles and pipes had disturbed the area.
The second well, Feature 65, had a brick lining to ground surface. The upper fill
was grey-brown clay with no artefacts (Figure 4.14). At 2 m below the surface mid20th century bottles, glass jars, shoes, metal and ceramics began to appear. Other
material included an electric jug, an immersion heater element, terracotta ceramic
planters, light bulbs and organic material including wood and grass-like material
which was possibly hay. This material was still evident at 5 m depth, but the excavation was stopped at 6.3 m as the well fill was saturated with water and there was no
visibility. Like the previous well, the tephra at about 4.5 m depth below the surface
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4.14. Bricks lining
the second well,
F65, extended to the
surface.

4.15. The later well,
F 65, is shown in the
foreground surrounded by four postholes. The earlier well,
F 63 and its associated
postholes can be seen
in the background.
Photo taken facing
northeast.

had poor resistance to the water and began to collapse into the excavation cavity.
Postholes for an above ground structure were also found around this well (F78, 79,
80 and 76), and Don Kirkbride recalls there was a windmill tower above the well to
draw the water (Figure 4.15). Interestingly the Kirkbride’s do not recall the earlier
well, which lends credence to the theory that it was filled in soon after the second
well was dug. Don’s mother, Barbara, also recalls throwing unwanted household
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4.16. Multiple drainage
and wastewater pipes
were present under the
topsoil.

rubbish into the redundant well after a new water supply was established (Don
Kirkbride, pers comm.)
The well area was reopened in February 2008 in an attempt to reach the base.
Work was abandoned at 7.5 m depth with no change in the fill being excavated.
Feature 89 was associated with debris spread around the wells. It was a circular
scoop filled with white clay, presumably taken out of the well F65. It lay in a small
hollow in the rubble covering part of this area.
The absence of material culture in the first well makes establishing a date for
construction of the second well difficult. It cut through the footing of the outbuilding and therefore dates to a time after the laundry had been moved into the house.
Unfortunately buildings archaeology was unable to provide any clarification on
this but the move internally post-dated the phase 3 addition thought to be early
1900s.
Later phases
A series of ceramic drains were uncovered when the topsoil was removed (Figure
4.16). Glazed, collared ceramic drains for grey and black water overlay unglazed
field tile drains (roof drainage) and a metal pipe. Most of the drains fanned out
from the north-western corner of the house (bathroom and toilet) and led to two
septic tanks in the north-west corner of yard which were at a lower level than the
house. Repairs were evident as plastic pipes had been used to link the older ceramic
drains together.
The collared drains (F32, 35) were pale brown, glazed ceramic. Each segment
was approximately 630 mm long, and external diameters of shaft and collar were
140 and 170 mm. Feature 35 was stamped with a maker’s mark on each collar:
‘CRUM NEW LYNN’. This drain overlay an earlier unglazed field tile drain, F36.
There were four field tile drains: F33, 36, 69 and 105. No mortar joined the segments, which varied in size more than the collared drains. They measured 290 mm
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(F36) or 315 mm long (rest) and 75–120 mm in external diameter, and were connected to down pipes from roof guttering.
The metal water pipe, F34, had been disturbed and did not connect to anything
at either end. It overlay a collared drain (F32) and was overlain by another (F35).
The pipe most likely supplied water to paddocks beyond the house curtilage as
although it had been separated by activity in the backyard, it was mostly in situ
showing alignment within the yard.
Feature 73 was similar to F1 — a narrow channel which may have functioned
as a small open drain. It measured 170 mm wide and 70 mm deep. It cut through
the shell path, Feature 66, and was oriented northwest-southeast. If it was a drain
it may have been associated with a structure inferred from the number of postholes
in this part of the yard.
Once the ditch and bank fences were fi lled in, the yard area was extended on
the north and south sides. On the south side a clear line of six round postholes
(F57–62) mark the line of a fence that was erected between ditch F96 and the
modern fence. One of these postholes was excavated as an example and found to
be 140 mm in diameter and 560 mm deep. Some others in the row were partially
void, suggesting that the posts may have been removed for re-use.
Another fence alignment was found on the north side of the house. It comprised
a group of five square postholes (F13–16 and 21) with clear, round post moulds
within orange clay fill. The alignment ran north-south in line with the western
edge of the house. The fence predated ceramic drain F32, which cut posthole F16.
One further, more tentative, alignment of postholes (17, 22, 23, 24, 26 and 27)
lacked the uniformity of the series mentioned above, but they do appear to form
a row running east-west. The western two (17 and 26) were square, the remainder
round, and on the basis of shape they are unlikely to have been contemporary.
Elsewhere, postholes were scattered around the yard, mostly appearing in clusters rather than visible alignments. A cluster was evident in the southeast corner
around two narrow trenches (F102 and 122). Only for F72 and 98 could an association be inferred – they were of similar dimensions and both had large, flat basalt
stones in the base of the hole.
Rubbish pits
There were only a small number of rubbish pits. Instead the ditches around the
house were used for dumping rubbish — a small quantity of material was discarded
in the early period of their use, and then more when they were no longer needed.
Glass, ceramics, farm-related pieces of iron work, scythe blades and horseshoes
were incorporated with the domestic rubbish. Unexpectedly a complete Maori
adze, and a broken adze, was also recovered from F46. It is likely these were found
elsewhere on the farm and then discarded.
The adzes are of the form commonly referred to as Type 2B. The complete adze,
156 mm long, has the back narrower than the front and flake scars still visible
under the grinding on the sides. The 53 mm long cutting edge is curved, and damaged on one side. The poll also has pronounced flake scars on the front. Made from
basalt, all surfaces are very weathered to a light grey colour except where there
are more recent chips which show the darker grey. There are very obvious grooves
likely to be the result on contact with a plough share on the front. The adze has a
maximum thickness of 34 mm.
The second adze, made from greywacke, has the blade and bevel area missing.
It has a maximum length of 128 mm, maximum width of 54 mm, and width of 32
mm. It is ground all over with no differentiation in width of front and back. The
poll is ground and rounded, and the overall width tapers to the poll. One side has a
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reddish hue to the dark grey stone, suggesting it has been altered by the heat from
a fire.
On the north side of the house was Feature 30, a rubbish pit dug out by fossickers. Immediately prior to starting excavation there had been fossicking activity in
the northeast corner and 19th century ceramics, glass and metal pieces scattered
the surface. Feature 114 in the southeast corner was a large pit (1040 x 730 x 530 mm)
containing dark organic soil and may have been used for burying organic refuse.
Some inorganic refuse was found in the pit towards the top of its fill. Towards the
western boundary of the yard, Feature 44 was an oval scoop filled with mixed 19th
century material. A few features were excavated that appeared to be modern. One
shell-filled pit (Feature 45) was clearly modern and it sat in the topsoil, just below
the level of the turf. This feature was packed with scallop (Pecten novaezelandiae)
shells and the articulated partial skeleton from a large fish of unknown species.
Both fish bone and shells were not very degraded. One small hole, F118, contained
the articulated skeleton of a small bird. Feature 95 was a small rubbish pit containing 20th century rubbish including plastic, and F48 which was dug into the fill of
ditch feature 47 also contained plastic.
There was very little faunal material within features, as might be expected of
a household in a rural situation with dogs and chickens to consume scraps and a
wide area to dispose of refuse. No concentrations of bone were discovered although
occasional butchered sheep and cattle bones were scattered across the site and
under the house. One concentration of oyster shells in the base of one of the ditches
likely represents the only 19th century food refuse deposit discovered although the
shell paths may be the result of shellfish meals.
Under-floor excavations
Excavations continued under the footprint of the house once it had been demolished. The methodology followed that used at the Westney House where the underfloor space was gridded into one metre squares and the loose loam was trowelled
off to expose the subsoil. The material from each grid square was sieved and all
material culture retained for analysis. Unfortunately at this site the surface under
the house was very disturbed by rodent burrows but it is unlikely that material was
moved laterally to any great extent and therefore unlikely to significantly influence
the distribution patterns. Because the house was close to the ground and access
restricted, there was no introduced bias through removal of the complete bottles
favoured by fossickers.
The scoria foundation stones were left in place after the floor joists and base
plates had been removed and excavation took place around them. The back to back
basalt stone foundations of the early fireplaces, and the brick foundations of the
later fireplaces, were also retained in place until the excavations were finished.
Very little material culture was visible on the surface after removal of the house
timbers – a few leather shoes under room 3, alcohol bottles under the east side of
room 2, and ceramic fragments in the lean-to area near the fireplace foundation.
Shell was also visible to the west and south of the original phase 1 building.
Although the under-floor area had been disturbed, it was apparent shell was
present in some squares and not in others. The composition was similar to the shell
in paths to the west of the house and was a continuation of these paths although it
is likely there was more than one deposition event present. Feature 67, the southernmost of the paths, extended under the early 20th century addition and around
the front of the house as far as the northern wall.
On the south side of the building, the northern edge of the shell path/trampled surface abutted basalt foundation stones placed 2.8 m distance from the south
side of the Phase 1 room. The stones did not support the bearers of rooms 5 and 6
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above (Phase 3), but would have supported
the base plate of the lean-to known to have
been on the southern side of the original
Phase 1 room. Shell, very disturbed by
rodent activity, was also within the footprint of the lean-to and coal fragments and
coal dust were incorporated into the shell
at the eastern end. There were therefore
two separate features here: a shell-surfaced
lean-to which had housed coal, and a shell
path which wrapped around from the front
of the house to the rear yard. These features
may or may not have been contemporary
but both were in use prior to the 20th century addition.
Shell was also present under the leanto on the west side of the house, including under the exterior wall base plate and
extending for approximately 500 mm outside the wall, and so predated the construction of the lean-to (Figure 4.17). The shell
was however less concentrated outside the
structure and may have been spread beyond
its original placement. The cockle, scallop
and oyster layer was approximately 80 mm
thick, and formed a hard compacted surface
where it wasn’t disturbed by rodents. There
was however a shell-free area of approximately 1.5 m wide the length of the Phase
1 room suggesting there was a floored leanto or verandah attached to the house with a shell paved area to the west of that.
Shell was also present under the stone foundation of the fireplace in this space but
as this part of the back-to-back fireplace was remodelled and enlarged to hold a
laundry copper, the shell may have been incorporated at that stage. This would also
account for why ceramic fragments were visible on the surface in this area, and not
elsewhere.
At the western end of room 6 the shell path (F67) was overlaid by scoria rubble
– the same material which overlay the earlier brick paving remnant (F37). The
rubble was associated with construction of the 20th century addition but laid after
the basalt foundations on which the bearer rested.
To summarise, a shell path oriented north-south (under the present lean-to
spaces 7 and 8) linked up with shell path 66 which wrapped around the south
and east sides of the house, and also extended into the yard at the west. Where
the two paths intersected there was a concentration of flat scoria stones up to 300
mm across (F97), with soil between them, which was laid over a small shallow pit
filled with cockle shells. The shells in the base are probably not significant but the
stones may represent the foundation of a structure 740 x 640 mm. There were no
surrounding postholes and while an outhouse foundation comes to mind, the size
is a bit on the small side. Interestingly shell paving filled in the corner where the
two paths intersected (see Figure 4.18), suggesting the path widened out to fill the
gap between lean-to and the adjacent structure. Two small postholes and several
foundation stones continued the line of the lean-to but the relationship of features
in this area is not unknown.
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4.17. Distribution of
shell paving under the
phase 2 lean-to and
the phase 3 addition
(foreground).
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Several features were found within the house footprint after the foundation
stones had been removed and the subsoil scraped down for a final inspection. Two
posts (F131, 132) were at the eastern edge of the verandah and are likely to have
been roof supports. The verandah was probably added in the early 20th century
when spaces 5 and 6 were added, to transform the cottage into a villa.

5 Material Culture
Jaden Harris

Ceramics
A minimum number of 696 ceramic vessels and objects (excluding bricks and drainpipes) were recovered from all features (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). All ceramic sherds
were retained from excavated features and squares and later analysed according
to form, function, fabric and decoration. For calculating minimum numbers discrete deposits such as the underfloor were treated as single assemblages and for
other features sherds were compared with vessels of similar form and decoration
to ensure that objects were not counted twice. To this end vessels which could be
reconstructed were refitted. From the underfloor deposit especially it was found
that many vessels had sherds spread across two or more squares. Measurements
of refitted and largely complete vessels were recorded. Among the ceramics there
were several child-related items including ceramic arms and legs of soft-bodied
dolls and the cup and saucer of a toy tea set (Figure 5.1). Known named ceramic
patterns and vessel forms are illustrated in Figures 5.3–5.5 and unidentified patterns in Figures 5.7–5.11.
Vessel Form
Vessels were assigned to both broad functional categories and individual forms
or shapes. Most of these forms are little different to those used today and are still
readily identifiable while others such as a toothstick box are less familiar. Vessels
where form could not be positively identified were assigned to more generic categories such as kitchenware/utilitarian or food storage, or listed as unidentified.
Tableware
Tableware includes vessels used in the serving and consumption of food and beverages at the table. Most forms are familiar to those used today and differ only in

5.1. Ceramic children’s
toys.

Tableware
Plate
Cup
Saucer
Bowl
Serving vessel
Mug
Eggcup
Teapot
Jug
Dish
Cup/Jug
Dish/Lid

46
17
15
6
2

2

1
8
1

4
12
30

3

1
1

1

158
50
29
50
6
2
1
2
4
10
2
1
1

3

1

1
1
1
1

Kitchen/utilitarian
Bowl
Baking dish
Lid

3
1
1

2

Food storage
Jar

4

1

Bed/bathroom
Chamber pot
Ointment pot

3
2

Other
Bottle
Blacking bottle
Ink bottle
Lid
Unidentified

7
5
1
1
5
5
5
3
2

1
110

Total

Stoneware

Porcelain

Semi-vitreous

Red-body

Buff-body

Vessel form

Dyed-body
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Whiteware

64

5
1
3
2

13
5
1
3
2
2

14

188

1
1

3

3

52

5

Table 5.1. Vessel form and fabric from the underfloor deposit.

the shape and style of individual vessels. For example bowls for use at the table in
the 19th century were deep vessels with curved sides. Saucers were also relatively
deep vessels with curved sides and could be easily mistaken for shallow bowls.
Less common forms no longer used today include drainers, which were usually
oval or round slabs, pierced with a pattern of small drain holes and one larger
central hole, on a heavy footring (Figure 5.4n). The drainer would have fitted into
a matching dish or platter. Originally ‘they were intended for serving boiled fish so
that excess water could drain into the dish, but were probably also used for serving
meat’ (Coysh and Henrywood 1982: 115).
Vessel forms can also be used for relative dating as certain styles and forms
are specific to general time periods. For example, the distinctively shaped Adam’s
cups (SH 047), produced in the 1850s, are typical for this time but are not found in

Kitchen/utilitarian
Bowl
Baking dish
Dish
Jug
Lid
Jug/bowl
Bowl/baking dish
Food storage
Jar
Bottle
Bed/bathroom
Chamber pot
Wash bowl
Toiletry dish/box
Toiletry dish lid
Candlestick
Ointment/toothpaste pot
Other
Bottle
Blacking bottle
Ink bottle
Bottle/jar
Bowl/chamber pot
Pot

2
2
3

2

5

9
4
3
1
6
8

414
120
124
90
6
13
2
16
1
10
2
3
12
4
3
2
6

3

1

2
1

1
2
1
1

1

1
1
2

10
1

1

1

2

7
5
3
2
2
4
1

Table 5.2. Vessel form and fabric for other features.

21
10
1
1
4
2
1
2
13
12
1
23
6
1
4
2
3
7

6
1
4
2
1

Total

3
1
1

Terracotta

1

Stoneware

2
7
8

Chinese porcelain

Porcelain

14
32
26

Yellow-body

3
1

Red-body

101
84
56
6
13
2
12

Buff-body

Semi-vitreous

Tableware
Plate
Cup
Saucer
Bowl
Serving vessel
Serving platter
Jug
Mug
Teapot
Dish
Drainer
Eggcup
Cup/bowl
Jug/bowl
Bowl/serving vessel
Unidentified

Dyed-body

Vessel Form

65

Whiteware
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37
5
3
2
2
4
1

Other
Doll/figurine
Miniature saucer
Miniature cup
Ceramic egg
Ceramic marble
Flower pot
Planter
Unidentified

4
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
351

5

5

6

2

3

3

92

30

1

15

1

Total

Terracotta

Stoneware

Chinese porcelain

Porcelain

Yellow-body

Red-body

Buff-body

Whiteware

Vessel Form

Semi-vitreous
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Dyed-body

66

4
1
1
3
2
1
1
7
508

Table 5.2. continued...

later 19th century contexts (see Figure 5.10b and c). Mid 19th century plates also
tend to be deeper than their late 19th century counterparts. It is only through a
combination of form, decoration, backmarks and context that vessels can be dated
more precisely.
Kitchenware/utilitarian
Vessels used in the kitchen for the preparation of food and for other utilitarian
tasks tend to be plainer in both form and decoration. The most common items
in this category are plain whiteware mixing bowls, which are distinguished from
table bowls by being thicker, more robust and with minimal or no decoration.
Food storage
Vessels used to store or preserve food, or contained foodstuffs, almost exclusively
were jars and bottles. Jars are typically of whiteware with a groove below the rim
for securing a closure, although stoneware jars were also used for a variety of products such as jam. Bottles are more often than not made of stoneware and contained
products such as meat paste.
Bedroom/Bathroom
Unlike tableware, vessels used in the bedroom or bathroom are only seen and used
in the private domain of the household. The most common items are chamber pots,
but occasionally washbowls and other toilet boxes and dishes are recovered. The
late Victorian toiletry set typically consisted of ‘a ewer or water jug, a washbowl,
soapdish, toothstick box and chamber pot’ (Coysh and Henrywood 1982: 365). A
toothstick box was ‘a long narrow lidded box, often called a toilet box believed to
have been intended for holding toothsticks’ (ibid: 368). Toothsticks were pieces of
wood around which a length of clean cloth was wrapped and dipped into a solution
of lemon juice and salt to clean and whiten the teeth. Boxes such as this would have
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been equally suitable in the late 19th century for holding toothbrushes, such as the
box found in Feature 46 (Figure 5.5c).
Other
All other vessel forms are included in this
category including ceramic eggs which were
placed in laying boxes in the henhouse to
encourage the birds to lay eggs (Figure 5.2).
Vessel Fabric
Fabric or ware type is one of the least useful
categories for dating ceramics in mid to
late 19th century contexts in New Zealand.
Ware types can be useful however for looking at social and economic implications of
ceramics. For example fine china or porcelain is always more expensive than earthenware. Market trends also dictated the use of certain fabrics, with semi-vitreous or
bone china teaware becoming more popular in the second half of the 19th century
and ironstone wares replacing whiteware for plates and platters in the late 19th
century.
Taking the ceramics assemblage as a whole 486 (70%) of 696 vessels are made
of earthenware fabrics. Of these 461 are made of whiteware, with dyed-body, buffbody, red-body and yellow-body only represented by a few examples. Certain
fabrics are also more common in specific forms: red-body is used most often for
teapots and yellow-body for utilitarian vessels such as chamber pots and mixing
bowls. Among whiteware vessels no attempt was made to separate out more refined
fabrics such as ironstone. In the 19th century changing technology “meant that
refined white-bodied earthenwares were made in a continuum of density, porosity
and vitrification rather than in easily definable categories (Brooks 2005: 30).
Semi-vitreous fabrics are the next most common accounting for 144 (21%)
vessels in the assemblage. The most common form is ‘bone china’ which is used
mainly for teawares and smaller sized plates. Porcelain is a fully vitrified fabric
which is white in colour and has a translucent quality when held up to the light.
Only 35 vessels (5%) were identified as porcelain. Stoneware is an opaque vitrified
fabric which is generally used for utilitarian vessels. A total of 29 vessels (4%) were
identified as stoneware. A terracotta flower pot and fragments of a Chinese porcelain storage jar are the only other fabrics represented in the assemblage. For a full
discussion of common fabrics used by 19th century potters see Brooks (Brooks
2005: 26–35).
Decorative Techniques
Decoration is one of the most temporally useful categories in ceramics analysis,
as many styles have known periods of popularity and production. Decorative
techniques are also often used in combination with one another, which can be
problematic when identifying decoration from small sherds. The most important
technique in relation to New Zealand archaeological sites is transfer printing and
is discussed following a brief description of the other decorative techniques identified in the assemblage.

5.2. Ceramic egg.

Transfer printed
Transfer printed & painted
Edgebanded
Gold edgebanded*
Printed
Sprigged
Handpainted
Dyed body
Dyed body & relief moulded
Mocha
Relief moulding
Slipped/colour glazed
Sponged/painted
Undecorated

270
2
16

1
2
4
52
12
1
7

5
16

2
1
1
6
15

1

4
2
28
12
1
108

1
2
2
2

4
8
2

72

2

Total

Chinese porcelain

Porcelain

Semi-vitreous

Yellow-body

Red-body

Buff-body

Decorative technique

Dyed-body
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Whiteware

68

273
4
21
53
23
1
39
4
2
1
34
22
1
186

* Includes ‘tealeaf’ designs.
Table 5.3. Decoration type by fabric for all features, minimum numbers (stoneware, terracotta, dolls and
figurines not included)

Edgebanded
Vessels decorated with bands and hairlines of colour fall into two main categories.
The earliest examples are those decorated with coloured bands under the glaze on
whiteware bodies. The most common colours from New Zealand sites are red, blue
and green, although it is not unknown for more than one colour to be used on the
same vessel. This style of under-glaze edgebanding was produced throughout the
19th century. Where only the rim portion of the vessel is represented, care needs to
be taken in attributing it solely to this method as many hand-painted designs also
employ edgebanding around the rim.
The other common technique is where vessels are decorated with thin hairlines
of gold paint. This tends to be applied over the glaze and is more common on semivitreous and porcelain vessels. The flat portions of vessels such as the inside base of
a cup or saucer can also be decorated with a ‘tealeaf’ design or similar motifs. This
style is more common from the 1850s onwards.
Handpainted
Handpainting along with edgebanding was one of the cheapest means of decorating pottery. More often than not the designs were simplistic and repetitive and
could be applied by unskilled labourers. Typical of early to mid 19th century handpainted ceramics are the cups and saucers in the SH 047 pattern produced at the
Adams pottery (see Figure 5.10b and c). The same pattern has also been previously
found at the His Majesty’s Theatre site, Auckland, where it was recorded as HM 019
(Bioresearches 1998). Florals were a popular subject for handpainting and continue
into the 20th century. Other techniques that were hand applied include sponged
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and cut-sponged designs, where the colour was either dabbed on with a sponge or
a repetitive design was printed onto the vessel by means of a piece of hard sponge
cut to shape.
Slipped
Slipped decoration involves the application of a coloured clay slip to the vessel
prior to firing. Annular decoration where the body of the vessel is painted with
horizontal bands of clay slip is a form of slipped decoration. The other type of
slipped decoration which is represented in the assemblage by just one vessel is
Mocha. Mocha also employs bands of slip but has a distinctive dendritic fern-like
pattern, in this case in blue on a cream ground.
Dyed body
Dyed body can refer to the type of fabric a vessel is made of but is also a decorative
form in itself. Most dyed body fabrics are of refined earthenware. Vessels with dyed
bodies often have additional decoration such as relief moulding.
Relief moulding
Relief moulding was one of the cheapest decorative types to produce as the decoration was applied at the same time the vessel body was formed. Like many other
types of decoration relief moulding is often found in combination with other
techniques.
Sprigged
Only one vessel in the assemblage has sprigged decoration. Sprigging most commonly occurs on teaware and tableware forms with semi-vitreous fabrics. Vessels
are decorated with small relief moulded sprigs of decoration which are then coloured in under-glaze purple or blue. This type of decoration has been recovered
from some of the earliest historic contexts in New Zealand right up to the end
of the 19th century and it is unusual that so little was found. From the nearby
Westney Farmstead 16 vessels with sprigged decoration were recovered (Campbell
and Furey 2007: 105).
Undecorated
Decoration is closely tied to function and vessels produced for utilitarian purposes
were often left plain. Late 19th century plates made of refined whiteware fabrics
were also often left plain or only minimally decorated around the edge or rim as
elaborate decoration fell out of fashion.
Transfer printed
In total 258 vessels employing transfer printing as the principal means of decoration are present in the assemblage. From these, 94 individual patterns or designs
were identified of which 32 have a formal pattern name and one a partial pattern
name (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5). Designs without a formal name were
given a code, for example SH 001. Unidentified patterns were also present (Figure
5.7, Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11) and have been given the code
assigned for the site where they were first recorded (e.g. UCOL 102 and 103 from
the Wanganui Hotel in Wanganui; and MB 055 from a site in Miner’s Bay on
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Kawau Island). Data for unidentified transfer printed patterns and other designs
are included in Appendix 4. Decorative designs other than transfer printing were
also given codes so the numbering for unidentified transfer prints is not continuous. From identified manufacturers backmarks and stylistic variations it is clear
that the transfer printed ceramics range in date from the 1850s right through to
the early part of the 20th century.
Transfer printing involves the transfer of a design engraved on a copper plate
to a bisque fired piece of pottery by means of tissue paper. The pottery was then
glazed and given its final firing. For a full discussion of the transfer printing technique see, for instance, Copeland (1980). The most common colour for under-glaze
printing is blue, but by 1828 the technology to produce green, red, brown, purple
and black prints had been developed (Brooks 2005: 43). Around the mid 1830s a
new technique was introduced where a chemical was added during the firing process which “caused the printed colour to flow outside the original pattern lines and
produce a soft, halo-like effect” (Samford 2000: 79). The most common colour for
these flown patterns is blue, but black and mulberry were also used.
Transfer printing was one of the cheapest methods of decorating pottery by the
mid 19th century. Common patterns such as Willow and Rhine were produced
on such a scale that they were able to be sold cheaply and for not much more than
minimally decorated wares. The finest and most detailed transfer prints were produced in the first half of the 19th century and by the 1860s the most common
designs were simple, crudely engraved, border prints.
Stylistic changes in pattern types can be traced over time but to date most of the
published research is based on North American data and so has not been applied to
the New Zealand market. Some basic observations can be made however. Patterns
with scenic elements, such as Chevy Chase and Music, are some of the earliest
in the assemblage. By the end of the century the most common prints are simple
border designs, for example the Eola, Rose Sprays and Woodland patterns. Other
patterns such as Willow were produced throughout the 19th century, although in
ever decreasing quality.
Named patterns
‘...lla’
Just four sherds from a blue printed saucer or cup plate were found in Feature 68,
with the partial backmark ‘...LLA.’ The small fragment of scene shows three figures
in a rowboat on a lake or river in the foreground, with a bridge and buildings in
the background. No known pattern name ending in ‘lla’ matched this fragment of
scene in the sources consulted. However, the same scene is illustrated in Snyder,
backmarked with the pattern name Mantua (Snyder 1997: 139).
Abbey
Abbey is a romantic style pattern which shows the ruins of an abbey (Figure 5.3a).
Nine plate fragments in grey were identified, including three from the underfloor
deposit (Squares C11 and E11). Two fragments from Feature 47 have a partial
printed backmark on the back of the rim with ‘IRON[STON]E’ above ‘ABB[EY]’ in
a cartouche. The fact that Abbey sherds were found in both the underfloor deposit
and out in the yard suggests that more than one vessel may be present in the assemblage, all however are small sherds mainly from the rim portion of a plate.
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Pattern
‘…lla’ (Mantua)
Abbey
Albion

Feature Vessel

68
47
1
1
Apsley Flowers
5
5
46
135*
137
Asiatic Pheasants 40
47
47
47
47
Athens
5
135*
Baltic
47
137
Bathers
47
Bouquet
47
Caspian
46
Chantilly
5
47
47
47
100
133
133
135*
135*
Chevy Chase
135*
Chinese Marine 47
Coral
68
Dulcamara
47
135*
Eola
47
135*
135*
Fibre
5
46
47
68
135*
135*
135*
Forest
46
46
Gem
47
Gothic Scroll
47

plate
plate
serving vessel
plate
serving vessel
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
serving vessel
serving platter
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
cup
saucer
plate
serving vessel
drainer
plate
plate
serving vessel
plate
plate
serving vessel
plate
plate
saucer
serving vessel
chamber pot
cup
saucer
side plate
cup
cup
cup
cup/bowl
bowl
cup
bowl
bowl
bowl
plate
plate
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Colour

Date

Blue
Grey
Blue
Blue
dark blue
dark blue
dark blue
dark blue
dark blue
Blue
Grey
Blue
Blue
Grey
Brown
Brown
Grey
Grey
Grey
Blue
Blue
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
Blue
Blue
Blue
Black
Brown
Green
Green
Green
Blue
Green
Green
Green
Black
Blue
Green
Blue
Blue
Blue
Purple

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
c.1835-87 3
c.1835-87 1
1904-14
1
1
1
1
1
c.1837-50
1
c.1837-50
3
c.1837-50
1
c.1837-50
2
c.1837-50
1
c.1837-50
1
c.1837-50
1
c.1837-50
2
c.1837-50
1
c.1828-59 1
c. 1840-60s 1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.4. Summary of named transfer printed patterns, all contexts.

MNV

Total
1
1
2
6

7

4
2
1
1
1
12

1
1
1
2
4
8

2
1
1
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Pattern

Feature Vessel

Colour

Date

Honeysuckle

47
47
5
5
30
30
68
68
135*
137
137
47
47
135*
5
47
96
135*
47
135*
40
46
47
135*
47
135*
5
68
135*
47
5
5
5
5
30
30
46
46
47
47
47
68
96
133
135*
135*
135*
135*
135*
137
137

Grey
Grey
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Grey
Grey
Grey
dark blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Green
Grey
Grey
Grey
Grey
flow blue
Brown
Green
Green
Green
Brown
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
c.1895-1900 1
c.1895-1900 1
c.1895-1900 1
1
c.1847-60 1
c.1847-60 1
c.1847-60 2
c.1884-1905 1
1
1
1
2
1
c.1893-1910s 5
1
1
1
1
1
c.1858-60 1
3
1
1
c.1858-60 1
1
1
4
2
c.1858-60 1
5
3
c.1858-60 1
c.1858-60 1
2
c.1858-60 4
6
3
2
1
1

Java

Keswick
Moss Rose
Music
Poppy
Rhine

Rose Sprays
Rouen
Sydenham
Teddington
Willow

Table 5.4. continued...

bowl
plate
cup
saucer
cup
saucer
cup
saucer
cup
cup
saucer
cup
saucer
saucer
drainer
cup
cup
saucer
plate
saucer
plate
toiletry box
plate
plate
plate
plate
toiletry dish lid
wash bowl
chamber pot
cup
plate
plate
serving platter
serving vessel
plate
plate
saucer
plate
serving vessel
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
cup
plate
plate
saucer
serving vessel
jug
plate

MNV

Total
2
10

3
1
4
2
5

5
1
3
1
45
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Pattern

Feature Vessel

Woodland

135*

47
47
47
135*
soup plate

73

Colour

serving platter Brown
serving vessel Brown
plate
Brown
plate
Brown
Brown 1894-1933

Date

MNV

Total

1894-1933
1894-1933
1894-1933
1894-1933

1
1
2
4

9

1

* underfloor deposit
Table 5.4. continued...

Albion
Like Abbey, Albion (Figure 5.3b) is another romantic pattern common in the mid
19th century. Just four plate sherds and one serving vessel sherd in blue were identified from two of the ditches and a drain (Features 46, 47 and 1). It is interesting to note that no additional sherds in this pattern were recovered. Most of the
material around the house was recovered from the ditch features and it is possible
that earlier rubbish dumps existed outside of the area investigated but they would,
unusually, have been some distance from the house given the amount of material
deposited in the near vicinity.
Apsley Flowers
Apsley Flowers is a typical late 19th century pattern in a dark blue colour with a
floral border and a central scene with a large urn and floral arrangement (Figure
5.3c). Fragments from five plates and one serving platter were recovered from
Features 5, 46 and 47 and from material collected around these features. Seven
fragments were also found in the underfloor deposit (Squares B9, C10, F10 and
H8). The only complete backmark has the pattern title ‘APSLEY FLOWERS’ in a
ribbon with the initials ‘IDP’ below. No known maker fits these initials. In the 19th
century an ‘I’ could just as easily stand for a ‘J’, but no match could be found for the
combination ‘JDP’ either.
Asiatic Pheasants
Asiatic Pheasants is usually one of the more common patterns identified in sites
dating to the second half of the 19th century. Just seven vessels were identified in
this pattern, two serving vessels in grey, one serving platter in blue, two plates in
grey and two plates in blue (Figure 5.3d). All but one of the vessels, a blue plate
(Feature 40) came from Feature 47. No backmarks were present among the surviving sherds.
Athens
Athens is a simple border pattern in brown (Figure 5.3e) found on side plates. Four
plates were identified, three being from Feature 5 and the surrounding area and
one from the underfloor deposit (Squares F8, F9 and G9). All four plates carry
partial printed backmarks with the title ‘ATHENS’ in a border and the maker
‘DAVENPORT’ below. The minimalist nature of this pattern and the poor execution in both the printing and the matching of colour between the plates probably
date these items to around 1860. Athens has been recovered but not identified at
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the Victoria Hotel site, Auckland, which dates to no later than 1865, and from the
Edmond’s Ruins house site, Bay of Islands (Brassey and Macready 1994; Challis
1994).
Baltic
Baltic is an Art Nouveau design in dark blue (Figure 5.3f) found on fragments of
two plates from Feature 47. One of the plates has a partial printed backmark with
the incomplete pattern name at the top ‘...ALT...’ a trade mark with a ship over a
globe in the centre and ‘... ...NGLAND’ at the bottom. The full pattern name is
‘Baltic’ and was a design registered by W. H. Grindley and Company in 1904. The
style of the mark dates from this time up to 1914.
‘Bathers’
Figure 5.3g illustrates three sherds from a small plate in grey with one carrying the
partial title ‘...ATHERS’. Two other joining sherds from Feature 47 have the partial
impressed backmark ‘...T & .../IRON...’ Whether the original title is ‘Bathers’ or
‘Sunbathers’ is not known, but together all three sherds show deck chairs at a beach
or similar setting.
Bouquet
Bouquet is a simple floral style pattern known to have been produced by firms such
as Pinder, Bourne and Co (1862–1882). Several sherds from a blue printed cup were
identified from in and around Feature 47 (Figure 5.3h).
Caspian
Caspian was identified from three small sherds from different contexts (Square G5,
underfloor deposit; and Feature 46, 6m) which were found to join together. The
fragment is backmarked but the maker’s name illegible, with ‘BURSLEM/BONE
CHINA’ below (Figure 5.3i). More complete examples of saucers in the Caspian
pattern have been previously identified from Westney Farmstead.
Chantilly
Chantilly is a simple floral style pattern combining printing in grey with light
relief moulding around the rim of the vessel. Chantilly is well represented with
eight plates, four serving vessels and one drainer (Figure 5.3j-m). Chantilly was
recovered from around the house (Features 5, 47, 48, 100) and the underfloor
deposit. No backmark was complete but two plate rim sherds have ‘CHAN...’ and
one other has ‘...ANTILLY/W&B.’ One plate base fragment from the underfloor
deposit (Square F8) has an impressed diamond registration backmark for the 20th
of March 1848. This date means that the initials ‘W & B’ most likely stand for
Wood and Brownfield (c.1837–1850).
Chevy Chase
Fragments from a single blue printed plate (Figure 5.3n) were found in and around
the early fireplace (underfloor deposit, Squares E8, F8, F9, G8 and H9). The plate
is backmarked with the pattern name ‘CHEVY CHASE’ and below this ‘STONE
WARE/D.’ The ‘D’ stands for Thomas Dimmock (JR.) and Co, operating from c.
1828–1859. The Chevy Chase pattern is comprised of a series of scenes based on a
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5.3. Ceramic Patterns A–C. a, Abbey plate, part Livesley, Powell & Co backmark; b, Albion serving vessel; c, Asiatic
Pheasants serving platter; d, Apsley Flowers plate, unidentified backmark ‘IDP’; e, Athens side plate, part Davenport
backmark; f, Baltic plate, part W. H. Grindley & Co backmark; g, ‘Bathers’ plate, unidentified backmark; h, Bouquet
cup; i, Caspian saucer, unidentified backmark; j-m, Chantilly: serving vessel, plate, drainer and Wood & Brownfield
backmarks; n, Chevy Chase plate, Thomas Dimmock backmark.
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5.4. Ceramic Patterns C–M. a, Chinese Marine plate; b, ‘Coral’ saucer; c, Dulcamara chamber pot; d, Gem plate; e-f,
Eola saucer and side plate, John Edwards backmark; g, Gothic Scroll plate; h, Fibre cup; i, Forest bowl; j-k, Java saucers
and cup, with part backmark; l, Keswick cup and saucer, John Edwards backmark; m, Mantua side plate (SH 074); n,
Moss Rose drainer; o, Music saucer, Robert Cochran & Co backmark.
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border battle of the same name which is said to have take place at Otterburn between
parties of the Percy and Douglass families in 1388 (Coysh and Henrywood 1982:
81). The particular scene would appear to show the return of a triumphant hunter.
The border pattern is comprised of urns alternating with large floral reserves.
Chinese Marine
A single fragment printed in blue from the base of plate was recovered from Feature
47 and later identified as Chinese Marine (Figure 5.4a). The sherd was initially
recorded as SH 131.
Coral
Coral is an informal name given to fragments of a saucer from Feature 68 with
a grey ‘coral’ border (Figure 5.4b). The vessel is not backmarked and save for the
coral border is otherwise undecorated.
Dulcamara
Dulcamara (Figure 5.4c) is a stylised border design known to have been produced
by potters such as Pinder, Bourne, and Co. Thirteen sherds from a brown printed
chamber pot were found in the underfloor deposit (Squares I4, J4, K3, L4, L5 and
L10). The vessel is highly fragmented which would help to explain its dispersal
under the house. A small fragment in black from a serving type vessel was also
found in Feature 47 (9m).
Eola
Eola is a simple floral style pattern in green found on cups, saucers and small plates.
Two saucers and one small plate were found in the underfloor context (Squares
B9, E10 and E11) all backmarked EOLA/PORCELAINE DE TERRA/JOHN
EDWARDS/ENGLAND (Figure 5.4e,f). The addition of England to the backmark
and the fact that John Edwards ceased potting in 1900 all point to a manufacture
date in the 1890s for these pieces. Interestingly the saucer from Square E11 was
found stacked with a Poppy pattern saucer. Both saucers are largely complete. A
cup base from Feature 47 is similarly marked EOLA/EDWARDS/ENGLAND.
Fibre
Fibre is a rather simple design consisting of a repetitive motif of fibrous tentacles
commonly found on cups, saucers and bowls (Figure 5.4h). Fragments of Fibre
were found around the house (Features 5, 46, 47 and 68) and from the underfloor
deposit. Of the eight identified vessels, four cups are in blue, two cups in green,
one bowl in green and one bowl in black. The black bowl has the edge of a printed
backmark, which would have contained the pattern name and possibly the maker’s
initials. It is interesting that this bowl was found under Phase 1 of the house in
Square E6.
Forest
Forest is a repetitive abstract design found in blue and green. One largely reassembled bowl from Feature 46 (6m), illustrated in Figure 5.4i, measures 73 mm high
with a rim diameter of 140 mm. The bowl is marked on the base with a printed beehive device with ‘FOREST’ above and ‘FLORENTINE CHINA’ in a ribbon running
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through the middle. The use of this type of mark is usually attributed to Samuel
Alcock and Co (1826–1859) who is known to have used the trade name ‘Florentine
China’. Fragments of one other blue bowl or saucer were identified from the surface
collected material.
Gem
Gem is a relatively common mid 19th century romantic transfer print previously
recovered from several sites in the Auckland region. Fragments of one plate in blue
were found in Feature 47 (Figure 5.4d).
Gothic Scroll
One fragment of Gothic Scroll plate, printed in purple (Figure 5.4g), was recovered
from Feature 47.
Honeysuckle
Honeysuckle is a simple floral pattern in grey found on fragments of plate and a
bowl from Feature 47. The plate carries a partial printed backmark which due to it
being smudged, only the pattern name ‘HONEYSUC[KLE]’ can be made out. This
pattern is different to that of the same title produced by W. T. Copeland, reflecting
the fact that many late 19th century pattern names are simply generic titles. This
particular design dates to the very late 19th or early 20th century.
Java
This pattern is a floral style design in black found on teaware (Figure 5.4j,k). Five
cups and five saucers are present in the assemblage with cups measuring 85 mm
high with rim diameters of 105 mm and saucers 30 mm high with diameters of 172
mm. Only one backmark on a saucer is preserved with ‘...AVA’ in a scroll, printed
in black. From the Pipitea Street site in Wellington, the full name is known to be
‘JAVA’. Java was recovered from the underfloor deposit (Squares B5, B6, C6, D6 and
O9) and Features 5, 30 and 68.
Keswick
Keswick is an abstract pattern in grey found on cups and saucers. One nearly complete saucer from the underfloor deposit (Square G10) measures 25 mm high with
a diameter of 145 mm and is backmarked ‘KESWICK/PORCELAINE DE TERRA/
JOHN EDWARDS/ENGLAND/RdNo246239’ along with an impressed ‘L’ (Figure
5.4l). A partially reassembled cup from Feature 47 (9m) is marked ‘KESWICK/
ENGLAND/RdNo246239.’ Fragments of one other saucer were also recovered
from this feature. The registered number for the design dates to around 1895 and
so this pattern must have been produced between this date and 1900.
Moss Rose
Moss Rose is a generic title used by several manufacturers for floral patterns.
Illustrated as Figure 5.4n, part of a drainer 175 mm in diameter was found in
Feature 5 backmarked ‘MOSS ROSE’ with the maker’s initials below. Unfortunately
the initials have been stamped over one of the holes in the drainer, so they cannot
be read. Several potteries are recorded as producing a pattern of this name.
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Music
Nineteen sherds of a blue printed pattern were collected from Features 5, 46, 47
and 96 and the underfloor deposit (Squares B4, B5, C11, D10) that were identified as being ‘Music’ pattern. Two saucers and two cups are represented. A single
small sherd from the surface of the shell floor at the back of the house (Square C11)
is backmarked ‘R.C. & .../Music.’ The manufacturer is Robert Cochran and Co
(c.1846–1916) but the style of the pattern suggests a date no later than the 1860s.
Half of one saucer from the underfloor deposit was able to be reassembled and
shows two women and a girl listening to a musician (Figure 5.4o). Music is not
recorded as a known pattern in Coysh and Henrywood (1982, 1989) or Kowalsky
and Kowalsky (1999).
Poppy
Poppy is one of many simple floral border patterns produced in the last half of the
19th century. Only two Poppy vessels are present in the assemblage, both printed
in green (Figure 5.5a). One plate sherd from Feature 47 (9m) is backmarked
‘[P]OPPY/R.H. & S.’ This stands for Ralph Hammersley and Son, dating this plate
to c. 1884–1905. One largely complete saucer from the underfloor deposit, found
stacked with an Eola saucer in Square E11, measures 24 mm high with a diameter
of 152 mm.
Rhine
Rhine is a common 19th century romantic style transfer print, represented in the
assemblage by five vessels (Figure 5.5b,c). One plate was found in the underfloor
deposit with joining sherds scattered across several squares (Squares E8, E9, F8, F9
and K8) and one sherd from Feature 47. The plate is backmarked on the base with
the word ‘Rhine’ in a border. Fragments of two other plates were found in Feature
47, one of which had the edge of a printed mark and an illegible impressed mark
and one other plate from Feature 40. The most complete vessel was a toothstick box,
190 mm long by 60 mm wide and 38 mm high, from Feature 46 (west end). The box
is decorated with the Rhine border and has two internal rests or divisions.
Rose Sprays
Rose Sprays is another simple floral pattern typical of those produced in the last
decade of the 19th century and into the 20th. Five plates in two different sizes were
collected from Feature 47. The pattern incorporates sprays of roses in dark blue
around the rim of the plates which have scalloped rims and light relief moulding (Figure 5.5d). The three smaller sized plates are 16 mm high with diameters
of 182 mm. The larger sized plates could not be reconstructed. All of the plates
have full or partial printed backmarks on the rim ‘ROSE SPRAYS/CROWN SEMI
PORCELAIN/W.ADAMS & CO/ENGLAND/F.’ The manufacturer is William
Adams and Co with the mark dating c. 1891–1917. The ‘F’ after the mark may simply
refer to the pattern being ‘Floral’ in style or that the colour is slightly flown. An
identically marked plate was recovered from the Halfway House Hotel, Cromwell
(Bedford 1986: 62, Fig. 17e).
Rouen
Rouen is a common abstract transfer print in brown first manufactured by Pinder,
Bourne and Co and later by Doulton and others. One dinner plate 28 mm high
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with a diameter of 265 mm was recovered from the underfloor deposit (Squares
F11, G10 and G11). The plate is backmarked simply with ‘ROUEN’ in an oval,
with no makers mark (Figure 5.5e). This example was found in association with
machine-made glassware dating from 1910–1920s and was probably manufactured
around 1900.
Sydenham
Sydenham is an abstract pattern in green found on toiletry wares. Three vessels are
present: a chamber pot from the underfloor deposit (Squares G5 and H4), a wash
bowl from Feature 5 and a toiletry dish lid from Feature 68. The base of the chamber pot is backmarked ‘SYDENHAM’ in a border, with an impressed ‘A’ above
(Figure 5.5f).
Teddington
One fragment of Teddington cup, printed in brown (Figure 5.5g), was recovered
from Feature 47.
Willow
Willow (Figure 5.5i) is by far the most common transfer printed pattern in the
assemblage and is found in almost all 19th century historic sites in New Zealand
and one of the cheapest available decorated wares. A total of 45 Willow pattern
vessels were identified, including four cups, four saucers, one jug, 30 plates and six
serving vessels. Only one manufacturer, Mann and Co (1858–1860), was positively
identified but several others are represented judging by two partial backmarks and
variations in printing and colour.
Willow plates come in a variation of sizes, with the Mann and Co plates represented by two standard sizes (Table 5.5). The small unmarked plate from the
underfloor deposit (Square B5) is no bigger than a saucer and is probably a cup
plate. Variations can also be identified in the pattern itself between the Mann and
Co examples and the others. This is clearly illustrated by the differences between
the doves, fisherman and the three figures crossing the bridge in Figure 5.6. The
other main difference is in the shades of blue represented and the quality of the
printing.

5.5 (opposite). Ceramic
Patterns P–W. a, Poppy
saucer; b, Rhine plate;
c, Rhine toiletry box; d,
Rose Sprays plate, W.
Adams & Co backmark; e, Rouen plate;
f, Sydenham chamber pot/washbowl;
g, Teddington cup;
h, Woodland plate,
Burslem Pottery Co
backmark; i, Willow
plate.
5.6 (left). Willow
pattern differences: a,
Mann and Co (underfloor deposit, Square
I4 and J5); b, unidentified maker (F46, 5 m);
c, unidentified maker
(underfloor deposit,
Square J4).
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The two cups and two saucers from the underfloor deposit (Squares G11 and I11)
are part of the same set. The cups have added over-glaze gilt highlights around the
rim and on the handle. The quality is not particularly good and there are smudge
marks to the transfer on all four vessels.
Serving vessels were only found as fragments with the most complete example
coming from Features 5 and 68. The vessel is a small round or oval deep sided dish
standing 60 mm high and 200 mm across. A similar form of vessel from the underfloor deposit has sides 52 mm high. Fragments of a serving platter from Feature 5
has sides 33 mm high and a partial backmark ‘...NTED.’ Fragments of other serving type vessels were also recovered from Feature 47 and the underfloor deposit
(Squares D6 and D7).
Vessel

Context

Height

Rim
diameter

Mark

MNV

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Saucer
Cup
Cup

Feature 5
Feature 30
Feature 46 (5m)
Square F8
Square B5
Square B5
Square I4
Square J4
Square G11
Square G11
Square I11

27
26
28
28
27
18
26
23
27
70
70

240
240
240
260
260
172
240
225
154
85
85

Mann & Co
Mann & Co

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Mann & Co
Mann & Co
Mann & Co

Table 5.5. Dimensions for reassembled Willow pattern vessels.

Woodland

5.7 (opposite).
Ceramics, unidentified
patterns. a, Cooper
& Lockett SH 001 cup
and saucer; b, SH 002
washbowl; c, SH 006
chamber pot handle;
d, SH 008 cup; e; SH
010 cup; f, SH 014 jug;
g, SH 017 saucer; h, SH
018 cup; i, SH 020 cup;
j, SH 027 lid; k, SH 033
cup fragments; l, SH
023 serving vessel; m,
SH 029 cup; n, SH 035
plate; o, SH 034 jug; p,
SH 036 cup; q, SH 046
jug; r, SH 051 cup.

Woodland is a simple floral design in brown found on tableware. Two plates, a
serving vessel and a serving platter were recovered from Feature 47 and four plates
and a soup plate from the underfloor deposit (Squares E10, E11, F11, I11 and K3).
Three of the plates are backmarked with the pattern name and ‘THE BURSLEM
POTTERY CO/ENGLAND.’ One complete reassembled plate from the underfloor
deposit measures 19 mm high with a diameter of 230 mm (Figure 5.5h). Another
plate from Square I11 measures 16 mm high with a diameter of 215 mm. The
Burslem Pottery Co was in business from 1894–1933.
Manufacturers
A total of 26 manufacturers were identified from backmarks. As would be expected
the majority of manufacturers are British, with the other being the Belgium firm of
Boch Frères. The plain mixing bowl backmarked by this company is relatively late
however, dating to around 1900 and the context it was found in dates to around
1920. Staffordshire, England, was home to over 1500 potteries during the 19th century and 23 potters from this region are represented. The date ranges for backmarks cover a wide period and a number are of 20th century origin, with the most
recent piece being a Clarice Cliff designed plate from the Newport Pottery (from
the later well, Feature 65).
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5.8. Ceramics, unidentified patterns. a, SH 054 cup; b, SH 062 jug; c, SH 055 side plate/saucer; d, SH 073 saucer; e, SH
061 plate; f, SH 079 bowl; g, SH 076 cup/bowl; h, SH 066 plate; i-j, SH 072 cup and saucer; k, SH 085 bowl/jug; l, SH 088
plate; m, SH 093 bowl; n, SH 098 cup; o, SH 111 toiletry dish; p, SH 113 box/lid; q, SH 095 bowl; r, SH 110 unidentified; s,
SH 116 toiletry dish; t, SH 115 saucer; u, SH 114 unidentified; v, SH 118 unidentified; w-x, SH 119 saucer and cup; y, SH 127
cup fragments; z, SH 130 cup.
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5.9. Ceramics, unidentified patterns. a, SH 134 jug; b, SH 136 cup; c, UC 102 cup; d, SH 140 cup (inset); e, SH 135 unidentified (inset); f, BR 034 bowl; g-h, UC 103 saucer and cup; i, MB 055 toiletry box; j, SH 132 saucer (inset); k, WY 003 cup,
Davenport backmark.

William Adams and Son(s) (Co and Ltd.), Tunstall, Staffordshire, 1769+
Two patterns are represented by this firm. The earliest items are the under-glaze
handpainted cups and saucers (pattern SH 047) found in Features 5 and 46 and the
underfloor deposit. The two saucers both have impressed backmarks ‘ADAMS.’
The style of the decoration dates manufacture of these pieces to no later than about
1860. The impressed name mark is dated c. 1800–1863 (Kad No B4). The Rose
Sprays pattern plates from Feature 47 are also from this manufacturer. The style of
this mark dates c. 1893–early 1900s (Kad No B25).
Henry Alcock Pottery, Stoke, Staffordshire, c. 1910–1935
The base of a jug from underfloor deposit Square C10 is decorated in a non-diagnostic brown printed pattern and has a partial backmark ‘...LEVE.../SEMI-POR.../
HENRY ALCOCK .../ENGLAND.’ The line at the top is probably part of a pattern
or design name. The style of the mark dates c. 1910–1935 (Kad No B58; Godden
No 66).
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5.11 (above). Ceramics, unidentified patterns. a, SH 024 bowl/chamber pot; b, SH 028 plate; c, SH 037 plate; d, SH 057
cup; e, SH 081 jug; f, SH 082 jug/mug; g, SH 109 jug; h, SH 096 cup; i, SH 108 cup/jug; j, SH 112 saucer; k, BR 108 jug; l, SH
121 teapot; m, SH 128 washbowl; n-o, BR 008 saucer and cup; p-x 20th century examples: p-q, SH 030 saucer and cup;
r, SH 123 cup; s, SH 031 eggcup; t, SH 042 saucer; u, SH 039 cup; v, SH 065 saucer; w, SH 022 plate; x, SH 040 saucer.

5.10 (opposite). Ceramics, unidentified patterns. a, edgebanded plate; b-c, HM 019 (SH 047) saucer and cup, impressed
Adams backmark (not illustrated); d, SH 056 saucer; e, ‘Tealeaf’ platter; f, SH 058 jug; g, sprigged unidentified; h, SH
068 teapot; i, SH 100 teapot; j, WF 046 saucer; k, SH 071 lid; l, SH 087 jar; m, SH 138 bottle/jug; n, ‘mocha’ mixing bowl;
o, ‘annular’ bowl.
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Blair & Co.; Blair’s Ltd.; Blair’s (Longton) Ltd., Longton, Staffordshire, c.
1880–1930
The base of one-semi-vitreous cup from the underfloor deposit (Square C10) is
stamped ‘BLAIRS/CHINA/ENGLAND.’ Godden dates this mark to 1900 onwards
(Godden No. 405).
Boch Frères, Keramis Pottery, Saint Vaast-La Louvière, Belgium, 1841–1980
The base of one plain white bowl from the underfloor deposit (Square H9) is backmarked in black ‘BOCH Fres LALOUVIERE.’ This is from the Belgium pottery
Boch Frères and was made c. 1887–1910 (Kad No C11).
Booths, Tunstall, Staffordshire, c. 1891–1948
The base of one plain whiteware bowl from the north side of the house has a green
printed backmark ‘BOOTHS/ROYAL SEMI PORCELAIN/STAFFORDSHIRE/
ENGLAND.’ The bowl is a kitchen or utilitarian vessel rather than an item of
tableware.
Burgess and Leigh (Ltd.), Burslem, Staffordshire, c. 1862+
One plain plate fragment from Feature 47 (9m) has a printed backmark ‘...
PORCELAIN/BURGESS & LEIGH/BURSLEM/ENGLAND.’ This mark was used
c. 1906–1912 (Kad No B410).
Burslem Pottery Co., Scotia Works, Burslem, Staffordshire, 1894–1933
Two plates in the Woodland pattern from the underfloor deposit (Squares F11 and
I11) and one plate from Feature 47 carry backmarks from this company. The plates
are marked ‘THE BURSLEM POTTERY Co’ in a circle, with ‘ENGLAND’ below
and the pattern name either at the top or the bottom. All nine Woodland vessels
would have been produced by this company. This mark was used throughout the
duration of the potteries existence (Godden No. 732).
E. & C. Challinor, Fenton, Staffordshire, c. 1862–1891
A large fragment of plain whiteware plate from the underfloor deposit (Square
G10) is backmarked ‘STONE CHINA/E. &C.CHALLINOR/FENTON.’ To the side
is the additional impressed marking ‘E. & C.CHALLINOR/FENTON.’ The plate
stands 22 mm high and has a rim diameter of 180 mm. This mark dates c. 1862–
1891 (Kad No B493).
Robert Cochran & Co., Glasgow, Scotland, c. 1846–1917
Two saucers and two cups in the Music pattern were identified as having been
manufactured by this company from one small sherd trampled into the shell floor
at the back of the house marked ‘R.C. & .../MUSIC.’ The style of the pattern dates
the manufacture of these pieces to no later than the 1850s or 1860s.
Cooper and Lockett, Hanley, Staffordshire, c. 1862
Three cups and three saucers were recovered in the unidentified SH 001 transfer
printed pattern (Figure 5.7a), with two of the more complete saucers from Features
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30 and 46 bearing impressed backmarks. The backmark is a garter style mark
topped with a crown with ‘COOPER & LOCKETT/HANLEY/STAFFSHe’ in the
garter. The fact that this partnership is not listed in the standard reference works
suggests that it was a very short lived business. The only reference to a pottery run
by Cooper and Lockett in Hanley is an index entry for a source dated 1862 (www.
blacksheepindex.co.uk/BSI-LloLom.pdf). The pattern is a sheet design typical of
those produced at this time.
Davenport, Longport, Staffordshire, c. 1794–1887
Two patterns can be attributed to the Davenport pottery. Four plates in the Athens
pattern were found in Feature 5 and from the underfloor deposit, all with part of
the backmark ‘ATHENS/DAVENPORT.’ One other cup base from Square I5 in an
unknown pattern (SH 077) is backmarked ‘DAVENPORT.’ Both of these patterns
were most likely produced in the 1850s or 1860s.
Thomas Dimmock (JR.) & Co., Hanley, Staffordshire, c. 1828–1859
One plate from the underfloor deposit backmarked ‘CHEVY CHASE/STONE
WARE/D’ can be attributed to Thomas Dimmock. Other potters also used the initial ‘D’ but the style of the mark and the pattern name are all known to have been
used by Thomas Dimmock.
John Edwards, Fenton, Staffordshire, c. 1853–1900
Eola and Keswick patterns produced in the 1890s are from this manufacturer.
The Eola saucers and plates are backmarked ‘EOLA/ PORCELAINE DE TERRA//
JOHN EDWARDS/ENGLAND’ and the cup ‘EDWARDS/EOLA/ENGLAND.’ The
Keswick saucer is backmarked ‘KESWICK/ PORCELAINE DE TERRA//JOHN
EDWARDS/ENGLAND/RdNo246230’ and the cup ‘KESWICK/ENGLAND/
RdNo246230.’ Patterns and shapes were registered to prevent other potteries from
copying designs.
Thomas Forester and Son(s) (Ltd.), Longton, Staffordshire, c. 1884–1959
At least two vessels are present from this firm. One plain whiteware saucer base
from Feature 47 has the partial black stamped backmark ‘...X WARE/MADE/IN/
ENGLAND/T. F. & S. Ltd.’ Another more fragmentary example from Feature 47
has part of the same mark. Phoenix Ware is a trade mark of Thomas Forester and
Son. The style of mark dates c. 1925–1959 (www.thepotteries.org).
W.H. Grindley and Co (Ltd.), Tunstall, Staffordshire, c. 1880–1960
One plain ironstone plate fragment from the underfloor deposit (Square B10) is
backmarked ‘ROYAL IRONSTO.../W.H.GRINDLEY & Co/ENGLAND.’ Plate
bases from Square H10, Feature 31 and from the north side of the house are similarly marked. This mark dates c. 1891–1925 (Kad No B1129). Baltic is also a design
registered to Grindley and produced between 1904 and 1914.
Ralph Hammersley and Son(s), Burslem and Tunstall, Staffordshire, c. 1884–1905
Only one vessel is attributable to this pottery, a fragment of green printed plate in
the Poppy pattern from Feature 47 backmarked ‘[P]OPPY/R.H. & S.’
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Thomas Hughes and Son (Ltd.), Longport, Staffordshire, 1895–1957
Two plain whiteware plate bases from Features 47 and 48 carry the backmark
‘THOS.HUGHES & SON Ltd/ENGLAND.’ This mark dates 1910–1930 when ‘Ltd’
was added to the company title (www.thepotteries.org).
Jackson and Gosling Ltd., Fenton, Staffordshire, 1866–1961
Six semi-vitreous vessels from Feature 47, including two cups, two saucers and two
side plates, are from the firm of Jackson and Gosling. One of the plates is backstamped ‘GROSVENOR/CHINA/[L]AT[ON].’ Laton is probably the name of the
pattern or design. The style of the mark dates it to c. 1919+ (Godden No. 2162).
Johnson Bros., Hanley and Tunstall, Staffordshire, c. 1883–1968
Several backmarks on plain whiteware plates and saucers from Feature 47 are from
the firm of Johnson Brothers. Two on saucers stamped in green read ‘JOHNSON
BROS/ENGLAND.’ Two plate bases have part of ‘ROYAL IRONSTONE WARE/
JOHNSON BROS/ENGLAND.’ One other semi-vitreous saucer base from the
underfloor deposit (Square H10) is stamped ‘...SON BROS.’ Most backmarks in the
20th century were applied by means of a rubber stamp rather than being transfer
printed. All of these marks date from c. 1913 onwards (Kad No B1368 and B1369).
Mann and Co, Hanley, Staffordshire, c. 1858–1860
Nine Mann and Co marks are present on Willow plates from Features 5, 30, 47 and
96 and the underfloor deposit. While many marks are incomplete, all are marked
identically with a shield flanked by a lion and a unicorn and below ‘MANN &
CO/HANLEY.’
Alfred Meakin (Tunstall) (Ltd.), Tunstall, Staffordshire, 1875–1974
Three backmarks attributed to Alfred Meakin are from two different periods.
Backmarks on a plain whiteware plate base from the underfloor deposit (Square
K10) and a plain chamber pot from Feature 1 reading ‘ROYAL IRONSTONE
CHINA/ALFRED MEAKIN/ENGLAND’ date to c. 1891–1897 (Kad No B1622).
One mark on the back of plain whiteware plate fragment from Feature 47 ‘ALFRED
MEAKIN/ENGLAND’ dates from c. 1914 onwards (thepotteries.org).
J. and G. Meakin (Ltd.), Hanley, Staffordshire, 1851–1970+
One fragment of whiteware plate from Feature 47 is backmarked ‘IRONSTONE
.../J.&G.MEAKIN/... LIMITED 43755/...LY ENGLAND.’ This mark dates from c.
1912 onwards (Kad No B1612). Two other plate fragments from the same feature
are backmarked ‘J. & G.MEAKIN/HANLEY/ENGLAND.’ This mark also dates
from c. 1912 onwards (Kad No B1611).
Newport Pottery Co (Ltd.), Burslem, Staffordshire, 1920–1964
The only item from this company is a plate from the later well (Feature 65). The
plate is backmarked ‘Clarice Cliff/NEWPORT/POTTERY Co/ENGLAND/REGd,
No./840076.’ The registration number dates to 1943 and vessels in this shape and
design were produced into the 1950s.
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R.H. and S.L. Plant (Ltd), Longton, Staffordshire, 1898–1966
One gilt hairline decorated mug or coffee can base from the underfloor deposit
(Square B9) is backmarked in green ‘TUSCAN CHINA/ENGLAND.’ This is a trade
name used by R.H. and S.L. Plant. The style of the mark dates it to c. 1907–1920s
(thepotteries.org).
Southwick Pottery, Sunderland, Durham, c. 1800–1896
One saucer fragment in the unidentified pattern SH 018 has an impressed backmark ‘SCOTT/2’ (Figure 5.7h). Southwick Pottery was taken over by the Scott
family in c. 1800 and remained in their hands until it closed in 1896. The use of the
impressed mark ‘SCOTT’ dates c. 1841–1896 (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999: 339).
Fragments of four cups and one saucer in this green sheet pattern were found in
Features 5 and 46. All five vessels would have been made at Southwick Pottery.
Wood and Brownfield, Cobridge, Staffordshire, c. 1837–1850
The only pattern attributable to this pottery is Chantilly. Three plates have partial
backmarks with the pattern name and the initials ‘W & B’ in a style identical to
marks known to have been used by this company (Kad No B2490). The fragment
of Chantilly plate with an impressed registration diamond for 20 March 1848 also
matches a known registration for Wood and Brownfield (Kowalsky and Kowalsky
1999: 623).
Miscellaneous marks
Several vessels have backmarks which are either incomplete or which cannot be
attributed to a maker. Many of these miscellaneous marks come from Feature 47
which has material from the late 19th century continuing into the 20th century.
One plain cup base is backmarked in green ‘ESTRELLA/ENGLAND.’ Whether
this is a trade name or pattern is not known. Another plain whiteware cup base
has a registration number ‘Rd172136’ dating to 1891. Fragments of a plain storage
jar 118 mm high have the partial impressed backmark ‘...LING.’ This may stand
for C.T. Maling who operated a pottery at Newcastle-upon-Tyne from 1859–1890
(Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999: 263). A plain pot 33 mm high with a rim diameter
of 67 mm is impressed on the base ‘MAW.’ This pot was probably produced for the
London firm of S. Maw, Son and Thompson (1870–1901) and would have contained
toothpaste (www.sandiegoarchaeology.org).
A porcelain cup decorated with gilt hairlines backstamped ‘JAPAN/I & E/CO’
was most likely produced in the mid 20th century. Another piece dating to the
early 20th century is a porcelain saucer from the underfloor deposit (Squares H10
and I10) that has a series of Chinese or Japanese characters painted on the back.
Pots and jars
One of the most common pots with transfer printed labels found in historic sites
in New Zealand are Holloway’s Ointment pots. Fragments of four Holloway’s pots
were recovered. The most complete example from Feature 47 stands 37 mm high
with a rim diameter of 47 mm. The label proclaims that the ointment cures ‘GOUT
and RHEUMATISM’ and gives the address of the proprietor ‘244 Strand London’
(Figure 5.12). Thomas Holloway produced his famous ointment at this address
from 1842–1867 (www.antiquebottles.co.za/Pages/Categories/PrintedPots.htm).
Fragments of another pot of this type were found on the west side of the house.
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5.12. Holloway’s
Ointment Pot.

A fragment from the lid of a larger sized
pot was found in Feature 5. The label is
also from the early period at ‘244 Strand
London.’ One further fragment from a
small sized pot (Square C11) has part of the
label with the address ‘533 OXFORD St late
244 STRAND LONDON.’ Holloway was
based at this address from 1868–1881 but
this label would appear to be a transitional
version used shortly after he moved, as later
‘533 Oxford St.’ pots all have pictorial labels.
Holloway’s ointment continued to be made
until 1931.
Other printed pots include a fragment
of food storage jar from the north side of
the house with just a small part of the label
‘...EST.’ A fragment of another bottle or jar
from Feature 68 again only has a small part
of the label preserved ‘...ON’S/...ENCES/...
& UPWARDS.’ What this vessel may have
contained is not known. A more complete pot from Feature 47 standing 72 mm
high with a rim diameter of 60 mm, has ‘The Path of Truth/is plain & safe’ printed
inside an elaborate border incorporating an open bible. Again what the original
function or contents of this pot may have been are not known.
20th century ceramics
Occupation at the house continued through the 20th century and a number of
artefacts are present from this period. All examples of unknown ceramic patterns
and designs were given a site specific code, eg. SH 001, including the 20th century
material but a systematic analysis lies outside the scope of this report. Examples
of ceramics which clearly derive from the 20th century are included in Figure
5.11p–x and noted as being 20th century in Appendix 4. Ceramics from the late
well (Feature 65) were not photographed. The presence of late ceramics in the features is interesting as it shows that the occupants of the house continued to dispose
of rubbish informally around the farmyard well into the 20th century. Rubbish
disposal in rural settings seems to follow different patterns to disposal in urban
sites where rubbish is buried in pits in backyards, or hauled away by municipal
authorities. In rural areas there is more space so rubbish may be buried further
afield, dumped in water holes or creeks, spread as a sheet deposit beneath trees or
progressively deposited in ditches and features around the yard, such as the ditch
and bank Features 5, 46 and 68.
Stoneware
Stoneware is a highly fired, durable fabric commonly used for utilitarian containers such as bottles and jars (Figure 5.13). In total 34 items of stoneware were recovered. Stoneware is usually plain and unmarked and so is not generally useful for
dating purposes. The most common items were bottles including seven blacking
bottles, two porter bottles and four penny inks. Other bottles were not able to be
identified as to the original contents. Five food storage jars and two heavy mixing
bowls are also present. Other items include a rectangular planter 260 x 200 mm
and 90 mm high (Feature 46) and a few unidentified vessels.
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5.13. Stoneware. a,
penny ink; b, Doulton
large ink; c, miscellaneous bottle; d, blacking
bottle.

Stoneware manufacturers
Davidson, Glasgow
One cream coloured bottle base 90 mm in diameter from Feature 47 is impressed
with ‘DAVIDSON/GLASGOW’ in an oval on the base. No reference could be found
to this maker but the bottle most likely dates to 1850–1900.
Doulton, Lambeth, London, c. 1858–1956
One whole ink bottle from the underfloor deposit (Square K9) 110 mm high with
a diameter of 55 mm is stamped near the base ‘7/DOULTON./LAMBETH.’ From
1891 England was added to the marks so this piece must date to c. 1858–1891
(Godden 1991: 214).
George Skey, Wilnecote Works, Nr. Tamworth, Staffordshire, 1862–92 (Godden
No. 3567)
One cream coloured bottle base 78 mm in diameter from the underfloor deposit
(Square N4) is stamped in an oval ‘GEORGE SKEY/WILNECOTE/TAMWORTH.’
What the bottle may have originally contained is not known.
William Powell (& Son), Bristol, c. 1830–1906 (Godden No. 3131)
One jar or bottle base 105 mm in diameter was recovered from the north side of the
house with the impressed mark ‘POWELL/BRISTOL. The Powell family also had a
glassworks in Bristol and one black beer base was found marked with their name.
Discussion
The excavation produced ceramics dating from the mid 19th century and into the
20th century. The ceramics consist mainly of tableware, with plates (170), cups
(153) and saucers (140), being the most common forms. Transfer printing is the
dominant decorative technique and this is especially true for the earlier ceramics.
All but one of the identified manufacturers were English and most of these came
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from the potteries district in Staffordshire. New Zealand and Australia were only
ever a minor markets for the British ceramic industry which was centred on North
America (Brooks 2005: 59–61). Rather than restricting the flow of pottery into
the colonies this seems to have resulted in a plentiful supply of ceramics in a wide
range of forms and designs. The assemblage is consistent with what has been previously reported from sites of a similar age excavated in both the Auckland area and
from around New Zealand.
At the time Scott Farmstead was first occupied the two main services in use
would appear to be Willow and Chantilly. The Chantilly set is interesting both
because it was likely purchased as a set and for its early manufacturing date of
1848–1850. This set then may have been in the possession of the family before the
property was purchased. A set of Willow pattern dinner plates may also have been
owned by the family as several Mann and Co plates in two different sizes, dating
1858–1860, were found in early contexts. By 1814 Willow was the cheapest transfer
printed design available and continued to be produced in large numbers throughout the 19th century (Miller 2000: 93). Both patterns are found in the underfloor
deposit and all the major features excavated in the yard suggesting that vessels
continued in service until they broke. This is in contrast to the Westney Farmstead
where there was clear evidence for the deliberate discard of serviceable vessels,
which were then replaced by more fashionable items (Campbell and Furey 2007).
The early teawares show more variety with a range of patterns and styles
recorded. The handpainted design from the Adams factory (SH 047) is probably
the earliest cup and saucer set, produced no later than 1863, although the style
more likely dates to the 1850s. The transfer printed designs while not as securely
provenanced from backmarks as the Willow or Chantilly sets appear to date from
the mid 19th century through to the 1870s. Some of these designs have several
pieces (for example, Southwick Pottery SH 018 design (five cups and one saucer);
Cooper and Lockett design SH 001 (three cups and three saucers); and the unidentified flow blue design SH 0072 (four cups and two saucers). Other designs are
represented by just a few items or even a single item. All of this suggests that the
Scott family used a mixed assemblage of ceramics on a day to day basis, but it also
appears that small matching sets of vessels were purchased at varying times.
Some of the early ceramics are notable for being quite fragmented and scattered
in their distribution. For example while four Music pattern vessels were identified, only one is relatively complete and fragments were found from the underfloor
deposit and in features on the north, west and south sides of the house. Similarly
just four small sherds in the Albion pattern were recovered. One possible explanation for this is that some early rubbish may have been deposited outside of the
area investigated. The accumulative nature of many of the rubbish deposits in the
ditches around the yard also means that earlier material may have subject to disturbance by later activity. There are few, if any, examples of sealed primary rubbish
pits around the yard.
For the 1870s and 1880s there is less evidence that the Scott’s made regular purchases of ceramics. The Apsley Flowers set almost certainly dates to after the house
was built, but as the maker is unidentified the exact date of manufacture is not
known. Other ceramics purchased around this time are the few Asiatic Pheasants
vessels and probably some of the under-glaze edgebanded vessels.
After the end of the Scott’s occupation there is a distinct change in the style
of the ceramics. Transfer printing makes up far less of the assemblage, with ‘gold
edgebanded’ bone china and porcelain vessels becoming more numerous. Virtually
no examples of ‘gold edgebanding’ or ‘hairlining’ were found in the early features
and contexts. The style of the transfer prints also changes with designs restricted
to simple floral and abstract border designs such as Woodland, Keswick and Eola.
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Plain undecorated vessels made of refined earthenware fabrics like ironstone also
become more popular.
Glassware
A minimum number of 235 items of glassware were recovered from the underfloor
deposit (Table 5.6) and 688 from other features (Table 5.7). During excavation all
glass was kept from the underfloor squares and only diagnostic glass from other
features. Minimum numbers were calculated by counting the number of tops and
bases for each bottle type in a feature and adding the higher number of the two to
any whole examples. This methodology was also used for the underfloor squares.
The types of bottles referred to in the text are illustrated in Figure 5.14 and Figure
5.15. Fragments of glassware, other than the tops and bases, from the underfloor
Squares was identified to type and counted. Window glass from all features, where
present, were weighed.

Alcohol
Alcohol bottles more often than not account for the greater proportion of glassware
in historic sites in New Zealand. From the underfloor deposit (Table 5.6) alcohol
makes up 93 of 235 items or 40%. From other features alcohol makes up 426 of 688
items or 62%. This discrepancy is perhaps not as great as it seems when one considers the limited space available in the underfloor deposit. Most alcohol bottles are
large bulky containers and access to the underfloor was restricted. It would seem
that the main place of disposal was in and around the ditches on the north side of
the house (Features 5, 46 and 68) where a minimum of 330 black beers were found.
Alcohol consumption would also seem to have changed over time, with the majority of alcohol bottles belonging to the early period of the Scott’s occupation. Very
few alcohol bottles were recovered from the large amount of late 19th century and
early 20th century rubbish deposited in the ditch to the west of the house (Feature
47).
Black beers
The most common type are dark olive glass bottles that, when viewed in reflective light, appear almost black, hence the name black beer. A total of 446 black
beer bottles were recovered, with all but 45 coming from the underfloor deposit
or the ditch features on the north side of the house (Features 5, 46 and 68). Black
beer bottles would also seem to date to the early period of the Scott’s occupation
judging from bottle manufacture. Bottle bases were formed in one of two main
ways: a pontil rod or other tool was pushed up into the base of the bottle to create
the base profile, or the base profile was created when the bottle was blown into
the mould. Of the 50 black beers bases from the underfloor deposit, 41 of these
are tool-formed and just nine are moulded. From other features, 203 of 258 black
beers with manufacturing evidence are tool-formed. Using just the whole bottles
to illustrate this point, nine of the twelve bottles have tool formed bases, including
one with a jagged glass-tipped pontil mark. Pontils were used to hold the bottle by
the base while the top was being finished and had largely been replaced by other
methods which held the bottle around the body by the 1870s.
Black beers come in two main shapes and sizes. The most common types are
either large tall bottles with bulge necks and bodies that taper inwards towards the
base, or large squat bottles with similar characteristics but much shorter and with
a larger diameter base. Both types came in quart and pint sizes. The squat varie-
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Category and type

MNV

Alcohol
black beer
case gin
ring-seal
spirit
crown-seal beer
subtotal

71
6
11
3
2

Condiments
salad oil
pickle
sauce
vinegar
aqua glass
clear glass
subtotal

9
8
2
2
5
1

Pharmaceutical
Davis painkiller
castor oil
vial
schnapps
aqua glass
clear glass
brown glass
cobalt blue
subtotal

1
3
7
2
28
13
1
1

Total

93

27

Category and type

MNV

Total

Aerated water
Codd patent

1

1

Miscellaneous
jar
decorative
aqua glass
brown glass
clear glass
green glass
window glass
subtotal

10
2
15
1
6
2
(7240 g)

Table glass
tumbler
stemmed glass
bowl
dish/bowl
subtotal

14
4
1
3

total

235

36

22

56

Table 5.6. Summary of glassware from the underfloor
deposit.

ties normally contained porter and stout while the tall varieties contained ales and
other beers. In the mid 19th century most bottled beer was imported from Britain
and this contributed greatly to the cost. For example in 1861 the wholesale price
for imported brands of bottled beer per dozen ranged from 10s 6d to 11s 6d (Daily
Southern Cross 3 May 1861: 3). Price was also dependent on supply: by 5 July 1861
bottled beer had risen to as much as 12s per dozen and it was noted that ale was in
short supply and porter was out of stock (ibid 5 July 1861: 5). It also important to
note that alcohol and other supplies were also commonly sold in bulk containers,
such as wooden casks, at this time.
Embossed black beers
Seven black beer bases carry embossing that relates to either the manufacturer of
the bottle or less likely the bottler (Table 5.8). Little information is available about
these marks and most remain unidentified. All marks identified from historic sites
in New Zealand represent British glass manufacturers.
Powell and Co operated a glass works and pottery in Bristol from around 1830,
with the pottery absorbed into Price, Powell and Co in 1906 and the glass works
continuing until 1922 (www.kalendar.demon.co.uk/otherprice.htm). The other
embossed base from the underfloor deposit carrying the name ‘WOOLFALL’ is
most likely from the Merseyside region of England, well known for its glass fac-
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Category and type

MNV

Alcohol
black beer
case gin
ring-seal
spirit
crown-seal beer
subtotal

375
18
24
4
5

Condiments
salad oil
Lea & Perrins
sauce
pickle
vinegar
coffee & chicory
aqua glass
subtotal

8
4
3
4
3
3
8

Pharmaceutical
Davis painkiller
schnapps
castor oil
vial
perfume
baby feeder
aqua glass
clear glass
brown glass
subtotal

Total

426

33
5
2
8
12
2
1
29
20
8
87

97

Category and type

MNV

Aerated Water
Hamilton patent
Codd patent
crown-seal
subtotal

1
3
6
10

Miscellaneous
jar
20
ink
4
Lysol
1
cordial
1
aqua glass
34
clear glass
34
brown glass
11
green glass
3
olive glass
2
window glass (137 g)
subtotal

110

Table Glass
tumbler
stemmed glass
bowl/dish
jug
vase?
unidentified
subtotal

22

total

Table 5.7. Summary of glassware from other features.

tories. Woolfall most likely refers to a place, while the large D in the centre of the
base probably stands for the maker, who is not known. The lettering at the bottom
is very difficult to make out but may simply say ‘Maker’ with the last two letters
being in lower case. Bottles with ‘C W & Co’ on the base have been previously
recovered from a pre-1865 context at the Victoria Hotel site in Auckland (Brassey
& Macready 1994).
Context
(mm)

Embossing

Diameter

Feature 46
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Square B7
Square F8

[G or C] S & L
C W & Co
G & Co
S&L
W/V
D/WOOLFALL/[MAKER]
POWELL & CO/BRISTOL

77
65
78
77
75
79
90

Table 5.8. Embossing on black beer bottles.

Total

10
4
3
1
3
1
688
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Case gin
Case gin bottles contained gin imported from the Netherlands. In the 19th century Dutch gin was known as Geneva and was available in cases of bottles or in
casks. Gin would not appear to have been consumed in any quantity in the household, but what is interesting is that like the black beers the case gin bottles belong
to the early period of occupation. In total 24 case gin bottles are represented, with
six of these coming from the underfloor deposit. All of the recovered tops are of
the earlier pig-snout variety with their distinctive flared out shape. This type of top
had been largely replaced with the conical type by the 1870s. The only two whole
examples also have pig-snout tops. Both are from the underfloor deposit (Squares
H4 and J4) and stand 260 and 257 mm high with square bases 69 mm in diameter.
A further 12 came from Features 5 and 68, which also contained early ceramics.
On this evidence then it would seem that Dutch gin was a tipple only during the
early years of occupation by the Scott’s.
Hoytema & Co, Culemburg, Netherlands
The only brand of case gin identified were fragments from two Hoytema Dutch gin
bottles. One base was found in the underfloor deposit (Square B7) embossed ‘... C’
and a fragment of middle glass from the north side of the house embossed ‘...MA
& C’. This stands for Van Hoytema and Co, a Dutch gin manufacturer operating in
the 19th century (Holdaway et al. 2002: 43). Hoytema bottles have previously been
recovered from Taranaki sites including the Omata Stockade and Warea Redoubt
and Oropuriri which all date to the 1860s (Prickett 1994; Holdaway et al. 2002).
Hoytema was also readily available in Auckland judging from an 1864 notice
advertising 50 cases of Van Hoytema, Anchor Brand, Geneva, for sale by auction
(Daily Southern Cross 27 July 1864: 2).
Ring-seal alcohol
Alcohol that came in green glass ring-seal bottles could include wine, champagne,
cognac and beer. Eleven such bottles came from the underfloor deposit with five
identified as cognac style bottles, one as a large champagne style bottle and one
smaller champagne style bottle. From other contexts 24 ring-seals were collected,
with four cognac style bottles, two champagne style and one small champagne
style identified. All of the tops, where present, show evidence of having been handfinished which is indicative of a mid–late 19th century date. The only whole example is a small champagne from Feature 44 and stands 248 mm high with a base
diameter of 70 mm. Ring-seals were frequently used in the late 19th and early
20th centuries for a wide range of alcoholic products and the comparative lack
of such containers compared to the earlier black beers suggests that alcohol consumption had dropped off sharply towards the end of the 19th century in the Scott
household.
Spirits
Spirit bottles were encountered infrequently in all features. Just three were recorded
from the underfloor deposit. One from Square D7 is the base of a small whisky or
brandy flask and the other two are tops from tall spirit bottles with hand finished
tops and bulge necks (Squares H4 and K4). The spirits from other contexts were
tops from similar shaped bottles. All of the spirit bottles are in aqua glass.
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Embossed crown-seal beers
Three embossed crown-seal beers were recovered from Feature 47 and
Feature 65. One complete green bottle from Feature 47 is embossed GREAT
NORTHERN BREWERY Ltd/AUCKLAND/LION/ALE & STOUT and on the base
JAPANESEBOTTLE/YAMATAMA with YG/MG in a square in the centre. The
bottle stands 240 mm high with a base diameter of 72 mm and has a hand finished
top. One other base with part of the same embossing was also found. The Great
Northern Brewery was founded at Kyber Pass in 1861 and changed to the Lion
Brewery when it merged with Campbell and Ehrenfried in 1914 (www.lion-nathan.
com.au). These bottles probably date c. 1900–1914.
One whole brown glass bottle from Feature 65, 242 mm high with a base diameter
of 67 mm, is embossed MAIN TRUNK BREWERY/Ltd/BREWERS/& BOTTLERS/
TAIHAPE/NZ and in smaller lettering below THIS BOTTLE ALWAYS REMAINS
THE/PROPERTY OF THE MAIN TRUNK BREWERY Ltd/TAIHAPE. The bottle
is fully machine-made and probably dates to the 1940s.
Condiments
Condiments comprise products such as salad oil, pickles and vinegar which were
used on foodstuffs or as an accompaniment to meals. Twenty seven condiment
bottles were recovered from the underfloor deposit, 21 of which could be identified as to the original contents. A similar number of 33 bottles were found in other
features, with the contents of 25 identifiable. Many of the pickles, sauces and preserves used by the Scott family were probably homemade and so the record from
bottles alone under-represents the day to day use of condiments.
Salad oil
Seventeen bottles were identified as having originally contained salad oil. Salad oil
was simply olive oil and was used as a dressing at the table. Consequently many of
the glass oil containers are quite decorative. Four of the bottles from the underfloor deposit are of the type known as twirlies, one has fluted sides, one a herringbone pattern down the sides and two are bases from a bell or genie shaped bottle.
The twirlies and herringbone bottles are known to have been used by J.T. Morton
and George Whybrow respectively. J.T. Morton started business in Aberdeen in
1849 (www.millwall-history.co.uk/origins.htm) and George Whybrow established
a business in London in 1825, which continued until 1899 (www.latrobe.edu.au/
archaeology/hyde-park-barracks/news.html). The bell or genie shaped bottles, one
of which has an embossed diamond registration mark for 31 May 1850 on the base
(Square F6) and the one with fluted sides, are designs more common in the middle
of the 19th century. Fluted and twirlie bottles are the only designs represented
from other contexts.
Pickles
Eight pickle bottles were found in the underfloor deposit and four from other features. Some of the bottles, such as a Goldfields type pickle bottle 243 mm high
and 71 mm square from Square H5, are early while others like a clear glass Illinois
Pacific Glass Co manufactured container 185 mm high and 57 mm in diameter
from Square F11 are considerably later. The bottle is fully machine-made and probably dates from 1910s–1925 (Toulouse 1971: 268).
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5.14. Glassware. a, ‘Pigsnout’ case gin; b, tall black beer; c, squat black beer; d, black beer; e, ‘Goldfields’ type pickle; f,
Ring-seal alcohol; g, Hora and Co castor oil; h, Udolpho Wolfe’s schnapps; i, miscellaneous small bottles; j, Powell and
Co, Bristol, black beer.
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Sauces
Sauces, like pickles, would also have been used to add flavour to food, especially
meat dishes. Just two sauce bottles are represented from the underfloor deposit.
One of these is a fragment from a rectangular sectioned bottle with a shamrock and
vertical flutes moulded on the front panel (Square F6). This type of bottle has been
previously identified from other Auckland sites as containing mustard or pepper
sauce (Bioresearches 1998: 92; Macready and Goodwyn 1990: 82). A stopper from
a Holbrook’s Worcestershire sauce bottle was also found in Square B11. One aqua
glass stopper 38 mm long with a diameter of 29 mm, embossed ‘H.L.K.’, is also
likely from a sauce bottle. The embossing stands for the condiments manufacturer
H.L. Koefoed who operated out of Thames from 1880–1901 and then Auckland
from 1902–1909 (Best 2005: 70).
From other contexts bases of Lea and Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottle were
found in Features 47 and 44 and one whole bottle from Feature 65. The bases are 43
and 52 mm in diameter and both have part of the usual embossing on the body and
ACB Co on the base. This stands for the Aire and Calder Bottle Co and dates from
the mid 19th century through to 1913 when the firm became part of United Glass
(Toulouse 1971:79–80). The whole example from Feature 65 has ‘THIS BOTTLE
IS THE PROPERTY OF/LEA & PERRINS’ on the body and stands 255 mm high
with a base diameter of 63 mm. The aqua glass bases probably date from the 19th
century, while the machine-made c. 1940–1950 example from the well is little different to those on supermarket shelves today. The other three sauce bottles are represented by Holbrook’s stoppers identical to that found in the underfloor deposit.
Vinegar
Vinegar bottles, like salad oil bottles, are usually decorated but are much larger with
base diameters around 70 mm as opposed to 40–50 mm. Two vinegar bottles were
identified from the underfloor deposit and three from other features. Fragments of
a Champion’s vinegar bottle were recovered from Squares B10 and C10. Champion’s
vinegar factory was established in London in 1763. A brief search of newspapers
found reference to Champion’s vinegar being available for sale in bulk containers
in Auckland at least by 1850 (Daily Southern Cross 22 January 1850: 1). Fragments
of another Champion’s bottle were found in Feature 47. Another vinegar bottle
base from Feature 44 is hexagonal in section and 65 mm wide.
Essence of coffee and chicory
Three coffee and chicory bottles were recovered from Feature 47, representing
three different brands. Coffee and chicory bottles are square sectioned bottles and
are usually embossed down the sides with the contents and the name of the manufacturer. One whole example in aqua glass 216 mm high with a square base 52 mm
is embossed ‘SYMINGTON & Co//ESS COFFEE & CHICORY //EDINBURGH.’
Another aqua fragment is from a Patterson, Glasgow ‘Camp’ brand bottle. Both of
these examples probably date to the late 19th century.
The other whole example is an aqua glass bottle 211 mm high with a base 48 mm,
embossed ‘BROWN BARRETT Ltd/AUCKLAND //ESSENCE OF COFFEE/&/
CHICORY’ with ‘EXCELSIOR/REGISTERED’ and the embossed trade mark
between on the next side. The bottle is machine-made with a screwtop finish and
is marked on the base ‘A349/S I/UGB.’ The United Glass group was formed in 1913
but this mark probably dates to no earlier than the 1920s or 1930s. The firm Brown,
Barrett and Co are listed as being in Customs Street, Auckland, in the 1920 publi-
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cation of Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New Zealand (rsnz.
natlib.govt.nz/index.html).
Jars and miscellaneous
Fragments of a roll-top jam jar found in the underfloor deposit are from the Nelson
firm of Kirkpatrick and Co. Fragments carry part of the embossing, KIRK...//...
ELSON, around the shoulder of the jar. Samuel Kirkpatrick established a jam factory and cannery in Nelson in 1881 (www.nram.govt.nz).
Pharmaceutical
Pharmaceutical bottles can come in all shapes and sizes but many share common
attributes such as the type of top and neck finish. Certain types of product were
more likely to come in particular shaped bottles. These characteristics and common
types are well described by, for instance, Fike (1987: 717) and Tasker (1989: 334,
7183). Many of the medicinal bottles are plain generic containers where the original contents or producer can only be guessed at. Most of these would once have
had paper labels but in most archaeological contexts these do not survive.
The more informative bottles are those which carry embossing on either the
body or the base, which conveys information about either the manufacturer of
the bottle or the product it contained. From embossed containers it would seem
that a wide range of medicinal products were consumed from the earliest part of
the occupation through to the 20th century. Some of these were reputable health
products but the medicinal value of others is less well known.
[BA]XTER’S/[LUNG] PRESERVER/[CH]RISTCHURCH
One clear glass bottle base 52 x 35 mm with part of this embossing was found in
Feature 47. The bottle is machine-made and marked on the base ‘MADE IN NZ’,
dating to around the 1930s or later. J. Baxter first developed his remedy for coughs
and respiratory ailments from his pharmacy in Christchurch and by the 1880s was
advertising his product widely in newspapers throughout the country. The product
is still marketed today.
BISURATED/MAGNESIA/BIS MAG LTD
One clear glass machine-made bottle from Feature 47 carries this embossing. The
bottle stands 98 mm high with a base diameter of 40 mm and is marked on the
base with an AGM monogram. A 1916 study showed the ingredients of this particular product to be a mixture of alkaline salts of bismuth, sodium, calcium and
magnesium (www.med.yale.edu/newhavenhealth/documents/historical/monthly/
alt.html)
BOSISTO’S/EUCALYPTUS OIL
J.BOSISTO/RICHMOND
Joseph Bosisto established a pharmaceutical business in Richmond, Victoria in
1852 and was the first person in Australia to distil and market eucalyptus oil commercially. One whole rectangular sectioned aqua glass bottle, 97 mm high and 39 x
24 mm, came from the underfloor deposit (Square H11) and would have originally
contained eucalyptus oil. An ovoid sectioned aqua blue bottle base, 50 x 28 mm,
marked with his name and place of business (Feature 47) would have contained
one of the other proprietary medicines that Bosisto marketed. Bosisto became a

5.15 (opposite).
Glassware. a,
Grey and Menzies
Codd; b, Haslett’s
Pharmacy, Queen St,
Auckland; c, C. Aiken
Pharmacist, Auckland;
d, Neil and Mackay,
Chemists, Auckland; e,
Miscellaneous bottle;
f, Baby feeder; g, salad
oil; h, Walkden’s ink; i,
Dinneford’s Magnesia;
j, Cooper’s Toraline;
k, Wood’s Cure; l,
Bosisto’s Eucalyptus
Oil; m, Brown and
Barrett’s Essence of
Coffee and Chicory.
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partner of Felton and Grimwade in 1882 and in 1885 his original firm was incorporated as a subsidiary (www.adb.online.anu.edu.au/biogs/A030187b.htm).
COOPER’S TORA-LINE/CLEARS THE TUBES/AND SAVES THE LUNGS
One whole clear glass bottle with this embossing was recovered from the underfloor deposit (Square E11). The bottle is rectangular in section, 48 x 26 mm and
stands 140 mm high. No reference could be found to this particular product but
Fike lists a Cooper’s ‘New Discovery’ variously advertised from 1907 through to at
least 1935 (Fike1987: 109).
DAVIS//VEGETABLE//PAIN KILLER
Perry Davis’ famous pain killer is one of the more common quack cures found on
historic sites in New Zealand. In total six Davis pain killer bottles are represented
from the underfloor deposit (Square D4), Features 1 and 47 and from the machine
scrape on the west side of the house. The two whole bottles from Feature 47 measure 150 and 155 mm high with bases 48 x 23 mm.
[DIN]NEFOR[D’S/MAGNESIA]
Dinneford’s magnesia was a popular remedy used for the treatment of indigestion.
One whole aqua glass bottle 175 mm high with a base 65 x 37 mm was found in
Feature 47 and fragments of a Dinneford’s magnesia bottle also came from the
underfloor deposit (Square C6).
[E]NO’S/[FR]UIT SALTS
One aqua base 66 x 37 mm was found with part of this embossing in Feature 47.
Eno’s Fruit Salts were a “derivative compound of fruit salts for upset stomach,
infectious diseases and blood poisons” (Fike 1987: 161) introduced by Jonothan
E. Eno, London, around 1880. The name remained Eno’s Fruit Salts in 1922 but by
1948 was being marketed as Eno Effervescent Salt.
ELLIMAN’S/ROYAL/EMBROCATION/FOR HORSES/MANUFACTORY/
SLOUGH
As the name clearly states this product was a liniment for use on horses,
although how much or little the formula differed from that offered for human use
is open to conjecture. One whole aqua glass bottle, 185 mm high with a base diameter of 66 mm, was found in Feature 47. The bottle is hand finished and probably
dates to the late 19th century.
G. AIKEN PHARMACIST AUCKLAND
Three clear glass bottles from this Auckland pharmacist are represented in the
assemblage. One whole bottle 92 mm high and 34 x 22 mm was recovered from the
underfloor deposit (Square F10). Another larger bottle was found in Square G11
and stands 125 mm high with a base 53 x 36 mm. The main embossing runs in a
circular fashion on the front panel with a ‘G A’ monogram in the centre, the base
is marked W.T. & Co/1/U.S.A. This is the mark of the Whitall-Tatum factory and
was used up to 1935 (Toulouse 1971: 544). Another more fragmentary example
with the same panel embossing was recovered from Feature 47. Aiken is listed in
the trade directory of the Daily Southern Cross newspaper (29 September 1876)
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as “The Pharmacy” Queen Street, opposite the Bank of New Zealand (paperspast.
natlib.govt.nz).
HASLETT’S ENGLISH PHARMACY/QUEEN ST/AUCKLAND, NZ
One whole aqua blue glass bottle 126 mm high with a body 45 mm square was
found in Feature 47. James Haslett first appears in the Street Directory for the year
1885/86 at 184 Queen Street, changing to 252 Queen Street in 1896 and after 1903
there is no mention of him (Best 2005: 75).
HORA & CO//LONDON
One complete cobalt blue glass castor oil bottle and one fragmentary example
were recovered with this embossing. The whole bottle from the underfloor deposit
(Square F11) stands 210 mm high with a base diameter of 42 mm and carries the
embossing around the shoulder.
J.GR[OSSMIT]H/& SON/PERFUME/LONDON
Fragments of a clear glass perfume bottle with a body 48 x 32 mm and standing 62
mm high to the shoulder were recovered with this embossing from Feature 47. This
company was first established in 1835 by John Grossmith and continued through
to 1919 when it was reformed as a private limited company (www.perfumeintelligence.co.uk).
KEPLER//KEPLER//KEPLER//KEPLER
One whole brown glass bottle with this embossing came from the underfloor
deposit (Square G11) and stands 162 mm high with a base 70 x 47 mm. The bottle
is embossed on all four sides KEPLER and on the base B.W. & Co/LONDON. The
mark on the base stands for the pharmaceutical firm of Burroughs, Wellcome and
Co, established by two American pharmacists in London in 1880. In 1883 they
created a modern manufacturing facility in South London where they produced a
range of products including ‘Kepler’ cod liver oil with malt extract (Tansey 2002).
Kepler products continued to be advertised into the 1920s.
KING & SONS/CHEMISTS/AUCKLAND
Fragments from one square sectioned aqua glass bottle 31 mm wide from Feature
44 have the above embossing in angled script. The trade directory in the Daily
Southern Cross (September 29 1876) lists under the chemists and druggists section
‘King, Medical Hall, Queen Street, next National Bank.’ King and Sons is probably
a continuation of the same pharmacy. This bottle probably dates to the late 19th
century.
KOKO FOR THE HAIR//KOKO FOR THE HAIR
This was an English preparation for the hair known to have been advertised as
early as 1897 (Fike 1987: 124). A cursory glance of newspapers shows that it was
available in New Zealand at least by 1901 (Evening Press 16 November 1901). The
one whole clear glass bottle from Feature 47 stands 120 mm high with a rectangular base 46 x 25 mm.
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KRUSCHEN SALTS
One whole brown glass bottle from Feature 47 91 mm high with a base diameter
of 54 mm carries this embossing down the side. Kruschen salts are a mild saline
laxative composed of magnesium sulphate, sodium sulphate, potassium sulphate,
common salt, citric acid and potassium chloride (Harding 1976: 133 books.google.
com/books?id=cb5G35NC0X4C). This particular bottle is machine made and
probably dates to no earlier than the 1930s. Kruschen salts are still sold today.
NEIL & MACKAY/CHEMISTS/AUCKLAND
Two aqua blue glass bottles were found with this embossing, one fragmentary
example from Feature 47 and one whole bottle 126 mm high with a base 48 x 27
mm from the underfloor deposit (Square G10).
[ROGE]R & GA[LLET/PARIS]
One fragmentary clear glass perfume bottle with a body diameter of 42 mm was
recovered from Feature 47. The Roger and Gallett name came into being in 1862
and the company continues to this day (www.perfumeintelligence.co.uk).
THE ARNOLDINE/FEEDING BOTTLE/GLASS MADE IN FRANCE
A clear glass banjo-style baby feeder bottle with this embossing was recovered
from Feature 47. The embossing runs in a circular fashion with a bird in the centre.
The shape of this particular style of baby feeder made them difficult to clean, which
led to concerns over infant mortality. By 1900 they had been largely phased out in
favour of more hygienic double-ended designs which could be flushed out more
efficiently (www.psa.org.au/site.php?id= 1273#allen).
UDOLPHO WOLFE’S//AROMATIC/SCHNAPPS//SCHIEDAM
Schnapps today would be classed purely as an alcoholic beverage but in the late 19th
century and early 20th century many seemingly alcoholic products were marketed
for medicinal purposes. Two whole embossed green glass bottles 200 mm high
with bases 60 mm square were recovered from the underfloor deposit (Squares F11
and G11). The top from the same size Wolfe’s schnapps was also found in Feature
47. Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnapps was first introduced in New York in 1848 and continued to be widely advertised into the early 20th century. An advertisement in
the Taranaki Herald (15 July 1902) promoted the product as “a stimulant that will
brace a tired body or clear a tired mind.” The bottles still have hand finished tops
and probably date from the same period as this advertisement.
WOOD’S/GREAT PEPPERMINT CURE/FOR COUGHS & COLDS
Four Wood’s bottles were collected from the underfloor deposit, three in aqua
glass (Squares D11, E11 and K2) and one in clear glass (Square B10). All four bottles are of a similar size ranging in height from 134–138 mm, with bases 48–50 x
26–28 mm. An 1896 advertisement proclaims that Wood’s cure ‘never fails’ and is
available from all grocers and chemists at 1s 6d and 2s 6d (Wellington Evening Post
1 April 1896: 4). Wood’s continued to be marketed well into the 20th century.
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WULFINGS’S FORMAMINT//WULFINGS’S FORMAMINT
One whole amber glass bottle from the underfloor deposit (Square C10) carried
this embossing. The bottle is 89 mm high, with a base 48 x 30 mm and is machinemade with a screwtop finish. This bottle probably dates to no earlier than the 1920s
or 1930s.
Miscellaneous embossings
Numerous pharmaceutical bottles carry incomplete embossing on the body which
have not been identified or more commonly on the base relating to the bottle manufacturer. All such embossings are included in Table 5.9 below.
The fragmentary bottle with ‘...OOMSBURY/LEED...’ may be from a Bromley’s
Extract of Herbs bottle. From manufacturing techniques and the embossings some
of the other bottles would appear to be quite modern. For example the bottle with
‘Chesebrough-Ponds’ on the base cannot have been made before 1955 when these
two companies merged (Fike 1987: 56).
Several bottles also have manufacturer marks on the base but no embossing on
the body. Three bottles from Feature 47 have marks from the American company
Whitall and Tatum. All three feature the initials ‘W.T. & Co’ on the base of the
vessel. This mark was used from the inception of the company through to 1935,
dating these bottles to the late 19th century to 1935. Two bottles from Feature 47,
one from Feature 65 and one from the underfloor deposit (Square F11) all have
marks relating to AGM. All of these bottles were probably produced at AGM’s
Penrose plant in Auckland which started in 1922. At first the plant only manufactured amber or brown coloured glass bottles but had expanded by 1927 to produce
clear glass bottles. One base is even embossed ‘MADE IN NZ.’ Two others have the
AGM monogram on the base, which was not used in Australia until 1932 (www.
users.bigpond.com/oz-riley/bottledating.html). Presumably the use of this mark
by AGM’s New Zealand plant would date to the same time or later.
Context

Embossing

Portion

Colour

47
47
47
65
47

... MADE/IN ENGLAND
...AY/.../...D...
CHESEBROUGH-PONDS WC
M & B/51 62 81/50cc.
...OOMSBURY/LEED...

base
base
base
base
side

aqua blue
aqua blue
Clear
Brown
Aqua

Table 5.9. Miscellaneous embossing on pharmaceutical bottles.

Aerated water
Relatively few bottles that would have contained aerated water were collected. The
earliest example is likely to be the Hamilton patent bottle base from Feature 47.
Several softdrink bottles were among the contents of Feature 65 (the later well),
but have no relevance to the 19th century or early 20th century occupation of the
farmstead.
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J. Grey & Sons
The base of one aqua glass Codd bottle 56 mm in diameter was recovered from
Feature 47. The bottle is embossed ‘J. GREY & SONS/AUCKLAND ‘with a J. Grey
and Sons monogram in the centre and repeated on the base. John Grey took over
an aerated water manufactory at Eden Crescent in 1874 and from 1880–1902 the
firm traded as J. Grey and Sons (Rusden 1979: 17).
Grey & Menzies
One complete aqua Codd from Feature 47 is 232 mm high, has a base diameter
of 65 mm and is embossed ‘GREY & MENZIES Ltd/NEW ZEALAND’, with
‘KILNER BROS Ltd/MAKERS/LONDON’ on the back and 10476 on the base.
Robert Menzies merged with J. Grey and Sons in 1902. The bottle manufacturer,
Kilner Bros Ltd, operated from 1873 until 1937 (Toulouse 1971: 302) but by the
1920s Codd bottles had largely been replaced by the crown-top (Rusden 1979: 25).
Two clear glass crown-top machine-made bottles 230 mm high with base diameters 60 mm from Feature 65 (Well 2) embossed ‘GREY & MENZIES Ltd/NEW
ZEALAND’ date to a much later period, probably the 1940s or 1950s. In 1964 the
Eden Crescent factory of Grey and Menzies was closed and the company became
known as Contract Bottlers (Rusden 1979: 34).
Waiwai Mineral Water Co, Stanley Street, Auckland

5.16. Waiwai Mineral
Water Co advertisement, (New Zealand
Tablet 25 February
1904).

A Codd bottle base from Feature 47 is embossed ‘Y Y/TRADE MARK/STANLEY
STREET/AUCKLAND.’ The trademark ‘YY’ was used by the Waiwai Mineral
Water Company who started their business in Stanley Street in 1903 (Figure 5.16),
before later moving to larger premises in Great North Road (Robson 1995: 36).
Around the bottom of the bottle is ‘JK & S’ and ‘2800’, with the trade mark ‘Y Y’
repeated on the base. The bottle manufacturer is John Kilner and Sons, Wakefield,
England, who started in 1844 and continued into the 20th century (Toulouse 1971:
279–81).
Table glass
A modest assemblage of table glass was
recovered largely made up of drinking vessels, with 24 tumblers and eight stemmed
glasses. Most of the tumblers have fluted
sides with base profiles commonly having
six, seven, or eight sides. Plain pressed tumblers such as these were produced from 1830
through into the 20th century (Jones 2000:
225). Fourteen of the tumblers were recovered from the underfloor deposit. Stemmed
glasses (Figure 5.17) which were probably
used for drinking wine and other alcohol
are less common, with just four from the
underfloor deposit and four from Features
5, 46 and 68. The tumblers and stemmed
glassware from the underfloor deposit
along with the large number of alcohol bottles from the early features all suggest that
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alcohol was consumed more regularly in
the early years of the Scott’s occupation.
Miscellaneous
Various other glass containers were collected which do not fall into the above
categories.
Ink
Two square aqua glass bottles 45 mm
wide and 47 mm high from Feature 5
are
embossed
‘WALKDEN’S//INK//
LONDON.’ Walkden’s ink was developed
in the 18th century and was clearly widely
available in New Zealand as shown by advertisements from merchants and stationers in
the Nelson Daily Examiner (9 July 1873),
the Wellington Evening Post (16 December
1875) and the Auckland newspaper The Daily Southern Cross (27 August 1872).
Lysol
Fragments of one brown glass Lysol bottle were found in a small pit (Feature
100). The bottle base has a diameter of 62 mm and is embossed ‘SCHULKE &
MAYR/HAMBURG.’ The side fragments have distinctive raised cross-hatch ribbing to warn consumers against ingesting the contents. Lysol was a disinfectant
product first developed by the firm started by Rudolf Schulke and Julius Mayr
in Hamburg in 1889 (www.schuelke-mayr.com/historykon/en/html/history2000.
html). The product was made from creosol, derived from coal tar, solubilized in a
soap solution (Russell et al 1999: 11). It was highly poisonous and could cause death
if ingested. After the outbreak of WW I amid anti-German sentiment Lysol was
largely replaced in New Zealand by similar disinfectants made in Britain (Evening
Post 15 April 1915: 2).
Marmite
Two white milk-glass marmite jars were collected from Feature 47. The complete
example stands 58 mm high with a diameter of 49 mm and is embossed on the base
‘PROPERTY OF MARMITE COMPANY’ with an ‘AGM’ monogram and a 7 in
the centre. The other larger jar is represented by a partial base 58 mm in diameter.
Marmite was imported by Sanitarium from Britain as early as 1910 and in 1919
they gained the exclusive agency to sell marmite in New Zealand (www.marmite.
co.nz). The fact that the jars have Property of Marmite Company on them rather
than Sanitarium suggests that marmite was being imported in bulk and packaged
in New Zealand. From the mid 1940s Sanitarium began producing its own marmite in New Zealand.
Jar lids
Four jar lids with a zinc screwtop closure and milk-glass insert were found in the
underfloor deposit (lean-to area Squares E11, F11, H11 and I11). These types of lids
were used on preserving jars and the milk-glass inserts were employed to stop the

5.17. Example of
stemmed glassware.
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zinc lid from coming into contact with the food. Three of the lids are plain and
measure 94 mm in diameter, while the fourth is 90 mm in diameter and ‘AGEE’
stamped into the zinc lid. This style of lid was the precursor to the tin lids and
screw bands still used for Agee and Mason style preserving jars today.
Other glass containers
A whole brown glass bottle from Feature 47 stands 155 mm high with a hexagonal
sectioned body 50 mm wide. The bottle is embossed down one side ‘NOT TO BE
TAKEN’ and on the base there is an ‘AGM’ monogram. This bottle most likely
contained a cleaning product or something similar which would be poisonous if
ingested. The bottle is machine-made and most likely dates to the 1930s.
An aqua base 77 mm in diameter from Feature 47 embossed on the base
with a large ‘M’, was most likely produced by the Melbourne Glass Works. This
mark dates between 1900–1915 (www.users.bigpond.com/oz-riley/bottledating.
html#victoria).
Window glass
By the mid 19th century window glass was mainly produced by the cylinder method.
In this method a bubble of glass is formed into a cylinder by swinging, then the
ends are cut out and a longitudinal cut made down the length of the cylinder. The
whole was then reheated until it fell apart as a sheet of glass (Stelle 2001). This
produced glass of relatively uniform thickness but was still limited as to the size
of panes that could be produced. Cylinder glass could be cut into roughly square
panes 760 x 635 mm e, or long narrow panes of up to 915 x 560 mm (Lawrence
2004). From the small fragments encountered in archaeological contexts it is not
usually possible to determine what size the original pane may have been.
A total of 7127 g of window glass fragments was collected from the underfloor
deposit. Just 137 g was found in other features and was not analysed. Very little
window glass was found under the Structural Phase 1 section of the house. From
the buildings archaeology we know that there were at least three windows in the
room (see Chapter 3). Under Phase 2 there is significantly more window glass,
especially around the edges of the building. Again under the Phase 3 section of
the building there is window glass present in most of the squares excavated. Some
of this is most likely the result of building alterations and additions made over the
years, while the rest would have been discarded along with the other rubbish under
the house. Around the edge of the house some of the glass is quite clearly machinemade and probably dates from well into the 20th century.
Discussion
The glassware assemblage, like the ceramics, is notable for the clear distinction
between the wholly 19th century occupation by the Scotts and material from later
occupations. In total, 446 black beers and 24 case gin bottles were found from the
underfloor deposit and features out in the yard. Interestingly, the alcohol bottles,
judging from context and manufacturing techniques, appear to mostly date to the
first decade of the Scott’s occupancy. The lack of common late 19th century markers, such as ring-seal alcohol bottles, also supports an early date for the black beers
and case gins. Household alcohol consumption patterns then changed in the last
quarter of the 19th century. Alternatively alcohol may have been acquired in containers other than glass bottles; however, this is not reflected in a greater number
of tumblers or vessels in the material record.
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Condiment and pharmaceutical type bottles are not common from the early
period, although most condiments from the underfloor deposit are probably
early. These include vinegar, salad oil and pickle bottles. Table glass is not especially common either but includes both panelled tumblers and stemmed glasses.
Examples of these were recovered from all early contexts.
From the very end of the 19th century there is a clear change in the composition of the glassware. Alcohol bottles are notable by their absence and pharmaceutical products become more prominent. In Feature 47, for example, just over
a quarter of the total MNI of glassware is made up of pharmaceutical containers
(46 of 157). Items continue to be dumped here until well into the 20th century. The
latest datable material is the glassware from the late well (Feature 65) which was
filled around 1950 (Figure 5.18).
Clothing hardware
Clothing hardware is here used to describe all fastenings and fittings associated
with clothing and footwear. This also includes the pieces of clothing and material themselves, but these rarely survive in archaeological sites. In the 19th century most items of clothing employed buttons or other fasteners which through
everyday use or poor sewing means they are commonly found in archaeological
contexts.
Buttons
A total of 46 buttons were recovered from the underfloor deposit and 14 from other
features (Table 5.10 and Table 5.11). Buttons were commonly made from bone,
shell, ceramic and metal. Plastic and other synthetic materials were not used in

5.18. Selection of glassware items recovered
from Feature 65.
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Square

Material

Notes

Diameter
(mm)

MNI

C11
D7
D11
F7
F11
I7
C11
D4
G4
H4
L8
N9
O9
E11
E11
F11
G5
G10
G11
H4
I4
K8
D10
D10
D11
G10
J9
K8
O9
H4
H5
D4
D4
D7
D8
D9
D11
D11
D11
D11
E4
E5
E9
E9
F11
I4
O9

bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
bone
brass
brass
brass
brass
brass
brass
brass
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
metal
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
plastic
ceramic
ceramic
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
shell
total

4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
1-piece, 2-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
2-piece, 2-hole
2-piece, 2-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
1-piece, 2-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
Shanked
Shanked
1-piece, 2-hole, ‘IMPROVED PATENT’
1-piece, 4-hole

19
17
15
18
17
18
15
17
18
17
14
15
17
17
20
17
17
18
15
15
17
14
17
19
14
15
25
11
17
10
10
12
22
15
18
14
17
14
16
12
11
10
18
12
21
10
11

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
46

shanked
1-piece, 2-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
clear, 2-hole
brown, 2-hole
black, 4-hole
brown, 4-hole
black, 2-hole
clear, 2-hole
brown, 4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
shanked
4-hole
4-hole
2-hole
4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
2-hole
4-hole
4-hole
2-hole
4-hole

Table 5.10. Buttons from the underfloor deposit.
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Feature

Material

Notes

Diameter
(mm)

MNI

46
46
46
46
47
47
47
47
68
133
133
137
137

Bone
Brass
Prosser
Prosser
brass
Brass
Prosser
Plastic
Prosser
Brass
Plastic
Glass
Prosser
total

4-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
4-hole
4-hole
1-piece, 4-hole ‘BEST RING EDGE’
1-piece, 4-hole
4-hole
clear, 4-hole
4-hole
1-piece, 4-hole
green, 4-hole
black, shanked
4-hole

18
17
11
10
17
16
13
23
10
16
16
27
12

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

Table 5.11. Buttons from other features.

mainstream manufacture until well into the 20th century. Bone and shell buttons
were initially made by hand but by the middle of the 19th century were produced
largely by mechanised processes. Ceramic buttons first came into mass production
after the development by Richard Prosser in 1840 of a process whereby high quality ceramic buttons were produced from dry clay pressed into moulds (Sprague
2002: 111). Prosser buttons continued to be produced throughout the 19th century
and into the 20th century. Metal buttons were commonly stamped out of brass or
other metals and were typically used on work clothing. Metal buttons were mass
produced from the middle of the 19th century.
Buttons can also give an insight into the type of clothing that people were wearing, as the material itself more often than not does not survive in archaeological
contexts. In the 19th century the line was the standard unit of measurement for
buttons and equates to 0.635 of a millimetre (Sprague 2002: 122–123). In Britain
the size range of buttons intended for men’s clothing was: small buttons for underwear and shirts, 14–24 lines (8.9–15.25 mm); medium buttons of 26–34 lines for
trousers (16.5–21.6 mm); and large buttons more than 34 lines (21.6 mm) for coats
(George 1999: 16).
All of the bone buttons are four-hole sew through. Small sizes were used on
underwear and on shirts and larger buttons within the range present here were
used on outer-ware garments. The shell buttons have a wider range of sizes, likely
to have been used on women’s clothing, or as men’s shirt buttons. Metal buttons
were more commonly used on men’s clothing including shirts and trousers. The
shanked, glass button from Feature 137 was from female clothing.
Buckles and badges
Just eleven plain iron and brass buckles are present, with eight coming from the
underfloor deposit (Table 5.12). Six are single-framed buckles with iron tangs, while
one iron buckle is double-framed with two tangs and one brass buckle doubleframed with an iron tang. Buckles of this type would have been used on male
work clothing. Two other similar plain brass buckles with iron tangs were found in
Features 5 and 47. The remaining buckle from Feature 46 is of the same style, but
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Square

Material

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

MNI

C9
C9
C10
D11
K2
N5
N10
O9

Iron
Brass
Iron
Iron
Brass
Iron
Iron
Iron

24
46
25

34
40
33

48
38
35
42

42
44
45
38

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.12. Buckles from the underfloor deposit.

larger at 46 mm long by 55 mm wide. This buckle may have come from an item of
horse tack or other farm equipment.
Sports badge
Fragments of a brass sports badge or buckle part was found on the west side of
the house. Prominent on the badge are a pair of crossed cricket bats, with a ball
to one side and a pair of crossed bails on the other (Figure 5.19). Interestingly a
similar item with a cricket motif was found at the Westney Farmstead (Campbell
and Furey 2007).
Hat badge
A New Zealand military cap badge was found in the underfloor deposit (Square
B6). The badge is made of brass and measures 45 mm high by 33 mm wide. In the
centre is a large ‘NZ’ flanked by ferns and topped with a crown, with the motto
‘ONWARD’ at the bottom (Figure 5.19). This particular example probably dates
from World War II.
Hat Pin
5.19. Sports badge and
New Zealand military
cap badge.

One non-ferrous metal hat pin 62 mm long came from the underfloor deposit
(Square E10).
Footwear
The majority of footwear remains were
recovered from under the house where
the dry conditions favoured preservation.
From Table 5.13 it can be seen that 22 individual shoes and boots are represented in
the underfloor assemblage. Of these the
best preserved were two children’s boots
(Figure 5.20). The boot from Square D10
has six eyelets on each side of the upper for
laces. The sole and insole are joined with a
neat row of copper nails around the outside and the heel is constructed of 2–3 lifts
of leather joined with iron nails. The boot
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Square

Description

Max. Length
(mm)

Max. Width
(mm)

MNI

B7
B8
B9
B9
B10
C5
C6
C6
C7
C10
C11
D4
D5
D10
D11
F8
H9
I6
K6
L10
N6

leather sole
child’s boot
child’s boot
fragments adult shoe/boot
fragments adult shoe/boot
adult’s boot
pair of leather soles
fragments adult shoe/boot
adult’s boot
adult’s boot
leather sole
shoe heel, 3 lifts of leather
adult’s boot fragments
child’s boot
shoe heel, 2 lifts of leather
leather sole
leather sole
child’s sole fragment
shoe heel, 3 lifts of leather
child’s sole fragment
child’s sole fragment
total

250
145
150

75
47
52

275
225

80
60
60

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
22

275
250
140
50
140
52
240
195
35

78
55
45
75
57
53
60
68
35
37
44
50

Table 5.13. Footwear remains from the underfloor deposit.

from Square B8 is similarly constructed, with the exception that only copper nails
are used. The larger sized footwear differs only in that where the heel section is
preserved, the heel is more sturdily constructed with iron nails and usually with
an iron heel plate for extra protection.
Mainly only iron heel plates and boot heel fragments were preserved from
other contexts. All of the heel plates are horseshoe shaped iron plates most likely
from adult work boots. One was found in Feature 5 and measured 73 x 77 mm, one
from Feature 46 measured 73 x 73 mm and one from Feature 47measured 70 x 80

5.20. Children’s boots
from the underfloor
deposit.
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mm. From Feature 30 a pair of highly degraded boots was recovered. The boots
have iron heel plates 60 x 65 mm and ten eyelets on each side of the upper for laces.
The only other items of footwear were two pairs of child’s heels, 40 x 45 mm, from
Feature 46 and fragments of a pair of child’s boots 160–170 mm long and 40 mm
wide from Feature 47.
Beads
Six glass beads were found in the underfloor deposit. One from Square G11 is green
and 4 mm in diameter; one from Square I10 is teal and 8 mm in diameter; one from
Square K9 is white and 9 mm in diameter; and one from Square G8 is aqua and 7
mm in diameter. Two other beads from Squares D4 and N4 have faceted finishes,
rather than being plain spheres and are black with diameters of 10 and 16 mm.
Personal
The most common artefacts found of a personal nature are generally disposable
items like clay pipes which only had a limited use-life. Other more expensive items
may be discarded either through being lost, becoming old or unserviceable, or
after the original owner has died.
Clay tobacco pipes
Just 36 clay pipe fragments were recovered representing a minimum number of
four pipes from Feature 5, two each from Features 46 and 47 and ten from the
underfloor deposit. Among these four pipe manufacturers and one tobacco merchant were identified (Figure 5.21).
Thomas Davidson and Co, Glasgow 186191
Two Davidson pipes are present, with one bowl/stem fragment from Square H4
having the impressed mark ‘DAVIDSON//GLASGOW’ and one stem fragment
from Square G8 the partial mark ‘...SON//G...’
Hugh Dixon, Sydney c. 1839–59 and 1863–1902
A rare complete pipe was found in two pieces in the first metre of Feature 46. The
pipe is impressed on the stem ‘DIXSON//SYDNEY.’ Hugh Dixson was a tobacco
merchant who imported pipes, but did not manufacture pipes himself. The bowl is
decorated in relief on the left with a wreath encircling the letters ‘VA’ and on the
right with a seated female figure. The pipe measures 120 mm long, has a spur and
tan glazing on the bite.
Duncan McDougall and Co, Glasgow 184691
Three McDougall pipes were recovered from Feature 5, Feature 47 and Square G11.
The stem fragment from Feature 5 is impressed ‘McDOUGALL//GLASGOW’. The
pipe stem from Feature 47 is impressed ‘...ALL GLASGOW//COURIER P[IPE]’
A stem fragment from Square Gll is impressed ‘McDOUGALL GL...//[BURNS]
CUTTY PIPE.’ The Courier and Burns Cutty are just two of the hundreds of styles
of pipe produced by McDougall in the 19th century. The Burns Cutty was evidently
quite popular as pipes under this name are known to have been made by several
other manufacturers (Walker 1983: 17).
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William Murray and Co, Glasgow 183061
One pipe stem from Feature 5 is impressed ‘MURRAY//GLASGOW.’
Thomas White and Co, Edinburgh 182376
One stem fragment from Feature 5 is impressed ‘THO.WHITE & CO//
EDINBURGH.’ Another from Square C8 has the same marking, but the mould is
so worn as to make the place of origin almost unreadable. Inscriptions were most
often imparted on clay pipes by means of thin metal strips with raised lettering
soldered to the mould. These wore down faster than the rest of the mould, resulting
in barely readable markings and necessitating the replacement of the metal strip
(Walker 1983).
Other pipes
One stem fragment from Feature 5 has the partial impressed mark BUR...//...TY. The
style of the pipe is undoubtedly a ‘Burns Cutty’ but without any makers mark the
manufacturer cannot be identified. One bowl from the underfloor deposit (Square
D7) is from a style of pipe known as a ‘TD’ pipe. The bowl has T.D. impressed
into the back of the bowl in serif lettering. Pipes with this marking were produced
throughout the 19th century by numerous manufacturers. McDougall’s, who were
formed in 1846, had their mould number ‘1’ listed as a TD pipe in 1900 and this
style continued in production until they closed in 1967 (Walker 1983: 37).
Composite Smoking Pipe
One bite from a composite smoking pipe made from a black synthetic material was
found in metre nine of Feature 47.
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5.21. Clay Tobacco
Pipes. a, [McDoug]all
Glasgow//Courier
P[ipe]; b, McDougall
Gl[asgow]//[Burns]
Cutty Pipe; c, plain
pipe stem with glazed
bite; d, Murray//
Glasgow; e, Tho. White
& Co.//Edinburgh; f,
Davidson//Glasgow; g,
Dixson//Sydney.
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5.22. Pocket fob watch.

Watch
One pocket fob watch was recovered from the surface of Feature 47 (Figure 5.22).
The watch is 50 mm in diameter with a standard face with Roman numerals.
Printed in small lettering on the watch face is ‘LAIDLAW LEEDS/WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS/ AUCKLAND/BEST...ER.’ Laidlaw Leeds was established by
Robert Laidlaw in 1909 and merged with The Farmers Union Trading Company in
1919, becoming The Farmers Trading Company (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farmers_
department_store). This watch then must have been purchased 1909–1919.
Marbles

5.23. A selection of
marbles.

A total of 26 marbles from the underfloor deposit would have been used as children’s toys (Figure 5.23). Several may be of late 19th century manufacture judging
by air bubbles in the glass and other minor
inconsistencies. The rest probably date to
the early part of the 20th century, with a
few possibly being later. One clear marble
with an internal red, white and blue swirl
(Square G11) is noticeably aspherical and
is probably handmade. Handmade marbles
decorated with internal swirls were produced in Germany from the mid 19th century through to the 1920s (Baumann 2004:
37–40). The surface of the glass is also very
scratched and pocked suggesting that the
marble has seen considerable use in some
child’s collection. Several others also have
small chips indicative of repeated use or an
indifferent owner.
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Square

Material

Colour

Diameter
(mm)

MNI

B4
C11
D5
D11
D11
F11
F11
G11
G11
H11
I4
I11
I11
J9
J10
K2
K2
K10
K10
K10
L4
M5
O9

glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
glass
ceramic
glass
glass
ceramic
glass
glass
glass
ceramic
glass
glass
total

white/purple
blue
red/white
multi-coloured
yellow/clear
red/white
blue/white
red/clear
multi-coloured
yellow/white
black
yellow/white
orange/blue/white
white
blue/clear
clear
red
orange/clear
green/white
blue/clear
unglazed
blue/white
red/white/clear

16
15
16
24
17
16
17
17
17
17
24
17
24
18
17
32
14
17
16
16
14
17
16

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
26

Table 5.14. Marbles from the underfloor deposit.

Hygiene
Single bone toothbrush heads were found in the underfloor deposit (Square D4)
and in Feature 1. One other whole toothbrush 154 mm long from Square F11 probably dates to the early 20th century. The material has the appearance of bone but is
in fact a synthetic or composite material. The plastic toothbrushes from the same
Square obviously date to a later period still.
Household
Artefacts in the household category are those which relate to domestic activity
around the house or items which were used as part of daily life in the household.
Sewing
Sewing is represented by 13 sewing pins from the underfloor. One each was found
under the lean-to area in Squares B11, C11, D12 and F11; two from Square G11; and
7 from Square D11. All are made from a non-ferrous metal and range in length
from 24–32 mm.
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Table cutlery
Spoons were the most common item of table cutlery recovered. One very small
spoon, probably a salt spoon, 67 mm long was found around Feature 97 and is
stamped on the back ‘NEVADA SILVER D & A.’ Nevada Silver was a trademark of
the 19th century manufacturer Daniel and Arter of Birmingham (www.silvercollection.it/electroplatesilver.html). Two tablespoons were found in the underfloor
deposit (Square F11). Both are whole with one being unmarked and 175 mm long
and the other 215 mm long and stamped on the back of the handle MADE IN
SHEFFIELD/UNITY SILVER/ FARMER’S UNION TRADING Co/AUCKLAND.
The Farmer’s Union Trading Co was formed in 1910 and merged with Laidlaw
Leeds in 1918, becoming The Farmer’s Trading Company. A teaspoon apiece came
from Squares G11 and J10, measuring 145 mm and 131 mm in length. The only
other item of cutlery from under the house was a ferrous metal knife blade 160 mm
long from Square D10. A rather squashed table fork with four tines and a fiddle
shaped handle was also collected from the east side of the house.
Writing paraphernalia
The most common objects relating to writing are fragments of slate pencils (Figure
5.24). Seven were found in the underfloor deposit (Squares C4, D10, I4, I10, L7 and
N7). All are from round sectioned slate pencils 5 or 6 mm in diameter. One small
fragment of writing slate with lines 12 mm apart was found in Feature 47 along
with a slate pencil fragment. Stoneware ink bottles and a bone or imitation bone
pen handle 100 mm long and 7 mm in diameter were recovered from the underfloor deposit (Square G8).
5.24. Slate pencils and
writing slate fragment.

Household miscellany
Other items that would have been
used around the house are two
wooden scrubbing brushes without
bristles from the underfloor deposit
(Squares C5 and G11). The more
complete example from Square C5 is
195 mm long and 65 mm wide.
Metal
As with most historic sites in New
Zealand a number of ferrous metal
and other metal artefacts were recovered. Common items include nails
and other fastenings, horseshoes,
food cans and miscellaneous pieces
of iron band, bar and sheeting. There
is no evidence from the iron assemblage that the Scott family had a forge
or smithy in the farmyard. In Table
5.15 for the underfloor deposit, Phase
1 equates to E–J rows 4–9; Phase 2 to
B–D rows 4–11 and E–J rows 10–11;
and Phase 3 to K–N rows 2–11.

Brass miscellany
3
3
6

Total

3

2

Miscellaneous

1

5
6
3
14

Miscellaneous

Wire
Brass miscellany

Sheeting
4
6

Wire

Hook

Matchbox

2
2

Sheeting

1

1
3
9

1
1
1
5
9

Matchbox

2

5
1

2
5

Can/container

14
24

2
1
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Can/container

5
7

1
1

Bar/rod

3
7

Band

1
1

Tool

323 1
352
114
409 3
1198 4

Hardware

E–J 4–9
B–D 4–11
E–J 10, 11
K–N 2–11
total

Horseshoe

Squares

Nails

Spikes
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5
9
12
7
33

344
379
136
460
1320

1
5
6
7
9
24
27
40
44
46
47
48
54
55
63
68
70
95
96

2
7
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
22
43
13
1
3

1
1
10

2

4

3
3

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

2

1
1
1

1
2
1

1
1

6
104

1

10

1
4

1
5

1
8

1

3

5

1
3

2

4

1
1
7

Table 5.16. Metal artefacts from other features.

Nails and fastenings
The single most numerous items were nails, with 1198 found in the underfloor
context. These included a mixture of cut and wire nails in a range of types and
sizes from tacks and brads to general purpose nails and lead-head roofing nails.
Under the Phase I section of the building the nails recovered were mainly cut nails.
Samples of cut nails taken from the house itself ranged in length from 34–80 mm

Total

Bar/rod

Band

Tool

Hardware

Horseshoe

Spikes

Feature

Nails

Table 5.15. Metal artefacts from the underfloor deposit.

6
8
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
33
65
13
1
3
1
3
1
2
11
157
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and were employed in fastening weatherboards, internal framing and even sarking
to interior walls.
Wire nails seemed to be used mainly in the later phases of the house such as in
fi xing weatherboards on the east side of the house. Wire nails became more popular in New Zealand from the 1870s onwards (Middleton 2005). The high number
of nails found in various squares under the house probably relate to the numerous
building phases and minor alterations the house was subjected to in the 19th century and first half of the 20th century.
Nails seem to have been the predominant form of fastening used in and around
the farmstead. Just four spikes and one small iron screw were recovered from the
underfloor context and a single spike from Feature 46.
Horseshoes
The presence of seven horseshoes from the underfloor deposit and ten from Feature
47 indicate the important role that horses would have played in the day to day running of the farm in the 19th century. The size range for whole horseshoes is given
in Table 5.17. The larger size is probably from a large animal used for ploughing
and other heavy-duty activities.
Context

Max. length Max. width
(mm)
(mm)

MNI

Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Feature 47
Square B4
Square K3
Square K9
Square N9
Square N9

125
135
140
145
170
170
170
170
175
140
170
130
120
135

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

125
125
140
145
150
170
175
180
165
140
175
120
120
145

Table 5.17. Size ranges for whole horseshoes.

Hardware
A few items of hardware, ranging from hinges and hooks to bolts and chain were
found in the underfloor deposit. One half of a butt hinge from Square N9 measures
78 mm long by 64 mm wide and was most likely used to hang a door. A fragment
of door or window latch was also found in Square D11. Two fragments of chain
with oval links (one 36 x 20 mm and the other 60 x 27) also most likely relate to
19th century activity (Squares E5 and L10). Four large bolts from Squares B6, D9,
L4 and L8 probably date to well into the 20th century. Three of the bolts have hexagonal heads and one a domed head, with the smallest being 80 mm in length and
the largest 260 mm.
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Tools
Several tools or fragments of tools were recovered from the underfloor deposit and
other features. From Feature 47 an adjustable wrench 200 mm long; a fragment of
auger bit 740 mm long and 37 mm in diameter; a slasher blade 380 mm long; and
a fragment of scythe blade were found. One complete scythe blade was also found
on the north side of the house. The complete blade and haft has a total length of
750 mm, with the blade itself measuring 490 mm long with a maximum width of
90 mm. Three fragments of scythe stones were also found in Feature 47 and from
the underfloor deposit (Squares M4 and N9). The only other tools were a hand
saw blade from Feature 96 and a trenching spade head 285 x 125 mm from Square
E11.
Cans and containers
The few ferrous metal cans and containers consisted mainly of various food tins
with 14 coming from the underfloor deposit and just three from other features.
One from Square B4 is an oval shaped tin 190 x 110 mm and three from Squares
F10 and F11 are rectangular tins 110 x 80 mm and 25 mm thick. The rest are round
sectioned tins with two from Square D11 being of the ‘hole and cap’ or ‘hole in cap’
style. These types of cans were largely superseded by solderless cans by the end of
the first decade of the 20th century (Rock 2000: 283). A large lid 150 mm in diameter from Square K10 is probably from a non-food tin.
Matchboxes
Nine wax vesta matchboxes were found under the floor and five from other features. Four of the matchboxes from the underfloor deposit were whole and were of
a similar size ranging in length from 72–74 mm, 38–40 mm in width and 22 mm
in thickness. One from Square L7 had a partially legible embossed lid from the
London firm of Bell and Black. This particular example probably dates to around
the 1870s or 1880s. Two other whole matchboxes were found in Feature 1 and
measure 77 x 45 mm by 23 mm thick.
Miscellaneous metal
Among the miscellaneous metal items from
under the house were three large iron keys
(Figure 5.25). Two identical keys 110 mm
long were found in Squares K8 and L7 and
another 103 mm long in Square I10. The
keys are of the type used with old fashioned
door locks. Other items like three safety
pins (Squares C4, D6 and F10) and a pair
of scissors (Square B8) are decidedly more
modern.
Miscellaneous artefacts
Coins
A varied collection of 15 coins was collected from the underfloor. As can be seen
from Table 5.18 only the 1861 halfpenny
and 1887 sixpence likely relate to the 19th

5.25. Iron door keys.
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century occupation of the house, but an 1866 penny came from Feature 40 and an
1860 halfpenny from Feature 85. Interestingly the halfpenny has had a hole drilled
through the centre. Most of the modern coins were found in the first metre under
the house on the north and west sides where they could easily have been thrown in
from outside. The Hong Kong and Western Samoa coins however are well under
the house.
Trade tokens
Four trade tokens were recovered from the underfloor (Table 5.18). Three penny
tokens are from the Auckland merchant S. Hague Smith and measure 34 mm
in diameter. On one side the token reads ‘S.HAGUE SMITH/ MERCHANT/
AUCKLAND/WHOLESALE & RETAIL/IRONMONGER’ and on the reverse is
a bust of the Prince Consort and ‘PRINCE ALBERT/BORN AUGT 26 1819/DIED
DECR 14 1861’ (Atkins 2002: 373). In the 13 November 1866 edition of the Daily
Southern Cross S. Hague Smith has an advertisement for the sale of everything
from cricket bats and paraphernalia, to foodstuffs, ceramics, tools and general
hardware. In the 16 September 1869 edition Hague Smith again has a large range of
goods for sale, but announces that he is selling off. By 30 September he advertises
the selling off of the whole of his retail stock at a twenty percent discount for cash
and on 7 October of the same year the shop “recently erected and lately occupied
by Mr S. Hague Smith” is up for let (Daily Southern Cross).
The other token is of half-penny denomination and measures 29 mm in diameter. On the obverse it reads ‘H. ASHTON/IMPORTER/OF/HABERDASHERY/&/
TAILORS /TRIMMINGS/QUEEN St AUCKLAND.’ On the reverse is a seated
female holding scales and cornucopia, with a ship in the distance and ‘NEW
ZEALAND/1858’ (Atkins 2002: 379). Herbert Ashton appears in the Daily Southern
Cross on 22 March 1859 advertising himself as a wholesale general merchant
from London who has recently set up business in Queen Street, Auckland. On 17
February 1865 Ashton announces that the whole of his stock is available for immeSquare

Type

Diameter
(mm)

Date

MNI

C8
C11
C11
D7
D10
D11
E10
E11
H8
I4
I11
I11
J4
J5
K4
L7
L7

S. Hague Smith token
S. Hague Smith token
5 cent NZ
sixpence
5 cent NZ
halfpenny
penny
1 cent NZ
S. Hague Smith token
penny
penny
5 cent NZ
penny
H. Ashton token
halfpenny
10 sene Western Samoa
Hong Kong coins

34
34

1860s
1860s
1989
1887
1987
1861
1943
1987
1860s
1912
1913
1976
1922
1859–65
1934
1974
1972, 1975, 1979

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

19
26
31
34
31
31
31
29
26

Table 5.18. Coins and tokens from the underfloor deposit.
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diate disposal and must be cleared out by the end of the month (Daily Southern
Cross). Trade tokens were first introduced by merchants in Auckland and Dunedin
in 1857, as a response to a critical lack of coinage in the colony. Tokens continued
to be issued up to 1881 and were decried by legislation in 1897 (Sutherland 1939).
While these tokens may have been acquired as coins in circulation, the fact that
both are from early Auckland traders and were found under the house suggests
that they belong to the early period of occupation.
Munitions
Just seven items of munitions were recovered, all being from the underfloor with
the exception of a shotgun shell cap found on the west side of the house (Table
5.19). The four .22 cases are all 16 mm long and are unmarked. The shotgun case
cap from the west side of the house is 21 mm in diameter and headstamped ‘ELEY/
NO. 16/LONDON.’ The shotgun shell caps from the underfloor deposit are from
the Union Metallic Cartridge Company who introduced several new types of shotgun shells, including New Club, between 1891 and 1905. In 1911 the company
merged with Remington but continued to operate independently until 1916 (www.
shotgunworld.com/bbs/viewtopic.php?t=71330). The Eley example probably dates
to the same period. All three caps are made of brass and would have come from
paper shotgun cartridges.
Square

Type

Diameter
(mm)

D11
F11
H11
M4
N9

.22 case
.22 case
.22 case
shotgun case cap
shotgun case cap

7
7
7
22
22

Mark

MNI

U.M.C. C.O./NO. 12/NEW CLUB
U.M.C. C.O./NO. 12/NEW CLUB

1
1
2
1
1

Table 5.19. Munitions from the underfloor deposit.

Maori artefacts
Two stone adzes encountered during excavation are the only artefacts not of
European manufacture (Figure 5.26). One complete adze was found among
European rubbish in one of the ditches on the north side of the house (Feature
46). The adze has maximum dimensions of 160 mm long, 54 mm wide and is 35
mm thick. The other adze was found during machine stripping about ten metres
back from the north side of the house. The adze is broken, with only the butt or
poll end present. Even in its broken state it has maximum dimensions of 129 mm
long, 55 mm wide and 32 mm thick. Both were likely collected from fields out on
the farm after being turned over by ploughing and brought back to the farmhouse
as interesting curios.
Modern
As would be expected from an uncapped deposit such as an underfloor context,
numerous miscellaneous modern items were noted from several squares. Modern
items included plastic toys, plastic packaging, tennis balls, a lightbulb and other
miscellaneous rubbish. Most of these modern items were found in the squares
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5.26. Maori adzes from
the yard.

50
mm

around the edge of the house (Squares B4, B6, C6, D10, F10, G5, G10, G11 and H8).
Other items were wooden clothes pegs (Squares D10, F10 and I10), plastic toothbrushes (Squares F10 and F11), newspaper fragments (Square G5), a Rayon elastic
foil packet (Square F11) and a red dog collar (Square J5).

6 Discussion
Louise Furey and Jaden Harris

In this chapter the historic research on family composition, the ceramics and
glassware analysis and the features uncovered in the yard are brought together.
Buildings archaeology and the phasing of house additions also contribute to understanding the temporal and spatial patterns of disposal of material culture.
Historic records suggest the house was built around 1865–6 and occupied first
by the young John Scott and then, following his marriage to Anne Douglas in 1869,
by the growing Scott family. Although in this case there is no specific account
of house construction, it is not unusual to make an assumption that the house
was built soon after the land was purchased. Originally a one-room structure with
a sleeping loft over part of the room, it was expanded in two additional phases.
The first addition may have happened relatively quickly and certainly within a few
years of John and Anne’s marriage, as they had four children by 1876 and at least
six by 1880 (there may have been more but only the number of still living children
were recorded on John’s death certificate). Pit sawn timbers were present in Phase
1 and also in the Phase 2 framing, suggesting the interval between construction
periods may have been relatively short. Phase 3 was added early in the 20th century
and subsequent changes to layout were to make the kitchen, bathroom and laundry spaces more efficient and to accommodate technological changes in household
facilities. The house therefore reflected the needs of the growing Scott family and
later, after Matthew Kirkbride purchased the farm, the Kirkbride family imprint
was also established on the house – the front door changed position, Phase 3 rooms
were added and the internal accesses redesigned so that the house acquired a different architectural style and modern (for that time) approach to household living.
In duplicating the excavation strategy used at Westney Farmstead there was a
focus on collecting and analysing material culture from discrete areas. At Westney
the majority of the material culture was recovered from under the house, with very
little buried in rubbish pits in the yard, but there was ceramic fragments occurred
throughout the topsoil on the southern side of the house. It was thought that this
material may have been disposed of on the surface, perhaps under the large macrocarpa trees which had previously been on the southern boundary of the domestic
space and redistributed after their removal. The underfloor deposit, however, was
very informative on the phasing of the building and on the influence of individuals
in changing fashions in tableware. Each family and circumstances is different and
it was not expected that the analysis from Scott Farmstead would duplicate that
from the Westney site, but it was nonetheless anticipated that by researching the
family and significant family events some explanation could be found for what was
recovered archaeologically. The site did not disappoint in this regard.
The majority of the material culture was recovered from either the underfloor
spaces, or from the shallow and narrow ditches which surrounded the house yard
on three sides. Analysis of the material showed there were differences in disposal
behaviour between the two main areas, but also some similarities, and refitting of
some vessels suggested contemporaneity of disposal in the two places.
The underfloor deposit
The spaces available for the disposal or accumulation of rubbish in a sub-floor context are largely defined by the order and manner in which the building was constructed. As a general premise it would be expected that the older material would
be found under the oldest parts of the house and more recent material around
the edges of the house. However it is likely that the installation of services and
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6.1. Manufacturing
periods of ceramic patterns recovered from
the underfloor deposit
and from the yard. The
MNI for each area is
indicated in brackets.
1840-50

1850-60

1860-70 1870-80

other alterations and repairs to the structure over the years will have affected the
expected patterns of artefact deposition and distribution to a minor extent.
One of the more instructive categories of artefacts for dating purposes and looking at change over time are ceramics. Using information from makers’ marks and
stylistic variation most ceramics can be relatively tightly dated to manufacturing
periods of around 15–20 years. It is important to note however that ceramics could
remain in use for some years after the manufacturing period. For North American
19th century historic sites Adams (2003) has estimated that this period could be
typically in the range of 15–20 years, but obviously if items were well looked after
or rarely used, they may have remained in use for a considerably longer period.
This issue has barely been addressed in New Zealand sites possibly because of the
difficulty of establishing date of purchase and date of disposal, but at Westney, for
which we have good information based on family history, items may have continued in use for 20 years and in some instances many more years after the last possible date of manufacture (Campbell and Furey 2007).
The context of an underfloor deposit, where the order of construction of the
various parts of the building are known, can be used to test the relationship
between when ceramics may have been purchased and when they were thrown
out. The most common reason for ceramics being discarded is probably breakage,
but economics, fashion and changes in family dynamics also played a role in the
acquisition and disposal of ceramic vessels. Whereas the presence of individual
items can be attributed to breakage, mass disposal is more likely to result from
replacement of a set of tableware.
Bottle glass and other special artefacts such as coins and tokens can also be used
to look at temporal and spatial patterns. Alcohol bottles are especially common in
historic sites in New Zealand and changes in the consumption of alcohol or the
composition of the household can be reflected in their distribution over time.
1880-90 1890-19001900-1910 1910+

1840-50

1850-60

1860-70 1870-80

1880-90 1890-19001900-1910 1910+

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(4)
(1)

Abbey
(1)
Albion
(2)
Apsley Flowers (4)
Asiatic Pheasants (6)
Athens
(3)
Caspian
(1)
Chantilly
(7)
Chevy Chase
Dulcamara
Eola
(1)
Fibre
(4)
Forest
(2)
Java
(4)
(1) Keswick
(2)
Laton
(6)
Moss Rose
(1)
(2) Music
(2)
(1) Poppy
(1)
(1) Rhine
(3)
Rose Sprays
(5)
(1) Rouen
(1) Sydenham
(2)
(17) Willow
(23)
(5) Woodland
(4)
(1) SH 001
(4)
SH 018
(6)
(2) SH 047
(2)

UNDERFLOOR
1869 John and Anne Scott married

DITCHES
1885 Scott’s leave farm

1905 Kirkbride’s occupation

Louise Furey and Jaden Harris
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The ceramics group naturally into several different periods of manufacture
(Figure 6.1). The early group was manufactured from about 1840–1860s, the latter
end of which the Scott household was establishing occupation on the farm. The
middle group, manufactured from around the 1860s–1880s, consisted of only a few
patterns and relates to the period when the Scott household was in occupation and
expanding in number. The late group, which dates from the 1880s at the early end
to around 1900, covers the period when John and Anne Scott had moved from the
farm. The period from mid-1880s to when Matthew Kirkbride purchased the farm
in 1906 is poorly understood in terms of house occupancy.
The buildings archaeology chapter discussed the shape and layout of the house
during the three main phases. The first, estimated to be in the mid 1860s, was a
one room cottage with a lean-to on the south side and an open verandah on the
west side. A bedroom was added on the north side and a lean-to replaced the open
verandah on the west side during Phase 2. These two phases may have happened
within a few years as the Scott family expanded through marriage and the births
of multiple children. Phase 3 was the addition of the southern two rooms post-1900
and after ownership of the farm was transferred to Matthew Kirkbride.
Material culture was recovered from under the house and it was a specific objective of the excavation to recover that material and link it to construction phases.
This methodology was designed to help interpret discard behaviour over time in
the context of the family history of occupation and to allow comparison with the
situation at Westney Farmstead where similar processes were used with considerable success.
While material culture recovery from the Westney Farm was largely from
under the house as few rubbish pits were found in the yard, the Scott excavation
proved to be different. Ceramics were collected from under the house but a greater
quantity of material was present in the shallow ditches which enclosed the house
yard on three sides. Patterns of discard were also apparent here with some ditches
being used as a depository of rubbish for a longer period of time.
Phase 1
The Phase 1 base plates sat close to the ground with limited access around the
edges and potential to use the area under the house for rubbish disposal. This is
reflected in the low numbers of ceramic sherds recovered. Several ceramic vessels
and patterns can however potentially date to the time the house was constructed,
or soon after. The distribution of ceramic sherds in securely dated patterns from
the underfloor deposit is outlined in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.1.
All of the eleven ceramic patterns present under Phase 1 are of an age consistent with the estimated age of house construction, allowing for a period of ongoing
use after manufacturing ceased. Most of the vessels of Willow pattern are probably
early as the only identified manufacturer is Mann and Co of Hanley, operating
from 1858–1860. Sherds with this back mark were recovered from Squares F8, I4
and J5.
Other vessel patterns of a probable early date are a black Fibre pattern bowl
from Squares E6 and F6; a flow blue cup in an unidentified pattern (SH 127) from
Square G7; and a plate in Chevy Chase pattern found in Squares E8, F8, F10, G8
and H9 around the fireplace. This particular plate was made by Thomas Dimmock
(Jnr) and Co, operating from c. 1828–1859. Its rather scattered distribution across
several squares, including under the Phase 2 lean-to, suggests that this area of the
underfloor has been disturbed, probably associated with the fireplace building and
remodelling.
The largest quantity of tableware was in Willow and Chantilly patterns, which
appear to be the two main services used by the family during the first few years
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6.2. Distribution of
ceramic patterns from
the underfloor deposit.

of occupation. The Chantilly design was registered in March 1848 and the manufacturers, Wood and Brownfield, were only in partnership until 1850 and, as mentioned above, most of the Willow vessels have a terminal date of production of
1860. The Chantilly vessels were most likely purchased as a set, but blue Willow
was one of the most common patterns available at the time and vessels could have
been purchased in small lots or individually as replacement pieces. Approximately
six Willow vessels were recovered from under the Phase 1 building and a similar
number from under the Phase 2 section. The numbers are approximate only as the
grid did not directly align with the different phased sections of the house and some
items are likely to have been moved by later activity.
Associated with the Phase 1 structure was a shell surface on the west side of the
cottage (under the Phase 2 lean-to). Although material present in the shell layer was
not kept separate, it was observed at the time that only small pieces of ceramic and
glass were found within it. Although the majority of pieces were unidentifiable to
manufacturer, they were all either blue or flow blue transfer printed ceramics estimated from colour and pattern to probably date to the mid 19th century. The only
pattern that could be identified was a small piece of saucer in Music pattern, backmarked by Robert Cochran and Co. and dating to between c. 1846–1860s. Small
sherds like this could easily have been incorporated into the shell floor through
trampling while larger pieces would have been removed and discarded elsewhere.
From the refitting of sherds from the underfloor deposit and the ditch features out in the yard it is clear that some vessels were discarded in their entirety,
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other vessels had been subject to secondary deposition as there were an insufficient number of sherds to make up an entire vessel, or that sherds were widely
scattered and in different locations. Of the Willow vessels, two plates from the
underfloor deposit were recovered complete and one with just a small fragment
missing. Two Mann and Co Willow plate sherds from Square J5 and one from I4
were able to be refitted. Another unmarked Willow plate was found in two pieces
in Square J4. These plates had clearly been deposited under the southern edge of
the house at the time they were broken. From the ditch features only fragments of
Willow were recovered, with the occasional joining sherd. Other vessels, especially
some of the matching tea set items, would also appear to have been discarded in a
largely complete, albeit broken state. A saucer in the SH 017 pattern from Feature
5 was able to be refitted, but was quite fragmented. This is possibly due to the ditch
features being an unsealed deposit, with material being subject to disturbance by
animals and as new rubbish was added. Other early ceramic patterns attributable
to the Scott period of occupation are represented by only small sherds. For example
Albion is represented by just four sherds in Features 1, 46 and 47, from at least one
or two different vessels. Another early pattern, Music, is also largely represented
by fragments. One saucer which could be partly refitted had sherds from Squares
B4, B5 and D10, while a fragment of another saucer marked with the pattern name
and maker was found in the shell floor surface in Square C11. No other fragments
could be matched to this sherd.
With the later material dating to after the Scott’s occupation there is more
evidence for the discard of whole vessels. Whole or nearly complete examples of
Keswick, Woodland, Eola and Rose Sprays vessels, which all date from mid 1890s–
early 20th century, were recovered from Feature 47 and squares along the back of
the house.
Glassware was also found under the Phase 1 cottage. Small pieces of black beer
and, less frequently, case gin, were recovered from most squares (see Figure 6.3). A
Pattern

Date Range

Phase 1

Chevy Chase
Abbey
Caspian
Fibre
Forest
Rhine
Sydenham
Willow
SH 047
Music
Chantilly
SH 001
Athens
Asiatic Pheasants
Dulcamara
Rouen
Poppy
Eola
Keswick
Woodland

c. 1828–59
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–1863
1846–60s
1848–1850
c. 1862
c. 1850–70
c. 1860s–80s
c. 1860–80s
c. 1880s–1900
c. 1884–1905
1891–1900
1895–1900
1894–1910s

19

Phase 2

Phase 3

3
1
6
7
6
47
1
1
46

1
2
1

15

56
2
9
7
3

3
2

1

5

3
1
11

2
7
2
3
4
12

2

Total MNV
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
17
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
5

Table 6.1. Distribution of selected ceramic patterns from the underfloor deposit by NISP.
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concentration of broken black beer glass was found around the early fireplace. A
simple explanation would be that the bottle glass was disturbed and shifted around
during the alterations to the fireplace base, but the number of pieces in these squares
far exceeds that present elsewhere and it is possible that the concentration is due
to bottles being smashed in the fireplace. Intriguingly a whole case gin and black
beer were found in Square H4; another whole case gin in Square J4; and a largely
complete pickle bottle in Square H5. Both the case gin bottles have hand applied
pig-snout tops and the black beer is also hand made. The aqua glass pickle bottle
is also an early type being commonly recovered from sites in New Zealand dating
to the 1860s. The base of an early bell or genie salad oil bottle with a registration
diamond for the year 1850 was also found in Square F6. The base plates of Phase 1
sat very close to the ground on this side and there would have been barely sufficient
space to insert the bottles under the existing building. It would seem more likely
that the whole bottles at least may have been deposited during the construction of
the building when they could have been inserted before the floorboards were laid.
Two trade tokens were the only other datable items from under the Phase 1
house. One from Herbert Ashton dating to 1859–1865 was found in Square J5 and
one from S. Hague-Smith dating to the 1860s in Square H8. Hague-Smith was
a general merchant and Ashton a haberdashery merchant, both based in Queen
Street in Auckland. Trade tokens were legal currency at the time and could be
used anywhere. Their life as legal tender is unknown but may have been used for
purchases from other retailers.
Phase 2
The Phase 2 sections of the building offered more opportunity to dispose of rubbish
in the sub-floor space because there was greater ground clearance under space 3.
This area was also vulnerable to the greatest level of disturbance over the intervening years. On the north side of the building there was up to a 200 mm gap between
the ground and the bottom of the first weatherboard and the area of discard would
have been restricted to 2–3 m in from the edge. The quantity of material on this
side is relatively small and not significantly different to that under Phase 1 which
may indicate that the interval between Phase 1 and Phase 2 constructions was relatively short. Like Phase 1, a surprisingly small amount of material was found under
Phase 2 indicating disposal under the house was not the preferred option and that
there was consistency in discard behaviour.
As can be seen from Table 6.1 only Willow pattern was well represented under
Phase 2, but as has been noted earlier, Willow continued to be produced past the
1860s and so some of these items may date to a later time. Even if no more Willow
pattern was purchased after the 1860s it would seem that Willow vessels continued
in use at the Scott Farmstead for some time. There is no evidence for the wholesale
discard of any one set, or group, of ceramics at any period of the occupation.
A few early glassware items were also present, mainly fragments of black beer,
but none of these early items were intact. It is possible that whole items may have
been deposited in this area, but more recent removals when the underfloor was
open during installation of services and other alterations may have distorted the
distribution.
Coins and tokens were the only other securely datable early artefacts. Two S.
Hague-Smith tokens, the same as that from under Phase 1, were recovered from
Squares C8 and C11 and one 1861 halfpenny from Square D11.
Ceramic patterns dating to the 1890s or turn of the century include Eola,
Keswick, Woodland and possibly Poppy. These ceramics are not associated with
the Scott’s occupation. A plain mixing bowl found in Squares F10 and H9 from the
Belgium firm Boch Frères also dates to this period. These items were most likely
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deposited during alteration work to the house in the 20th century, or were found
around the edges where the underfloor was most accessible.
A number of clearly post-1900 items were found around the edge of the north
side. Amongst these were a Blair’s China cup and Henry Alcock jug base from
Square C10 and a R.H. and S.L. Plant cup from Square B9. These three ceramic
items were made around the 1910s. Other 20th century material along the back
of the house possibly associated with later additions and alterations is discussed
below under Phase 3.
Phase 3
Relatively little material was found under the Phase 3 addition on the south side
of the building. The few late 19th century ceramics present, as shown in Table
6.1, are not unexpected given that there was an earlier Phase 1 lean-to this side of
the house. It is possible that the area may have been tidied up before construction
began, but the fact that this part of the house also sits on scoria blocks means that
levelling or ground alteration would not have been necessary.
Phase 3 dates to 40 or 50 years after the initial construction of the cottage, possibly placing it after 1906 when the property was purchased by Matthew Kirkbride
and certainly well after John Scott’s occupation.
The greatest concentration of early 20th century material is around Squares E–G
10–11, under the western lean-to and adjacent to an exterior doorway. Artefacts in

6.3. Distribution of
black beer and case
gin glass by NISP from
the underfloor deposit.
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this area showed evidence of having been dumped as a discrete deposit, rather than
randomly flung under the house. The deposit was up to 100 mm thick in this area,
resting on the original ground surface on which the floor joists sat. Square E11,
for example, contained a minimum number of eleven ceramic vessels and seven
glass bottles. Two saucers, in the Eola and Poppy patterns, were found stacked
together with just a small piece missing from each. One plain generic pharmaceutical bottle, a Cooper’s Tora-Line bottle and a Wood’s Great Peppermint Cure
bottle were also complete. Square F11 contained three ceramic vessels, 14 items
of glassware and several metal tins and cans. Several of the bottles were whole
including a Udolpho Wolfe’s schnapps, an Illinois Pacific Glass Co pickle, a Hora
and Co castor oil and four miscellaneous bottles and jars. Dating evidence from
an AGM New Zealand made bottle and the Illinois Pacific Glass Co bottle point
to deposition of this material no earlier than the 1920s. The New Zealand AGM
glass factory opened in 1922 and did not produce clear glass bottles until 1927. The
Illinois Pacific Glass Co bottle was produced c. 1910–1925 (Toulouse 1971: 268).
This suggests that the material may not have been deposited until the early 1930s.
Alteration to the laundry area and installation of water pipes may have provided
the opportunity to deposit this material in the underfloor space.
The Yard
The yard around the house was enclosed on three sides (Figure 4.1) by ditches interpreted as being the remains of ditch and bank hedges. Features 46 and 96, which
run east–west, were contemporary with Phase 1 of the farmhouse. These join up at
the back of the house (western side) with a long north–south ditch (Feature 47). On
the north eastern side of the house are a further two north–south oriented ditches
(Features 5 and 68). Another ditch runs west-east between these and may have
enclosed a garden area. These features created several distinct areas which can be
looked at to analyse patterns of activity in space and time (Table 6.2).
North
Chronologically early artefacts, including ceramic patterns and other artefacts
in common with those found in the underfloor deposit, were found in the ditch
Features 46, 5 and 68, supporting the interpretation that these features are associated with the earliest phase of the house. The ditches provided a convenient means
of disposing of household rubbish but they also dictated where people could dispose of their rubbish. Interestingly there is little in common in the identified patterns between Feature 46, the main east–west boundary ditch and the secondary
north–south ditches which formed the eastern side of the enclosure to the north of
the house yard. Rubbish was primarily disposed of in the ditches as there were no
rubbish pits found between the house and Feature 46. Although it cannot be ruled
out that pits further away were used, there was no indication of this during topsoil
scraping of a large area around the house during runway construction.
A large number of artefacts were collected from the eastern end of Feature 46,
i.e., closest to the front of the house but the amount of material dropped off considerably towards the western end. Much of this material would appear to date
to the early period of occupation. Early type ceramics include part of an Adams
hand-painted saucer (SH 047), Willow pattern vessels and a Forest pattern bowl.
A fragment of Caspian pattern saucer joined a sherd found under the Phase 1 part
of the house (Square G5). No other sherds in this pattern were found elsewhere
on the site. Other potentially early ceramics are the SH 001 cup and saucers made
by Cooper and Lockett; a blue chamber pot in an unidentified scenic pattern (SH
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Pattern

Date Range

Athens
Abbey
Albion
Caspian
Fibre
Forest
Moss Rose
Music
Rhine
Sydenham
Willow
Chantilly
SH 047
SH 018
SH 001
Apsley Flowers
Java
Asiatic Pheasants
Poppy
Rose Sprays
Eola
Keswick
Woodland
Laton

c. 1850–70
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
c. 1840s–60s
1848–1850
c. 1840s–63
c. 1840s–70
c. 1862
c. 1850s–70s
c. 1850–70
c. 1860s–80s
1884–1905
c. 1893–1910s
c. 1891–1900
1895–1900
1894–1910s
1919+

F46

F47

135

F96

4
2
4
7

2
2

2
14

1

43

47
42

4

7

F68

Total MNV

12

1

3
1
2
1
4
2
1
2
3
2
23
7
2
6
4
4
4
6
1
5
1
2
4
6

1

1
4
6

5
32
16

F5

13
2
3
4

6

3
65
10
10
35
3
23
32

14
47
3
3
1
6
20

43
3
59
3
7
26
20

Table 6.2. Distribution of selected ceramic patterns by NISP from the ditch features (Features 5, 46, 47, 68 and 96).

002); and the green Southwick Pottery cups (SH 018). Six fragments of the SH 002
chamber pot were also found in Feature 68.
Features 5 and 68 contained similar types of material, with most of the artefacts concentrated in the first few metres of the ditches from their southern ends.
The occasional artefact, mainly black beer bottles, were found further north,
accessed from outside the house enclosure or from within the northern enclosure.
Like Feature 46 the fill of these ditches appears to belong to the early phase of the
farmstead.
Feature 5 contained the greatest number of ceramic vessels with a minimum
number of 44. Datable pieces include part of a Holloway’s ointment pot lid (1842–
1867) and a SH 047 cup made by Adams (c. 1850–1863). A Mann and Co Willow
pattern plate (1858–1860) and a Wood and Brownfield Chantilly pattern plate
(1848–1850) give very secure manufacturing dates around the middle of the 19th
century. Most of the other ceramics from this feature would also appear to have
been manufactured in the 1850s and 1860s.
Bottles generally have a much shorter curation period than ceramics and can
give a much tighter timeframe for the date of deposition. For black beer alcohol,
29 of 38 bottles with manufacturing evidence have tool-formed bases. The use of
a pontil in finishing bottles had begun to be replaced by new technology from the
1850s and was uncommon by the 1870s (Jones 2000: 159). All of the case gin bottles
are also of the earlier pig-snout variety which has a terminal date of production of
around 1875. The dates for bottle manufacture (and discard) therefore were more
likely to be pre-1870s and correlate well with information from ceramics.
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Feature 68 only had a minimum number of 18 ceramic vessels and no back
marks were preserved. On stylistic grounds however the black transfer printed pattern Java, the flow blue patterns SH 017 and SH 072 and the partially named blue
pattern ‘...illa’, all probably date to the same period as the ceramics in Feature 5.
This is again similar to the estimated age of the glassware, with 54 of 84 black
beer bases being tool-formed. From the artefacts then it would seem that all three
of these ditches were used to dispose of rubbish from the earliest period of Scott
Farmstead and were probably largely filled in by the late 1870s or early 1880s.
West
The western side of the house enclosure was confined by the north-south ditch
(Feature 47) from which a large amount of material was collected. Rubbish was
scattered under the topsoil on the alignment of the ditch and in the fill of the feature proper. Most of this was concentrated between where the ditch intersected
with Feature 46 and the shell path (Feature 67) to the south. In contrast to the
ditches on the north side of the house, the disposal of rubbish in this area seems to
belong mainly to the 1890s and early years of the 20th century although early style
ceramics were found in the lower half of the fill suggesting that at least some dumping occurred in the late 19th century in this area. Early ceramics included pieces
of Albion, Abbey and Willow pattern vessels but these are highly fragmented, suggesting that they were not in their place of primary deposition.
Of the eleven identified back-marks from this feature only one dates to the
1890s; two to the 1890s or 1900s; and eight post-date 1900. Time lag between the
purchase of ceramics and the date at which they are eventually discarded can be
significant and so it is highly likely that the majority of this material relates to
20th century activity. For example all of the back-marks on plain whiteware plates
(J. and G. Meakin; Alfred Meakin; Thomas Hughes; and Johnson Brothers) date
from c. 1910–1930. The dates indicate deposition after the Scott family left and certainly after the sale of Allotment 87. The concentration of material in this northwest corner of the yard enclosure may have been because the northern ditch was
already filled or semi-filled, but given the dates it is more likely that the results
demonstrate the disposal behaviour of the Kirkbrides. The large number of 269
ceramic vessels and 157 items of glassware from this feature suggest that it was
used for the disposal of rubbish for some time. No rubbish or features were found
west of this feature.
The glassware tells a similar story with relatively few 19th century items. Just
twenty black beers are represented in Feature 47 compared to 40 in Feature 5 and
84 in Feature 68. What is more significant is that evidence for the consumption of
alcohol which is abundant from the rubbish deposits on the north side of the house
is not repeated on the west side of the house. A large number of alcohol bottles
were found both from under the house and Features 5, 46 and 68 but only 33 were
recovered from Feature 47. From the last quarter of the 19th century then it would
seem that the pattern of alcohol consumption changed quite markedly at the property and there is no evidence from the material record for the regular consumption
of alcohol in the 20th century.
East and south
Not surprisingly no rubbish pits or other major features were found directly in
front of the house. In the southeast corner of the yard however a few features were
excavated. Feature 100 contained a Lysol bottle which probably dates to around
1895–1915. The only other feature with any artefacts was Feature 114 which contained three broken black beer bottles.
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The ditch on the south side of the house also does not seem to have been used
much for dumping rubbish in the 19th century. The earliest items found in its fill
are a fragment of Music pattern cup and fragment of Mann and Co Willow pattern
plate, both dating to the 1850s. One whole and two broken black beer bottles were
also found. Several later 20th century metal items were present in the ditch suggesting that the infilling was completed at this later date. No other rubbish pits or
concentrations of rubbish were found on this side of the house.
It is evident therefore that the underfloor area generally was not used much for
disposal of rubbish. In the 19th century only small quantities of material which
did not form complete or near complete vessels were disposed of. In the early decades of the 20th century there was some obviously deliberate disposal of entire or
near entire broken items on an opportunistic basis as floorboards were removed
to insert or maintain services such as water pipes. The only concentration of material which can be attributed to the Scott household was the black beer glass in the
stone foundation of the hearth in Space 2. An MNI of 17 bottles were found in
squares F8 andG8, significantly more than in other grid squares (Figure 6.3). This
concentration was also evident around the hearth foundation of Squares F9 and
G 9 in space 8 but as this feature had been modified and rebuilt to accommodate a
laundry copper the material was not in situ.
A significant quantity of material was recovered from the ditches. Those to the
north of the house were used in the mid–late 19th century for rubbish disposal and
in the early 20th century the northwest corner of the ditched enclosure was used as
was the western boundary as evidenced by the sheet scatter of ceramics.
At a much later time, possibly the 1940s–50s, the second well (Feature 65) was
part filled in with an assortment of material including hay, wood, kitchen small
appliances and a variety of bottles. This has been interpreted as the clean-out of
accumulated rubbish perhaps previously stored in a shed.
The ceramic patterns and back-marks indicate many of the tableware items
could have been manufactured in the period 1840–1860s. The dates for a few can
be narrowed down to only a few years, e.g., the Chantilly vessels which date to
1848–50, Willow to 1858–60 and the back-mark with the unidentified pattern SH
001 to c. 1862. Based on the ceramic data the house could be interpreted as having
been occupied from the 1850s onwards. The dendrochronology of house timbers
also suggests a mid-1850s date in that some of the timbers may have been taken
from a tree felled in 1854 (Appendix 3). However there are several other strands of
information from which a later date is suggested.
Documents relating to ownership of Allotments 87 and 88 prior to John Scott
Snr’s purchase are sparse. The Crown Grant was issued in 1859 to James Moncur
who had been dead for up to a decade. The allotments did, however, form part of
his estate and in January 1865 were assigned to his daughters, as beneficiaries, by
the executors of his will. In December the same year the allotments were transferred to Scott Snr. There is no reference in either deed to a house or other buildings being present. Highway District Assessment Rolls corroborate the 1865 date
in that the amount of rates Scott Snr had been paying increased substantially in
the year 1866–67 as he now owned two properties. John Jnr and William Scott first
appear in Highway District Assessment Rolls in 1867–68 at Allotments 87 and 88
although entries in the Franklin electoral roll do not appear until 1871.1
All indications from historic documents are that the land was unoccupied prior
to Scott purchasing it. A map of allotments annotated by Marmaduke Nixon, which

1 This late date for registration as a voter in the electoral role may be due to the rules of eligibility.
Only males, landowners or lessees were entitled to vote until 1895 when women were also able to
vote.
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from owners names can be attributed to around 1853–542, shows Allotments 87
and 88 referred to as “unsettled claim” (map Manukau Research Library, Nixon
186-) and therefore was either still owned by Maori or not allocated by the Crown.
The land at Tautauroa in the 1850s was described by Stephen Westney as “…covered
with fern and scrub and the houses of the few settlers were far apart” (Tonson 1966:
102). Nixon’s diary of 1852 described a similar landscape, but also documented the
process of making the land suitable for grazing. This involved clearing the vegetation, ploughing to break up the roots, harrowing, sowing grass seed, fencing and
then stocking with sheep or cattle. This was an expensive process requiring large
sums of money for labour and materials (Nixon ms: 1852). With Allotments 87
and 88 being in a form of limbo with the grantee deceased long before obtaining the grant and no indication that his estate executors were spending money on
land development (there was no money involved in the transfer of deed from the
executors to Moncur’s daughters) and the deed of sale to Scott not recording the
presence of buildings, is strong indication that the land was not developed in 1865.
The purchase price of the land in this instance is not an indication of whether there
were improvements as the value of surrounding allotments were continually rising
due to land speculation (land in the area in 1852–3 was selling for £1 an acre; Scott
in 1865 paid £11). The records therefore indicate that John Scott was the first occupant of Allotment 87 so an explanation is required for the discrepancies between
the historic record and the archaeological record.
Analysis of two roof rafters with similar growth ring patterns, believed to have
been sawn from the same tree, suggest the Phase 1 cottage may have been built in
the mid-1850s, assuming that timbers were not stored in timber yards for up to 10
years before being purchased. Use of dendrochronology at other houses including
the barn at Westney Farmstead has provided results which are not at odds with
the known ages of the structures (Boswijk in Campbell and Furey 2007). There are
therefore two possible explanations to account for the discrepancy in dates. First,
recycled timbers may have been used in the structure. There is evidence for re-use
of materials in the building, usually as repairs or infilling of window or door gaps
when a room layout was altered, but not in the primary building structure. This
therefore is not considered a likely option because it would require only two out
of any number of available rafters of a demolished building to have been selected
and those two to have waney edges and have been from the same tree. None of
the other rafters in Scott Phase 1 had a waney edge but they also did not appear
to share growth ring patterns which could be interpreted as having been from the
same tree. Another explanation is that the 6.1 x 4.5 m building was constructed
around the mid 1850s at another site and relocated in 1865–6 to Allotment 87. Very
little is known about how moveable structures were in the mid 19th century but
there are archaeologically documented examples from 1890s Arthur Street area,
Wellington Inner City Bypass investigations, of houses being taken off their piles,
temporarily relocated and put back again (Furey 2010). Archaeological evidence
for relocated houses focuses on the discrepancy between age of the building and
the material culture and the low number of nails – a greater density of discarded
or dropped nails would be expected if the house had been constructed in situ
(Faulkner 2004). Analysis of the nails from the underfloor does indicate a lesser
number of nails under the Phase 1 part compared to Phase 2 which was added
within a few years (Figure 6.4). The number of cut nails under the Phase 3 addition
can be attributed to the construction and subsequent demolition of the lean-to
which was contemporary with Phase 1. The relatively high proportion of wire nails
relative to cut nails under the Phase 2 component can be explained by alterations
e.g. the east side of Space 3 had a later sunroom added which required modification
2 Nixon purchased Allotments 60–63 in 1852 and he had written his name against each of these
lots; he subsequently sold Allotment 60 to William Westney in 1854.
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to the framing. The presence of a low number of wire nails in the Phase 1 underfloor area may be due to floorboards being lifted to give access, or more likely due
to the prounounced disturbance of the deposit by rats. Overall the number of nails
under Phase 1 is lower than under the later phases so the possibility that the building was not constructed on site cannot be dismissed out of hand. The arrangement
of the framing of the west wall also suggests that a fireplace had been inserted into
the space but there is no physical evidence or remains of that fireplace. In fact, the
existing back-to-back fireplaces (also without bricks but with stone foundations)
are in a different position. This suggests that a fireplace had originally been accommodated within the framing but when the building was moved, the chimney and
breastwork was demolished and not reinstated in the same place.
The high number of ceramic items with a manufacturing date prior to 1865
must also be considered in relation to the historical evidence for Scott’s occupation. While there is a high proportion of identifiable patterns and back-marks
which fall into the estimated manufacturing period of 1840s–1860s, the manufacture of some items can be narrowed to a very small range of years prior to occupation. These include the Chantilly design plates and serving vessels (1848–1850);
the Chevy Chase plate (1828–59); Music cups and saucer (1847–60); some of the
Willow plates (1858–60); and unidentified pattern SH 001 cups and saucers dated
to c. 1862. Curation of ceramic items has been estimated in sites from the United
States to be around 15 years and it is evident from these tightly dated ceramics
at Scott Farmstead that items were retained in use for a similar or longer period.
Given that John Scott Jnr moved to the property as a bachelor in 1865 or 1866 aged
25, and married in 1869, it is unlikely he had purchased a dinner set and cups and
saucers when he was in his teens or early twenties. The turnover of the stock of
ceramics in shops in Auckland is unknown but given the irregularity of supply and
the increasing population, it is unlikely that stock remained unsold for up to five to
ten years, and material culture from other historic sites in Auckland and elsewhere
have provided no indication that this was the case. Two other explanations come
to mind. Dinner sets or individual items may have been purchased second hand
to equip the house when John Jnr moved to Ihumatao either on his own or with
his brother William: again there is little known about the availability of previously
used goods. A more likely explanation however is that the items were hand-medowns from his parents household, although Anne Douglas may also have brought
items acquired from her family to the household after their marriage. It is not possible to identify matching sets that may have been purchased after the 1869 marriage but the Willow set already owned may have been added to as this pattern had
the most extensive range of items including plates, cups, serving vessels and a jug,
only some items of which can be firmly assigned to 1858–60. Significantly, very
few of the ceramic patterns can be firmly attributed to a manufacturing date in the
1870s and 1880s when the Scott’s resided there, although the purchase of plainware
during this time cannot be ruled out. The evidence does however suggest that older
tableware continued in use and that new dinner sets and tableware were not a high
priority for household expenditure.
The alcohol bottles tell a similar story. There were a minimum of 446 black beer
bottles recovered from the site, mainly from the fill of the ditches but also from
the underfloor and smaller rubbish pits. A large percentage of black beer bottles
demonstrate a manufacturing technique common prior to the early 1870s: of the
50 bases from the underfloor area, 82% had tool formed bases, and 79% of bottles
from the remainder of the site exhibited the same manufacturing technique. The
amount of beer consumed at the site therefore dropped off around the early 1870s,
although it is not possible to be precise to year and could have been late 1860s. Case
gin bottles were present in lesser quantity but also indicate a behavioural change
in alcohol consumption. A total of 24 case gin bottles were identified and all of the
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tops were of the ‘pig snout’ variety which also date to prior to the early 1870s. Ringseal bottles which contained wine, champagne, cognac or beer tell a similar story,
with a hand-finished manufacturing technique evident in all of the tops recovered.
Very few alcohol bottles from a later period were found either under the house or
in the fill of the ditches surrounding the yard but crown-seal beer bottles from the
20th century were present in the later well and in the fill of ditch feature 47. The
presence of these bottles in the ditch fill is consistent with 20th century ceramics
also being discarded here. From the material recovered the evidence is clear that
the quantity of alcohol consumed in the last quarter of the 19th century was significantly reduced compared to previous years and a social reason for this is the
most likely explanation. John Jnr probably lived alone in the small cottage (possibly sharing with his brother William for a year or two) until his marriage to Anne
Douglas. It is perhaps no coincidence that this event and the birth of their first
child in 1870 occurred around the same time as the alcohol consumption appears
to stop. Rarely do we see such an obvious behavioural change in the archaeological
record and a social cause for it which reinforces the importance of researching the
lives of the people who resided there.
Although alcohol consumption decreased, the use of medicine and patent products remained high. Products from the 1870s–90s may be partly associated with
the makeup of the Scott family during this period. By 1880 the Scott’s had at least
six children and bottles such as a Dinneford’s Magnesia bottle from the underfloor
deposit (Square C6) and a King and Son’s bottle from Feature 44 contained products usually associated with babies and small children. The consumption of phar-
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maceutical products continued after the Scott’s occupation with numerous medicine bottles recovered from Feature 47 and early 20th century examples recovered
from Squares E–G 10–11 from the underfloor deposit.
During the Scott’s occupation social mores were adhered to with respect to food
and dining. Entertainment of guests and having people to dinner may have been
the preserve of the wealthy but traditions around eating in less wealthy households
are also evident in the archaeological record. Nineteenth century serving dishes
in Willow, Albion, Apsley Flowers, Asiatic Pheasants, Chantilly and Dulcamara
design ceramics suggest a formality in eating, at least on occasion, and stemmed
wineglasses can be interpreted from a similar perspective. Matching cup and
saucer sets are interpreted as the ritual of ‘taking tea’ (Fitts 1999) and 19th century patterns of Fibre, Java and Music were exclusively cup and matching saucer
with no dinner plates. Late 19th to early 20th century designs, attributed to the
Kirkbrides, were Keswick and Poppy but, apart from a serving platter and vessel in
Woodland, there are no other late examples of serving dishes. There are however
also no candidates in the patterns attributed to the late 19th and early 20th century
which stand out as being the dinner service belonging to the Kirkbrides. At this
site, even allowing for inherited or cast-off items, there is more evidence for formal
serving of food than there was at Westney where serving platters were recorded but
an absence of serving dishes: food was therefore probably dished up directly from
pots to plate and the meat carved at table.
The historic record indicates that the Scott’s had children, born 1870 (son
William), 1872 (son), 1874 (daughter), 1876 (daughter) and at least two other children before 1880. There is little in the way of material remains to indicate the presence of children despite the fact that there were a number of them: a baby’s feeding
bottle, small leather shoes which survived under the house, marbles, a cup from a
child’s tea set, the porcelain arm and leg (not matching) of soft-bodied dolls and
writing slates and pencils. Anne Scott was even less visible as the only feminine
items recovered were clothing buttons. However, aside from the alcohol bottles,
John Scott was not particularly able to be accounted for either.
Aside from discard behaviour, the artefacts also hint at other aspects of family
behaviour and attitudes. For example, the absence of what might be termed luxury
goods – perfume bottles and other toiletry items, decorative figurines and flower
pots for the house – suggest that money was not spent on trivial material possessions, although the reasons for this cannot be sought in the archaeological record.
As described in Chapter 1, many small farm holdings operated at a near-subsistence
level, especially when land development costs were taken into account. Given the
lack of markets for produce prior to the development of refrigeration and organised
dairy companies, small farms produced food for the family, or produce in small
quantity for sale or for trading with shopkeepers in exchange for other goods. A
lack of disposable income may therefore account for the absence of such items but a
culturally-driven austerity may also have been a factor. At the Westney house there
was a similar lack of luxury items and the interpretation that the Westney women
were hardworking and not given to frivolous adornment of house or self could
well be applied here. However the Westney family were Methodists which may
have also have accounted for the absence of non-essential household items and
evidence of alcohol consumption. Unlike many women in urban environments,
particularly those from middle or upper-middle class, a working-class woman on
a farm had an unenviable working life as farm worker, mother and housekeeper.
Belich (2009: 549) described women in these circumstances as working “…staggeringly hard…[and] beset by semi-permanent pregnancy”, yet women also played
a significant role in increasing the family wealth and capital investment through
engaging in farm work while their husbands developed the farm or engaged in
outside employment.
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Can activities and behaviour be detected from the archaeological record? Yes,
they can. There was limited disposal of material under the house from the late
1870s after Phase 2 was added. Instead the ditches continued to be used but only at
certain locations, in particular the north eastern end of ditch Feature 46 and near
its intersection with Feature 47. The southern ditch, Feature 98, does not appear
to have been favoured for rubbish disposal during the Scott’s occupation. After
the Kirkbrides took up residence their main place of disposal was in Feature 46
directly out from the house or in the corner near the intersection of Features 46
with 47. Interestingly, like at Westney, there is very little evidence of rubbish disposal after the first decade or two of the 20th century. Rubbish was most likely
buried further away from the house, or removed off the property. Very little faunal
material to indicate diet was recovered. It is assumed dogs, chickens and pigs were
fed bones and meat scraps leaving a very clean site for archaeologists. The most
obvious changes after the Kirkbrides took over include the addition of two rooms
and changes to the internal layout of the kitchen. The separate washhouse in the
rear yard was demolished and the laundry moved inside. Installation of piped water
to the laundry was associated with this move. The yard also probably increased in
size once, if not twice, during the three generations of Kirkbride occupation. The
original fence on the northern side was a ditch and bank, fi lled in during Scott’s
occupation and replaced with a post, and either rail or wire, fence further to the
north and then replaced again in the position recorded on Figure 4.1.
Comparison with Westney Farmstead
The excavation of two mid 19th century farmhouses within a few hundred
metres of one another provided a rare opportunity to compare the layout of the
farmyards, patterns of rubbish disposal, and social and economic relations. The
situation was made more unusual by the fact that both farmsteads still had the
original farmhouses standing at the time of excavation, allowing for the spatial
relationships between the layout of the house, farmyard and any features to be fully
analysed.
At Westney there was the opportunity to look at the lifecycles of the family
through three generations of ownership (1854–1936) and the influence on the
material remains. This option was not available for the Scott house where there was
occupation of 17 years (1865–82) by one generation. However the period was long
enough to discern discard behaviour (preferred place of disposal). The few alcohol bottles placed well under the house at Westney, in a household where temperance was based on religious principles, were attributed to the young males having
learned bad habits through contact with the wider community. No further bottles
were placed there after the two elder sons left the family farm. At the Scotts beer
and to a lesser extent spirits and wine were consumed freely in the first few years
but the acquired habit of abstinence, or at the least moderation, can be attributed to
the influence of a wife (and children). In this respect the Scott household is similar
to the Westneys: when John Scott married Anne the expansion stage in the family
cycle began (Groover 2001). This event was visible in the Westney household by
the disposal of old and surplus tableware by the new wife. In this site the influence
of Anne can be detected in the almost complete drop off in alcohol consumption
within the environs of the house. Whether her influence extended to complete
abstinence, including outside of the farm environment, is not known.
At each site there was a formal delineation of the domestic space. Fences were
used at Westney Farmstead to enclose the house area and to separate it from
the barns and working area of the farm. Nineteenth century outbuildings in the
Westney yard were not found, but like all of the structures there and at the Scott
Farmstead the foundations are likely to have been of stone and therefore no longer
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detectable. Interestingly no evidence of a well was found at Westney, despite a concerted effort and widespread stripping of topsoil in an attempt to locate it. Ditches
and banks were used initially at the Scott Farmstead sited equidistantly from south
and north boundaries which were visible from the house approaches. There was
more space on the west side where there was a washhouse and wells and paths
leading to the end of the garden. No long drop was found, but the paths may well
have ended at small structures (not contemporary) for which there are no remains.
A second ditched enclosure on the north side may well have had an orchard or
vegetable garden protected from the wind.
The Scotts, like the Westneys, were not famous people but hard working farmers seeking to improve their financial security. John Scott’s parents emigrated to
New Zealand as assisted immigrants to give themselves and their children employment, a better life and opportunity. They were successful, going from unemployment in Scotland to landowners and farmers within 10 years and then setting up
their sons John and William to also succeed by purchasing land for them to farm.
The success or otherwise of William is not known, but John appears to have repaid
his father and purchased the farm in his own name before also taking over his
father’s farm. Although New Zealand was in the early 1880s entering an economic
depression, the decades prior had provided opportunities through an increase in
the value of land, especially farms as they were developed through fencing and
improved pasture. Whether John Scott Jnr was a good farmer is unknown, but if
the material culture left behind is any indication, the household was frugal with
few luxury items. Even dinner sets were not replaced over time by entirely new sets
in a different pattern but common patterns like Willow were added to progressively3. If a new dinner set was purchased in the 14 years the couple lived there,
Ann must have looked after it very well, as the ceramic analysis did not identify a
pattern which might have indicated the purchase of a range of items to make up a
matched set.
The airport runway development provided the opportunity to investigate the
lives of an ordinary family in a rural setting. This involved research into the family
history with mixed results. A common name, Scott, and inter-generational use of
the same first name, added to the genealogical puzzle. The historic records were not
always accurate for distinguishing individuals and it appears there was more than
one clerical error in recording entries in, for instance, electoral rolls. Genealogical
research is also made more difficult by the absence of official birth records. Some
of the historical outline surrounding the Scott family is clear; other events such as
date of occupation of the farm and, when they left, have been surmised from other
information and provides the best fit. The historic record, like the archaeology, is
open to some interpretation. However, I’m sure that any archaeological investigation of the Scott Snr house site in Ascot Road (no longer standing) would produce
the same ceramic patterns in early contexts (owned by parents Janet and John)
and also in late contexts (Anne and John) along with some of the patterns found
in Ihumatao Road.

3 The addition of new items in the same pattern over a period of years has also been identified in
two sites at UCOL, Wanganui (Campbell et al. 2009)
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Appendix A Feature descriptions
ID

Type

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

1

Metal pipe

2300

240

2
3
4

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

170
270
260

200
230
180

280
90
>260

5

Trench

670

170

6
7
8
9

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

430
260
240
300

360
250
320
200

380
270
190
250

10
11

Posthole
Posthole

270
240

260
290

90
140

12
13
14

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

120
420
400

120
360
450

60
270
260

15

Posthole

380

310

16
17
18
19
20
21

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

190 t
310
270
140
200
400

150t
330
250
140
200
300

22

Posthole

340

380

23

Posthole

500

550

24
25
26
27
28
29

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Pit?
Posthole

220
400
250
200
750
360

180
400
250
190
400
330

30

Pit

1640

490

31
32

Posthole
Drain

370
640
segment

230

Notes
Linear spread of artefacts in small open drain (?) leading to
F46. Just under surface in E, dips in W. Depth taken from W
end. Truncated.
Appears modern. Round.
Square.
Concrete-fi lled rectangle.
Rectangular post mould 75 x 60
mm.
Dark soil. Ash at south end. Extended later. Long trench runs
N–S up to 800 mm wide max. 480 mm wide in middle. Layer
of fragmented shell in E baulk. F5 and 68 together = 2.5 m,
1.55 m between them. Shell scattered in area of 5 - path was
here?
Fill same for 6 and 7. Unknown which was first. Large square.
Fill same for 6 and 7. Unknown which was first. Small square.
Fill of clay and topsoil. Contains nails, fragments of glass,
plastic, terracotta some shell.
Small square post remains. Post 50 x 50 mm. Fill of clay and
topsoil.

Square with round post mould. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square posthole with round post mould. Wood remains. Post
driven in at least 500 mm further than base. Mould 150 mm
diameter. Fill of clay and topsoil.
250
Square with round post mould. Wood remains. Post driven in
further than posthole base. At least 540 mm. Mould 170 diam
eter. Fill of clay and topsoil.
90
Appears similar to F13-15. Not excavated.
220
Square.
240
Wooden post in square posthole. Post triangular 90 x 100 mm.
270
Round.
250
Square. Fill of clay and topsoil.
30
Wooden post remains. Round post square posthole. Bit similar to 13-15. Post mould not excavated. Depth of post mould
unknown. Fill of clay and topsoil.
180
Small round post mould in square posthole. Post mould 70 x
70 mm. 50 mm deeper than posthole. Fill of clay and topsoil.
140
Round post mould 280 mm deep in square posthole 140 mm
deep. Fill of topsoil.
320
Round. Contained metal wire & nails. Fill of topsoil.
200
Round. Flat base. Fill of clay and topsoil.
180
Square. Fill of clay and topsoil.
350
Round. Fill of clay and topsoil.
70
Oval scoop. Fill of topsoil.
250
Oval post mould at base. Squared posthole. Fill of clay and
topsoil.
240
Rubbish pit. Possibly two ovals joined. Log oval pit. Buried
turf in west end not fully rotted so probably fossicked.
380
Contained some remains of post.
Shaft 140 Glazed ceramic, collared. Laid into trench and gritty concrete
collar 170 poured in at southern end. Plastic pipe added to connect this
with F35 and another to the tank.
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ID

Type

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Notes

33

Drain

310
segment

95

Unglazed ceramic. No mortar to join segments. No collar.

34
35

Metal pipe
Drain

36

Drain

37

Path

620 segment
170 collar
segment
40 shaft
290
120
segment
790
1250 E-W

38
39
40

Path
Posthole
Sump

1710
160
230

580
110
290

41

Posthole

550

360

42

Pit?

820

820

90

43
44
45

Posthole
Pit
Pit

380
900
400

220
630
430

160
200
160

46

Trench

47

Trench

48

Pit

430

500

450

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Posthole?
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

300
380
320
340
410
520
420

240
400
350
280
390
460
450

280
300
240
240
230
210
500

56
57
58
59
60
61

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

280
140

300
140

130
560

62

Posthole

63

Well

1120

1120

64

Posthole

280

260

65

Well

1220

1220

160
390

460

Water/gas pipe. Disturbed, now in 3 segments across site.
Glazed ceramic, collared. Makers mark ‘CRUM NEW LYNN’
on all segments.
Ceramic drain. Unglazed. No collar
Brick path to blocked up back door. Broken bricks. Shell scattered around and under it. Scoria above. 1 course. Truncated
Second brick path. 1 course. Unfrogged.
Small. Bricks of feature 37 surround it at top.
Square. Bricks at top on E and W sides. Metal item (lid?)
Adjacent to it at the top on E side. Depth is 500 from top of
bricks.
Rubbish in top 1⁄2 only. Square. Square post mould 320 x 280
mm. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Unknown purpose. Maybe impression of something. Round,
shallow.
Rectangular. Posthole?
Oval scoop.
Packed with scallop shells and part of articulated fish. Large
fish, unknown species. Appears modern feature. Shells not
kept. Dug into topsoil ca 200 mm above level of F3, F4.
Excavated in 1 metre sections. V-shaped trench. Narrower at E
end - 660 mm, widest 960 mm at 6 m. Lot of material in E end
and W end but not in the middle.
N-S. N end 1.1 m wide, 470 deep. Where it intersects F46 it is
670 mm deep, 930 mm wide.
Half sectioned. Modern - contains plastic and some rubber.
Screw tops.
Could be tree root. Round. Undercut. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. South side. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. SE corner. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. SE corner. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. E side. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. E side. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. E side. Oval post mould in base. Rest of posthole 400
mm deep. Post mould 150 x 200 mm. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square. E side. Shell fill only.
Round. Part hollow. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Not yet excavated. Appears round same as F57. Part hollow.
Not yet excavated. Appears round same as F57. Hollow.
Not yet excavated. Appears round same as F57.
Not yet excavated. Appears round same as F57. Void - post
removed?
Not yet excavated. Appears round same as F57. Part wooden
post remains.
1st of 2 wells. This one fi lled with white clay from when
other well was dug. Bricks removed above 1170 mm and are
present below. Water at 1380 mm. Measured external
diameter.
Possibly related to well for pulley/ windlass. Square, small flat
post mould in base. Fill of gravel, sand and scoria.
External diameter. Unfrogged bricks. Excavated to 700 mm all
mixed to there.
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ID

Type

66

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Notes

Path

1000

67

Path

750

68

Trench

550

69

Drain

70

Posthole

310 segment
segment
340
320

71
72

Posthole
Posthole

250
370

260
450

73

Drain

trunc.

~ 170

74

Posthole

350

320

75
76
77
78
79

Posthole
Posthole
Pit
Posthole
Posthole

300
400
150
380
460

290
330
230
340
360

80

Posthole

430

440

81

Posthole

240

200

82

Posthole?

340

370

83

Pit?

520

430

84
85

Pit?
Trench?

280

300
300

86

Posthole

350

230

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Posthole
Posthole
Pit?
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Pit
Trench

430
400
500
390

320
330
520
340

160
200
330
360

280
200
330
390
900

97

Pit

740

640

Approx 1000 to 1200 mm wide. Bit dispersed now. Mostly
cockles. From near back door.
Approx width. Thicker and more intact than 66. Goes under
phase III Mostly cockles some scallop.
280
Intersects with F46. Parallel to F5. Some parts packed with
black beers, some ceramic.
7.5 diam Part removed by digger. Ceramic drain. Not collare
external diam.
420
Square. Very much like F63. Could be other side of pulley for
well. Gravel and clay in fi ll.
West side of F63. Square. Gravel in post mould.
Post mould round 140 diameter. 280 deep. Square posthole.
Large rock at base covers most of base. Of posthole.
70
Open drain running NW-SE. Length unknown. Only the part
cutting shell path remains, rest taken by digger. Filled with
scoria.
540
Just like F64, F71, F70. Square. Rectangular post mould.
Packed clay around gravel fi lled post mould.
240
Fill of clay and topsoil.
560
Fill of clay and topsoil.
170
Rectangular. Filled with scoria.
580
Associated with well. Packed clay.
600
Lot of rubble around well. 360 mm mixed rubble on top. Filled
with topsoil and clay.
650
Round post mould 150 x 120 mm excavated. Square posthole.
Gravel in post mould. Half sectioned. Fill of topsoil and clay
mix.
220
Dug against well. Wood post remains. Square. Sits in topsoil
round well.
300
Square. Jumbled broken bricks on top look much like wells
bricks. Rubble over whole area here. Red dust on E side.
400 total Pit filled with scoria has a possible uncertain post mould in
base 240 x 340 x 230.
130
Small scoop fi lled with scoria & rubble.
200
Linear N-S. 1 small possible post mould 150 x 120 in base.
Possible bedding trench. More seen when area re-scraped.
Continues S into baulk. Intersects with 109. Carries on into
baulk. Brown soil and rubble fill.
200
Round post mould 200 mm diameter in rectangular posthole.
Topsoil fi ll.
230
Hole for old survey peg. Peg in centre.
310
Square. Tree root growing into it.
90
Round scoop of white clay in rubble.
Unexcavated. Rectangular / square wooden post. Clay fill.
Not fully excavated. Dimensions unknown. Wooden post.
Not fully excavated. Wooden post.
Wooden post similar to that of F90.
260
Round. White clay on top. Mixed topsoil below.
130
Modern rubbish. Small square.
460
Similar to 46. Stops in line with original front of house.
V-shaped. Crushed shell layer at top near E end. Rubbish here
too. Stops square at E, continued in W. Section excavated has
oyster shells in second layer, under crushed shell layer. Most
rubbish in 1st layer.
300
Rectangular hole filled with large volcanic rocks. At top covers
670 x 630 rocks ca 200 high above surface.
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ID

Type

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Notes

98
99

Posthole
Posthole

460
250

400
250

160
270

100
101
102

Pit?
Posthole
Trench?

630
360

430
310
210

180
290
40

103

Posthole

400

400

470

104
105

Posthole
Drain

370

106
107
108

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

400
315
segment
400
370
200

190
95
external
150
350
90

Large flat rock at base 270 x 230. Fill of mixed topsoil.
Part of wood post remains. Filled with topsoil and shell fragments (probably from 66).
Oval scoop. Fill of topsoil and shell fragments.
Square. Fill of topsoil and shell fragments.
Shallow trench base 3 m visible. NS from near SE corner of
house
Oval post mould 240 x 190. Square posthole. Fill of clay and
topsoil.
Square. Filled with dark soil.
Field tile ceramic drain from front of house.

109

Trench

110

Posthole

270

280

200

111
112

Posthole
Posthole

450
450

420
450

180
340

113
114

Posthole?
Pit

480
1040

260
730

140 t
530

115
116
117

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

460
200
320

400
220
300

300
180
160

118

Pit

370

270

170

119
120
121
122
123

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Trench
Pit?

310
400
500

300
260
220
260
450

240
140
140
40
190

124
125
126
127
128

Pit?
Deleted
Deleted
Posthole
Trench

220
900

400

129
130

Pit
Posthole

450
180

120
40

131

Post

132

Post

340
440
180
210

450

210
340
170

Oval. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Oval. Found once area re-scraped. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Small square. Found once area re-scraped. Fill of clay and
topsoil. Nails in fi ll.
Square foundation trench fi lled with brown soil. Intersects
with F85 on S side. Found once re-scraped. 40 mm deep now.
West arm 1350 mm to south of well; S arm 2800 long.
Deeper in N. Might be remains of post mould. Fill of clay and
topsoil.
Oval scooped posthole? Fill of clay and topsoil.
Square with thick block of white clay with grey centre that
may be post shadow. White clay block at least 210 x 150.
Probably very early. Clay fi ll.
Irregular shape. Clay fill.
Rectangular pit some rubbish but not dense with artefacts,
bottles at top. Shell also present.
Square posthole with round post mould 150 x 110 x 110.
Square posthole round post mould 150 x 160. Fill of clay and
topsoil.
Bird burial. Articulated. Fill of clay and topsoil, and shell
fragments.
Square w round post mould 130 x 150 tapers. Clay fill.
Rectangular. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Rectangular. Fill of clay and topsoil.
Unexcavated. E-W. Dug out small section only.
Small section dug out for depth. Shell in fill, and wood
fragments.
Unexcavated.
Unexcavated. Square. Shell fragments in fill.
As with other trenches intersects F5 and F68 at right angles.
210 mm across bottom. Stops when hits F47.
Underfloor. Whole cockle shells in square hole under rock pile
Underfloor. Wood in shallow square posthole. Fill of brown
soil.
Wooden post under E side veranda mapped and taken out
with digger.
Wooden post under E side veranda mapped and taken out
with digger.

Appendix B Description of Rooms

Space 1
This was a small sunroom 4.7 x 2.4 m entered off the front verandah, and with
internal access into space 2. The doors were coreboard, and the door handles at
about 1300 mm height. The floorboards were wood, 130–140 mm wide. The walls
and ceiling were lined with hardboard. The plain skirting boards were 75 mm
high.
Space 2
The internal measurements of the room are 4 x 4.3 m. This room, along with space
4, formed the original structure. At the time of recording it had one window on
the east side, doors to spaces 1, 3 and 4 and a fireplace on the west wall opposite
the original front door position. The fireplace had no internal fireproof structure,
brick chimney, or concrete hearth (Figure B.1). The opening was framed by a plain
wooden surround. Cupboards were on either side of the fireplace, forming a flush
surface, and the cupboard to the south of the fireplace hid a blocked-in doorway to
the kitchen (space 7).
The ceiling was of wide abutting boards, and the cornice between ceiling boards
and the top of the wall was continuous. When viewed from the roof space, the ceilings of spaces 2, 3 and 4 are on the same level, yet the ceiling in space 2 is lower
than those in spaces 3 and 4, indicating that the present ceiling was a later feature
and an earlier ceiling remained above it. The floorboards were 210 mm wide.
When the wall covering was removed a complicated picture of alterations to
the room was apparent. The present 12-pane sashless window is where the original
front door was situated (Figure B.2): the doorway to space 1 replaced one of the
windows, and the second window was replaced by the front door in space 4. The
northern wall would originally have been the exterior wall but does not appear to
have had a window.
The plain skirting boards were 220 mm high with a groove at the top. The door
architraves were plain (135 x 20 mm) with a thin rounded beading on the inside
edge. All the door architraves were alike. Unusually the skirting boards in the
doorway to space 3 are flush with the doorway, and the architraves sit on top. The
doors to spaces 3 and 4 were four-panel with moulding around the inserts.
Painted wallpaper (over scrim) or painted hardboard covered the walls. Sarking
under the wallpaper was 220–230 mm wide x 15 mm thick, except on the south
wall where the boards were 170 mm wide (nails used on this wall were rosehead
type). Changes to the sarking on both sides of this wall however indicate that the
doorway to space 3 was originally to the east of where it is currently. Sarking and
painted weatherboards were recycled to fill in gaps where changes to windows and
doorways had been made, and one sarking board under the window is a segment of
skirting board. In contrast, short lengths of sarking on the west side of the doorway
into space 4 are not matched on the reverse side. Instead, after the wall between 2
and 4 was erected, it is likely shorter lengths of sarking were used in space 2, which
required infilling with mismatched boards of a different width, including painted
weatherboards (Figure B.3).
Space 3
The room measured 4.3 x 2.5 m. The skirting boards are in two pieces and 210 mm
high: a plain board was finished with moulding attached to the top edge. The same
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arrangement of door architraves on top of the skirting at the doorway as in space
2 was present. The ceiling was board and batten with a plain cornice around the
edge. The floorboards run at right angles to those in space 2 and are also 210 mm
wide.
The room was lined with hardboard to a height of 1450 mm, with painted wallpaper above to the ceiling. Hessian scrim was under the layers of wallpaper and
was nailed to sarking which also had wallpaper glued directly to the wood. Nails
attaching the sarking to the framing were square flat heads, except on the east and
south walls where repairs had been made and rosehead nails had been used.
Modifications to the sarking on the south and east walls indicated where previous openings had been. The doorway on the south wall has been shifted further to
the west and repairs are evident to sarking on both sides of the wall (Figure B.4).
On the east wall, weatherboards had been used to infill where a window had been
previously (Figure B.5). Although this room had space 1 behind it, the removal
of the window took place a long time prior to space 1 being constructed as the
Hessian and wallpaper covering the wall modifications was intact. This suggests
the room may originally have had two windows, reduced to only one on the northern wall. This window is now a four-pane sash window but the first window was
probably a 12-pane sashless window as changes to the framing indicate there was
a narrower window in the same place.
Space 4
Now a separate hallway, this room was originally part of space 2. The end of the
hallway is a solid wall: two doorways are on the southern wall (spaces 5 and 6), and
one on the northern wall (space 2). A cupboard was present on the northern wall,
to the west of the doorway to space 2.
The front door has a single upper glass panel, and a wooden lower panel with
moulding around the inserts (Figure B.6). The architraves around the front door
and to spaces 5 and 6 are the same; while those around the door to space 2 are the
same as those in space 2. The skirting boards are plain with moulding on the upper
edge, similar to spaces 5 and 6.
The board and batten ceiling is continuous, with no manhole to the roof space.
This indicates the ceiling was replaced when spaces 5 and 6 were constructed, as
there is the framing of a hole in the roof space against the south wall in about the
centre.
The room is lined with hardboard to 1300 mm height, with painted wallpaper above. The paper has scrim underneath, attached to wooden sarking although
there are multiple layers of wallpaper attached directly to the boards. The sarking
on the southern wall is similar to that in space 2, but that on the northern wall is
narrower in keeping with its later construction.
A window had previously been in the western wall, and a small rebate in the
sarking indicates where the sill had been (Figure B.7). The window was almost
certainly removed prior to the wall between 2 and 4 being erected as the northern
edge of the window would have been hard up against the wall, and the space was
infilled with previously used boards and nailed with rosehead nails. Replacement
of the east facing window with the front door also necessitated repairs to the sarking above the door which occurred pre-hessian lining but after the wallpaper-onsarking had been used as wall decoration (Figure B.8).
The common style of door architraves and skirting boards in spaces 4, 5 and 6
indicates that the function of this room changed from a bedroom to a hallway at
the same time as spaces 5 and 6 were added. The front door was shifted at the same
time.
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B.1 (top left). Space 2 west wall showing fireplace. Note the corrugated iron behind and the vertical tongue and groove
boards inside the cupboard (blocked up doorway to space 7).
B.2 (top right). Space 2 12-pane sash window with repaired sarking underneath indicates the original front door.
B.3 (bottom left). South wall of Space 2.
B.4 (bottom right). Space 3, east wall showing locked in window and other repairs. Note the pink weatherboards.

B.5 (left). Space 3 south
wall showing blocked
in doorway. The existing door is to the right.
B.6 (right). Space 4,
front door.
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Space 5
Measuring 4.3 x 3.68 m, the room has a four pane, sash, and corded window in the
east wall, and a fireplace in the west wall, which backs a fireplace in space 6. The
wooden fire surround is plain but the mantle is held up with curved thingys. The
cast iron register is rounded and the firebox, also cast iron, is typically small villa
style (Figure B.9). The concrete hearth is the same level as the floor.
Architraves, skirting boards and ceilings in this space, and in space 6, are of
the same style. The skirting boards are 160 mm high plain boards with moulding
on top. The door architraves are moulded timber, with mitred corners. The ceiling
boards are board and moulded batten and are laid in the same direction as the
floorboards which are 135 mm wide. The floor level in these two rooms is 20 mm
higher than in space 4.
The wall covering is painted wallpaper over Hessian scrim with sarking underneath. The sarking has marks indicative of band sawing, whereas the timbers in
the earlier phases are either pit sawn or circular sawn. There is no wallpaper adhering directly to the sarking except immediately to the east of the door where short
lengths of reused sarking (with wallpaper) and lime-washed weatherboard have
been used in the lining (Figure B.10). There is no evidence that this was previously
a doorway – just economical use of spare materials. The wallpaper pattern present
on some boards is the same as that present in space 4.
Space 6
Space 6 has two windows in similar style to those in space 5. Doorways to the
hall and the kitchen are on the northern wall. There is a step down from the floor
level to the kitchen area. The walls are lined with hardboard to a height of 1300
mm, and finished with a wide half round beading.
The fireplace, which is back-to-back with that in space 5, shares a common flue.
The fireplace surround in this room is painted bricks, with end grooving used to
decorative effect. There is no cast iron register and the firebox cavity is larger, suitable for a large grate open fire (Figure B.11). A small wooden mantle sits on top of
the bricks. The concrete hearth is raised above floor level. A mid-height (1260 mm)
built in cupboard is placed either side of the fireplace, with a manhole into the roof
space in the northeast corner.
Spaces 7–9
Situated in the lean-to on the west side of the house, these rooms have a service
function, and are kitchen, laundry and bathroom/toilet (Figure B.12). The abutting
floorboards through the three spaces are 210 mm wide although hidden under
several layers of vinyl. A sloping ceiling of tongue and groove is the distinctive
feature: the ceiling in the southern part of the kitchen is 70 mm higher than the
remainder of the lean-to ceiling and the 135 mm wide tongue and groove on either
side is offset (Figure B.13). This may indicate where a wall was previously situated,
perhaps a small scullery (1.95 m wide) at the southern end of the larger kitchen
room which would have included a coal range fireplace.
The window in the kitchen has a fi xed lower pane and a push out opening upper
frame, but the architraves and sill indicate that the window was originally a sash
window. The lining on the west wall of the kitchen is wide abutting boards, painted
white, similar in size and appearance to sarking.
The partition between kitchen and laundry is likely to be a modification, dividing the larger kitchen up into two spaces. This most likely happened when electricity was laid on, allowing the fireplace to be converted to a laundry copper, and
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B.7 (top left). Space 4 western wall. the doorway to space
6 is on the left. Short lengths of sarking indicate the
blocked up window including the rebate for the sill is on
the right.
B.8 (top right). Space 4 east wall. The sarking has been
repaired above the door where a window had been.
Note the tin flashing over layers of wallpaper and newspaper, with other wallpaper on top.
B.9 (centre left). Space 5 fireplace.
B.10 (centre right). Space 5, reused sarking to the east of
the door.
B.11 (bottom left). Space 6 fireplace. This brick surround is
a replacement for the original which would have been a
wooden surround similar to that in Space 5.
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cooking carried out on an electric stove. The partition wall was only lined on the
side facing the kitchen, where vertical tongue and groove was employed: the reverse
side has exposed framing. The east wall of the kitchen is also lined with tongue and
groove boards 120 mm wide behind the kitchen bench and cupboard unit, and the
blocked off doorway from space 2 is still visible in this wall. A servery opening is
present in the wall between the kitchen and space 6.
The laundry east wall and part of the partition between kitchen and laundry
is lined with corrugated iron (Figure B.14). This material was used as fireproofing
as the copper was placed in the south east corner of the room, directly above the
stone foundation found when the flooring was removed. Behind the corrugated
iron are horizontal abutting boards 225 mm wide. A concrete pad has been laid
in the corner, placed after the corrugated iron lining was installed as the edge of
the pad took on the wavy shape. A small hatch in the ceiling above the corner is
where the flue of the firebox extended through the ceiling (Figure B.15). A horizontal water pipe is fi xed to the wall, originally providing water to the copper and
adjacent concrete washtubs which have been replaced by a single stainless steel tub
fi xed to the wall. Like the kitchen, there is an exterior door in this room.
The bathroom has been relined with hardboard and seratone board. The
window is also of more modern construction. The toilet, although a separate room
in the northwest corner, is accessed off the bathroom. The floor is a raised concrete
plinth.

B.12 (above). Looking north from space 7 (kitchen) into space 8
(laundry).
B.13 (right). Space 7 kitchen ceiling. Note the offset tongue and
groove boards possibly indicating an earlier wall had been
placed here.
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B.14 (left). Space 8 laundry with corrugated iron lining, and the
base for the copper firebox in the corner.
B.15 (above). Space 8, ceiling showing covered flue above copper
base.

Appendix C Tree-ring analysis of
kauri (Agathis australis)
timbers from Scott Farmstead
House, Ihumatao, Mangere
Gretel Boswijk

Timber samples from Scott Farmstead House, Ihumatao, Mangere, were provided
by Louise Furey, CFG Heritage, for dendrochronological analysis. Whilst the ring
width data derived from these samples will be included in a composite chronology
used for palaeoclimate reconstruction, this report describes the analysis of these
timbers in order to assist with refining a chronology of phasing for the house.
Scott Farmstead was the subject of an archaeological survey, including recording of the structure, prior to the area being cleared as part of the expansion of
Auckland International Airport (see Furey et al 2010). According to Furey (pers
comm., 2007, 2008) the farmstead house may have been built in three, possibly
four, phases. The original part of the house was probably a two room cottage (Phase
Ia), with one room that was very small. This small room was altered by the addition
of ceiling joists and floorboards over these to create a sleeping area (Phase Ib). The
two room cottage was thought to have been built soon after 1865 when the land
was purchased by Mr Scott. At a later date, a bedroom was added to the north side
and a lean-to kitchen to the west side (Phase II), and then two rooms with a central
fireplace were added to the south side (Phase III), possibly in the late 1800s or early
1900s. Twenty-two timber samples were obtained from Phase Ia, Ib, II and III for
dendrochronological dating to assist in refining a chronology of phasing for the
building. Three samples from the Phase Ia structure retained the final growth ring
at the bark edge surface (waney edge), which could provide felling dates for the
source tree(s) and thus help determine a construction date for Phase Ia.
Dendrochronology
Dendrochronology or tree-ring analysis is based on the measurement and comparison of patterns of tree growth. The principles and methodology of archaeological tree-ring analysis are described in Baillie (1982), albeit with reference to
analysis of northern hemisphere oak timbers. In brief, each year during the growing season trees lay down a single growth ring, formed in the cambium directly
under the bark. In many species, including kauri (Agathis australis), these annual
rings are clearly defined by a boundary formed at the end of the growing season,
which separates one growth season from the next. The width of the annual ring is
limited by climatic conditions, as well as being influenced by local environmental
factors, previous growth years and genetic make-up of the tree. Because growth
conditions change from year to year, ring width also varies creating a pattern of
wide and narrow rings which is unique in time, but common to trees that have
grown at the same time under similar conditions. Therefore it is possible to compare the growth patterns of different trees and identify those which are contemporary. Starting with living trees where the calendar date of the outermost ring is
known and overlapping series from successively older trees/wood, long absolutely
dated tree-ring chronologies can be built. Tree-ring series of unknown age can be
compared to these and accurate calendar dates obtained. Comparison of many different living kauri from several sites throughout the upper North Island indicate
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that these trees have a common growth pattern in their rings (Fowler et al, 2004)
and the suitability of this species for dendrochronology is well established.
Methods
Sampling of timbers, and recording of the location of the timbers and timber
dimensions, was carried out by CFG Heritage and the samples were delivered
to the Tree-Ring Laboratory at the School of Environment (formerly School of
Geography, Geology and Environmental Science), The University of Auckland.
The site was given a four-letter code (SCOT) and each sample was labelled with
a unique three-letter three-number code, e.g. SCO001. The samples were trimmed
to a size suitable to fit on a travelling stage beneath a binocular microscope and
the cross-sectional surface was sanded to a fine polish so that the ring sequence
could be clearly seen. Each sample was assessed for suitability for analysis prior to
measurement of the growth rings, based on clarity of the ring pattern and having
sufficient rings for crossmatching. Usually >50 rings are required to ensure that the
ring pattern is unique in time (English Heritage, 2004), but occasionally samples
with >40 rings are measured if it is believed that there is potential for sufficient replication from a site to obtain reliable crossmatching. Total ring width was measured
using a set-up comprised of a travelling stage fitted with a linear encoder linked
to a computer, and a binocular microscope. Ring widths were recorded in Dendro
Input, which is part of the Dendro for Windows (DfW) suite (Tyers, 2004).
Tree-ring series derived from each sample were compared to each other using
CROS (Baillie and Pilcher, 1973) and Cross84 (Munro, 1984), included in DfW
(Tyers, 2004), to identify those that crossmatched. These programs compare pairs
of samples and calculate the correlation co-efficient (r) for every position of overlap. Students t is calculated to provide a measure of the probability of the r value
arising by chance, with a t-value of 3.5 or greater usually indicative of a match
(Baillie, 1982). All t values reported here are from CROS. Suggested matches were
checked using line plots of the series overlaid on a light-table. All series were crosschecked against each other at the position of overlap, to ensure that each match was
replicated within the group. Crossmatched series were averaged together to form
a site chronology, which reduces noise and enhances the common signal on which
crossdating is dependant. The site chronology and any unmatched series were
compared to an unpublished composite kauri master chronology, AGAUl07, constructed from data derived from modern trees and archaeological1 sites, to obtain
calendar dates. The position of match was checked against independent modern
and archaeological site chronologies to verify through replication of results that
the dating was correct.
Occasionally, crossmatching may identify tree-ring series that are almost identical, indicated by high t and r values between series. The samples may also have
similar characteristics such as colour of wood and form of the rings. This can indicate use of timber derived from the same parent tree (‘same-tree’) or possibly the
same parent timber (‘same-timber’), which has been cut into shorter lengths for
use in the structure. Such series are averaged together to produce a single sequence
for use in chronology development to avoid introducing bias into the site curve
(English Heritage, 2004). Identification of such samples provides additional information concerning use of timber in the structure.
Tree-ring analysis only provides dates for rings on a sample, and this is not
necessarily the same as the date (year) the parent tree was felled or the timber used
in a structure (English Heritage, 2004). In the case of kauri, which can achieve ages
>600 years, the calendar date for a tree-ring series may be decades or sometimes
1 The term ‘archaeological’ is used to distinguish timbers derived from standing structures and inground sites from modern (living tree) or sub-fossil kauri.
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centuries earlier than the year of felling or date of construction. However, if the last
growth ring laid down prior to the tree being felled is present on the sample it is
possible to determine the exact year of felling. Construction dates for the structure
can be inferred from the felling dates, but interpretation of these should take into
account any temporal delay associated with timber production and supply processes. Based on current available information from kauri buildings, use of timbers
could occur from less than one year to five years after felling (Boswijk and Jones, in
prep). The context of the samples and evidence of reuse or repair within the building should also be taken into account when interpreting felling dates.
Results
Details of all samples collected from Scott Farmstead House, including timber
type, location in the building, series length, and average growth rate, are presented
in Table 1. Samples were collected from studs, ceiling joists, and rafters. A single
piece of sarking (SCO022), still nailed to a sample from a stud (SCO003), was also
prepared for measurement. Nineteen samples were kauri and, of these, 18 had sufficient rings for measurement. The measured series length ranged from 44 rings
(SCO018) to 128 rings (SCO022), with an average series length of 73 rings. SCO013
had 170 rings, but the outer 63 rings were truncated as the series was not considered reliable. Three samples, all from the Phase III structure, were not kauri; it is
thought that they are totara (Podocarpus spp) but formal identification would be
required to confirm this.
Intra-site crossmatching identified three sets of timbers that may have been cut
from the same parent tree:
 SCO001 and SCO004: These series were from studs used in the Phase Ia structure.
The ring-width series were near identical (t = 15.09; r =0.93; overlap of 44 years; Figure
1) and the wood samples have similar characteristics, including pitsaw marks.
These are recognisable by irregular straight saw marks, where the angle of the
cuts and spacing varies with each stroke of the saw (Visser, 1997). The balance of evidence indicates that these two timbers were most probably derived
from the same parent tree, possibly the same parent timber. SCO001 and
SCO004 were averaged together to form a 51-year sequence (SCO01_04) so that
the series would have equal weighting with other samples if included in a site
chronology.
AD 1510

AD 1570

1 mm

 SCO002, SCO009 and SCO010: SCO002 was from a stud and SCO009 and
SCO010 were from rafters in the Phase Ia structure. The timbers have similar dimensions (SCO009 is slightly larger than SCO002 and SCO010) and all
have narrow and irregular sawcuts indicative of pitsawn timber. SCO002 had
a locally absent ring in the outer 21 rings, the position of which could not be
securely located, so the series was truncated to span only the reliable section of
ring measurements. All samples had waney edge and, accounting for the locally
absent ring and excluded rings on SCO002, the series end in the same year. The

C.1. Comparison of
ring width series for
SCO001 (dashed line)
and SCO004 (solid
line). Dating of the
series is described
below.
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last ring on each sample appeared complete, or near complete, implying felling
of the parent tree(s) in summer/autumn. The samples have similar ring patterns
and wood characteristics, and it is possible that they are from the same parent
tree. However, there is no strong statistical evidence (e.g. a high correlation coefficient) to support this interpretation.
AD 1760

AD 1860

1 mm

C.2. Comparison of
ring-width series for
SCO002 (dashed line),
SCO009 (dotted line)
and SCO010 (solid line).
Dating of the series is
described below.

 SCO006 and SCO007: These samples were obtained from ceiling joists in the
Phase Ia structure. The series had near identical growth patterns across the
period of overlap (t = 17.78; r = 0.93; overlap of 88 years; Figure 3). The characteristics of the actual wood samples (colour, clarity of rings) are also very
similar, as are the dimensions and presence of regular straight and circular saw
marks. The closeness of fit and similarity in the wood indicates that these two
timbers were most probably derived from the same parent tree (probably ‘sametimber’). These series were averaged into a single sequence, SCO06_07, so that
the series would have equal weighting with other samples in a site chronology.

AD 1690

AD 1820

1mm

C.3. Comparison of
ring width series for
SCO006 (dashed line)
and SCO007 (solid
line). Dating of the
series is described
below.

Calendar Dating
After comparison of all measured samples a 194-year site chronology, ScottHse,
was constructed from nine series (ten samples) (Figure 4; Table 2). The chronology
was compared to AGAUl07 and calendar dated to AD 1661 – 1854 (Table 3). The
chronology matches well statistically and visually to AGAUl07 and, in particular,
to modern sites from the Waitakere Range (Cascades, Huapai, Huia) and to a site
chronology derived from a house at 139 Arney Road, Remuera, which was built
after 1863 (Table 3). Raw ring width data for ScottHse is listed in Appendix 1.
The crossdated samples included in ScottHse appear to cluster into two subgroups (SCO02_09_10, and Scott01: SCO06_07, 13, 15 – 17, 22) based on the crossdating statistics (Table 2; data listings in Appendix 1). This clustering may be artificial, affected by the time spans of the series and short overlaps between some
series, such as SCO009 and SCO015 (overlap = 22 years). However, the Scott01
group were generally slower growing (for the measured span) (Table 1), had greater
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Span of ring sequences
SCO01_04
SCO011
SCO022
SCO06_07
SCO002
SCO010
SCO009
SCO013

Phase Ib
Phase II

Calendar Years

SCO017
SCO016
SCO015
AD 1550

AD 1700

variability in ring width and a higher incidence of very narrow and locally absent
rings than the SCO02_09_10 series. There are also some differences in physical
features such as timber dimensions and saw marks, discussed below. Cross-checking of these sub-chronologies to the master and independent chronologies (Table
3) verified that the dating was correct. The highest t-values for the 160 year record,
Scott01, are to modern site chronologies from the Waitakere Range and buildings
from Auckland City dating to the 1860s (Arney1, Crèche1) as well as Westney1, a
site chronology from a barn (now demolished) located only a few kilometres away
from Scott Farmstead House. Crossdating statistics are lower for SCO02_09_10, but
this may be because of the length of the sequence (94 years) and possibly because
it could represent only part of the ring pattern for one tree. However, the highest t-values are also with modern chronologies from western locations (Waitakere
Range, Trounson Kauri Park) and with the chronology for 139 Arney Rd.
Unmatched series were also compared to the kauri master to identify positions
of overlap. SCO01_04 was calendar dated to AD 1517 – AD 1567, and SCO011 (from
a rafter) was independently dated to AD1534 -1578. The series has a short overlap
with SCO001 and SCO004 so these were linked for cross-checking to independent reference chronologies (Table 3). Raw ring width data for the linked sequence
is presented in Appendix 1. Five series – SCO003, SCO005, SCO012, SCO014 and
SCO018 – could not be crossdated. These samples had between 44 and 67 rings,
therefore were quite short, and the ring patterns were generally complacent, i.e.
little year-to-year variability in width, which may have limited their suitability for
crossmatching.
Discussion
Thirteen samples collected from Scott House were from the Phase Ia structure,
with two samples from Phase Ib, four from Phase II and three from Phase III. Of
these, eleven series from Phase Ia samples and one Phase Ib series were calendar
dated to the period between 1517 and 1854, and three Phase II series were dated to
between 1705 and 1820 (Figure 4).
The Phase Ia group included two, possibly three, sets of ‘same-tree’ series. The
almost identical ring patterns of two studs (SCO001 and SCO004) and also of two
ceiling joists (SCO006 and SCO007) suggests that long lengths of timber were
being cut to size for use in the building, hence the occurrence of probable dupli-

AD 1854
AD 1854
AD 1854
after AD 1851
after AD 1820

AD 1850

C.4. Crossmatched
position of dated
samples from Scott
Farmstead House,
arranged according
to phase. Each wide
bar represents the
measured span of a
sample. Narrow bars
indicate unmeasured
or excluded rings. AD
1854 marks the felling date for SCO002,
SCO009 and SCO010.
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cates in the assemblage. The ‘same-tree’ nature of the third set comprising a stud
(SCO002) and two rafters (SCO009, SCO010) is less certain. If it could be proven,
it would indicate that different types of timbers used in the structure were being
cut from a single log/tree.
The key samples from Phase Ia are the stud (SCO002) and rafters (SCO009 and
SCO010) which had waney edge. The complete, or near complete, nature of the
final ring on each sample provides a felling date of 1854 (summer/ autumn) for
the timber used in the Phase Ia cottage. There will be a delay between the felling
of the tree and its use in the structure associated with the time taken for the log to
be removed to the saw site (saw-pit or mill), converted to timber, possibly seasoned
and transported for sale, and then used. Comparison of felling dates from other
building assemblages with (estimated) construction dates derived from documentary sources for those buildings suggest that the delay could be less than one year
or potentially up to five years (Boswijk and Jones, in prep). On the basis of this
information, the tree ring dates indicate that the earliest part of the house could
have been built by 1855 or up to 1859/60. As this is up to a decade earlier than the
documentary evidence suggests, this raises the question of whether: (a) a building
was already on the site when the land was purchased by Scott; or (b) timber was
stored for a decade prior to use; or (c) the timber was reused from an earlier structure; or (d) an existing structure was relocated onto the site. Resolution of this issue
will require linking the tree ring data to stylistic and typological evidence from the
structure and site, as well as documentary information.
Comparison of SCO02_09_10 to modern kauri chronologies suggests that
the timber used in Phase Ia most probably came from a local source, possibly the
Waitakere Range. These samples are part of a set of ten Phase Ia samples derived
from studs and rafters that have similar dimensions (average 94 x 74 mm) and
which were pitsawn. The exceptions from this group are SCO006 and SCO007
discussed below. The felling date of 1854 for Phase Ia fits within the time period
when small scale felling and pitsawing was being carried out on the fringes of the
Manukau Harbour (from the 1830s to 1860s according to Diamond and Hayward,
1980: 3).
The cottage was modified by the addition of a sleeping area over one of the
rooms (Phase Ib). Unfortunately, it is not possible to clarify the temporal relationship between Phase Ia and Ib. The single dated Phase Ib series, SCO013, spans AD
1682 – 1788. Allowing for 63 additional rings on the outer part of the series, the
source tree was felled at some time after 1851. Although included in the Scott01
group, this sample and SCO014 (not dated) are physically similar to other Phase Ia
samples. They also have pitsaw marks and the dimensions of the ceiling joists are
similar to the Phase Ia studs and rafters (although average ring width is lower).
A lean-to kitchen and bedroom was added to the cottage (Phase II).
Unfortunately, the date spans of the three Phase II timbers (SCO015-17) are also
within the span of the Phase Ia group, therefore the phases cannot be differentiated
based on tree ring dates. These samples were from the outer part of the tree, indicated by heartwood –sapwood transition on SCO015 and SCO017, and by extensive wood worm damage on all samples. However, it is not possible to estimate how
many rings to the waney edge were removed during conversion. These samples are
clearly different to most (but not all) of the Phase Ia and Ib samples as they are from
machine-sawn timbers; evenly spaced straight and circular saw marks are visible
on the samples. Machine-sawn timber was being produced in the Manukau region
from the mid 1850s. For example, a water driven sawmill operated at Huia from
1854 and steam sawmills were established in the region, including at Onehunga,
from the 1860s (Diamond and Hayward, 1980; Haigh, 1991; Mogford, 1990).
Similar straight and circular saw marks are also evident on SCO006 and
SCO007 (Phase Ia ceiling joists). Interestingly, the highest t-value for a pair of
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series in the entire ScottHse group was between SCO06_07 and SCO016 (Phase II
rafter) (t = 9.09, r = 0.67, overlap = 97 years). The similarity of SCO006 and SCO007
to the Phase II rafters raises the question of whether some of the ceiling joists in
Phase Ia were later replacements.
The phase III rafter samples were probably totara, rather than kauri. In the
upper North Island kauri was the main timber species to be milled and used for
construction from the mid 1800s until the early 1900s. According to Simpson
(1971: 269) production of sawn kauri peaked in 1905, but already the resource
was in decline and kauri was acquiring an increasingly high scarcity value. Mills
within the Auckland region were also cutting other species such as rimu, matai,
miro, totara and kahikatea, which were increasingly being used by the building
trade presumably instead of kauri.2 The shift away from near exclusive use of kauri
in structures is evident in tree-ring assemblages collected from buildings formerly
located on the University of Auckland campus. Those houses built between the
1860s and 1900 were almost entirely kauri, but those buildings constructed in the
1910s included rimu, totara and matai timbers for structural components, decorative features, and internal and external cladding, and one house was reportedly
framed in ‘Oregon Pine’ (Boswijk, 2007) imported from North America. This
could point to a post 1900 date for Phase III.
Summary
Scott purchased the property in 1865, and there is no documentary evidence of a
structure being on the site at the time of purchase. Tree-ring analysis of timbers
from Scott House has determined that framing timber (studs and rafters) used in
the earliest phase of the structure came from a tree or trees felled in 1854. The treering dates are independent of stylistic and documentary evidence. Assuming the
timber was not stockpiled or reused, or that an existing building was not shifted
to the site after Scott’s purchase in 1865 and, taking into account the lag between
felling and use, the 1854 felling date implies construction of a two room building
on the site as early as 1855 or possibly up to 1859/60. The timber used in this phase
was probably locally sourced and was pitsawn.
As described in the introduction, the cottage was expanded in size but timing
of the Phase Ib and II additions are not evident from the tree-ring dates because
these series ended before 1854. However, the timber used in Phase Ib and Phase
II were also probably locally sourced. The Phase II material was machine cut. The
combination of tree-ring data and similar saw marks suggests that some ceiling
joists in the Phase Ia structure could also be associated with Phase II additions.
Differences in timber production methods, linked with the tree ring data, could
also be indicative of changing timber sources, which may have potential to assist in
interpreting phasing; this is an avenue that should be explored further.
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Phase III
SCO019
SCO020
SCO021
SCO022

Phase II
SCO015
SCO016
SCO017
SCO018

Phase Ib
SCO013
SCO014

SCO011
SCO012

SCO005
SCO006
SCO007
SCO008
SCO009
SCO010

Phase Ia
SCO001
SCO002
SCO003
SCO004

Sample

Rafter
Rafter
Rafter
Sarking

Rafter
Rafter
Rafter
Rafter

Ceiling joist
Ceiling joist

Rafter
Rafter

Stud
Ceiling joist
Ceiling joist
Rafter
Rafter
Rafter

Stud
Stud
Stud
Stud

S side, 8th from E end
S side, 7th from E end
S side, 2nd from W
Nailed to SCO003

N1 (or W1?)
W4
E side, E2
E side, E3

N2
N ceiling

S wall, W1
S wall, E2, waney
S wall, W3
Internal wall, W
side of door
E wall, S side of door
N3
N1
E side, 3rd from S end
E side, waney
W side, 7th from N,
waney
W side, 6th from N
W side, 5th from N

Timber type Location

100 x 50
100 x 50
100 x 50
220 x 20

100 x 50
105 x 50
100 x 50
100 x 50

95 x 65
90 x 75

95 x 75
95 x 75

90 x 70
145 x 45
145 x 45
95 x 80
105 x 70
95 x 75

85 x 75
95 x 72
95 x 80
90 x 72

Machine
Machine
Machine
?

Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine

Pitsawn
Pitsawn

Pitsawn
Pitsawn

Pitsawn
Machine
Machine
Pitsawn
Pitsawn
Pitsawn

Pitsawn
Pitsawn
Pitsawn
Pitsawn

128

69
97
9+116+4
44

107+63
47

45
55

67
83
121
29
86
89

48
72+21
52
47

-

-

-

-

+Bs
+Bs

+Bs
-

1.08

1.46
0.90
0.65
1.99

0.79
2.08

2.53
1.80

1.37
0.69
0.64
1.15
1.23

1.69
1.24
1.31
1.55

Dimensions Sawmarks No. rings Bark edge AGR

1661–1788

1722–1790
1717–1813
1705–1820
1–44

1682–1788
1–47

1534–1578
1–55

1–62
1695–1777
720–1820
1769–1854
1766–1854

1517–1564
1761–1833
1-52
1521–1567

Date span

Totara?
Totara?
Totara?

-

Felled after 1851
-

-

Same parent tree as SCO007
Same parent tree as SCO006
Not measured
Felled summer/autumn AD 1854
Felled summer/autumn AD 1854

Same parent tree as SCO004
Felled summer/autumn AD 1854
Same parent tree as SCO001

Comments

Note: unmeasured or excluded rings are indicated by n+ or +n. AGR = average growth rate.
Table C.1. Details of all samples collected from Scott House.
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PhaseIb

Phase II

\

\

\

\

SCO01_04 SCO011 SCO002 SCO009 SCO010 SCO06_07 SCO022 SCO013 SCO015 SCO016 SCO017

Phase Ia
AD 1534 AD 1761 AD 1769 AD 1766 AD 1704
AD 1578 AD 1833 AD 1854 AD 1854 AD 1820

\

\
3.88
3.44
6.13
4.10
3.42
4.34
3.84
*

-

\

\
3.77
3.41
9.09
5.55
5.20
3.06
*
*

-

\

\
\
4.74
4.74
*
*
*

AD 1661 AD 1682 AD 1722 AD 1717 AD 1705
AD 1788 AD 1788 AD 1790 AD 1813 AD 1820

\

\
\
\
7.44
7.86
*
*
*
*

AD 1517
AD 1567

\

\
\
\
8.82
*
*
*
*
*

dates
end

-

3.41

\
5.19
3.20
5.19
*
*
*
*
*
*

start
dates

SCO01_04 AD 1517 AD 1567 *
\
8.36
7.66
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

\
4.37
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

AD 1578
AD 1833
AD 1854
AD 1854
AD 1820
AD 1788
AD 1788
AD 1790
AD 1813
AD 1820

\
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

AD 1534
AD 1761
AD 1769
AD 1766
AD 1704
AD 1661
AD 1682
AD 1722
AD 1717
AD 1705

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

SCO011
SCO002
SCO009
SCO010
SCO06_07
SCO022
SCO013
SCO015
SCO016
SCO017

\ = overlap < 25 years; - = t-values less than 3.00
n = 32 min; t = 1.30 max; t = 9.09; mean t = 4.53; s.d. = 2.11
Table C.2. Crossdating statistics for all dated samples from Scott Farmstead House arranged according to phase.
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Archaeological chronologies
Arney1
AD 1547 AD 1861
Wynd28b
AD 1466 AD 1907
Westney1
AD 1515 AD 1861
2008
13Tonks
AD 1454 AD 1796
SPSCall
AD 1501 AD 1849
Alfredall
AD 1571 AD 1894
Creche1
AD 1468 AD 1848

Modern chronologies
Cascades
AD 1559
Huapai
AD 1483
Trounson03 AD 1529
Hidvalley
AD 1679
Manaia
AD 1269
Pukloop
AD 1504
Wara02
AD 1462

AGAUl07

Scott House
AD 911

start
dates

AD 1982
AD 1997
AD 2002
AD 2002
AD 1998
AD 2002
AD 2002

AD 2002

dates
end

4.24
6.56
\
6.25

4.17
6.19

4.43
3.35
\
3.42
3.35
-

6.95

8.49
8.13
8.07
7.29

13.64
9.38
8.68

11.61
10.73
9.88
8.59
8.17
8.03
7.29

14.26

SCO01_04_11 ScottHse
AD 1517
AD 1661
AD 1578
AD 1854

7.75
6.23
6.67
12.33

12.79
6.89
11.04

11.70
11.76
7.81
8.04
6.96
7.52
7.05

14.03

Scott01
AD 1661
AD 1820

4.08
3.82
5.01
-

7.96
5.87
4.09

6.26
5.28
6.64
4.36
4.79
4.17
4.46

7.63

SCO02_09_10
AD 1761
AD 1854

Boswijk, unpubl
Boswijk, unpubl
Boswijk, 2007
Boswijk, 2007

Boswijk,2010
Lorrey et al 2004
Campbell & Furey,

Fowler & Boswijk 2000
Fowler & Boswijk 2001
Gergis et al 2005b
Boswijk & Ogden 2005
Boswijk et al 2000
Gergis et al 2005a
Palmer, unpubl

(TRL, unpubl)

References

n = 58 min; t = 0.53 max; t = 14.26; mean t = 7.11; s.d. = 3.11

Table C.3. Comparison of ScottHse and SCO01_02_11 to AGAUl07 and independent reference chronologies (modern trees and buildings).
Crossdating statistics for Scott01 and SCO02_09_10 are included for comparative purposes.
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Appendix 1 Raw data listings for ScottHse, Scott01 sub-chronology, SCO02_09_10 and CO01_04_11
a) ScottHse
Ring-width AGAU data of 194 years length dated AD 1661 to AD 1854
9 timbers raw data mean
Average ring width 99.23 Sensitivity 0.22
Years

Ring width

AD 1661 140

151

149

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-

129 72

138 116 163 131 107 68

92

93

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-

109
82

65
69

90
86

45
122

96
88

88
90

103
119

99
116

80
105

68
132

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

97
95
112

137
108
116

91
88
53

99
65
82

82
115
108

78
109
95

66
110
135

109
116
105

99
98
108

2 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5
5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

AD 1701 80
112
64

112

Number of series
148

147

144

136

182

103

-

107 59

115 107 111 134 124 108 96

87

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

-

101

91

96

42

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

125

124

79

146

147

131

AD 1751 90

71

85

72

89

89

65

107

88

75

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

-

96

73

75

79

79

85

92

90

122 92

7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9

-

93
82
108

99
99
75

88
68
89

116
101
95

91
104
66

107
111
90

100
81
120

89
119
117

97
96
107

74
105
93

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

AD 1801
-

83
113
146
109
90

110
93
136
103
71

91
78
98
106
93

69
94
121
73
87

75
119
92
67
107

118
146
85
83
49

123
130
79
78
76

99
112
101
94
83

131
119
97
65
73

105
115
73
72
78

6
6
3
3
2

114

107

106

AD 1851 86

6
6
3
3
2

6
6
3
3
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

6
5
3
2
2

2 2 2 2

b) Scott01
Ring-width AGAU data of 160 years length dated AD 1661 to AD 1820
6 timbers raw data mean
Average ring width 91.86 Sensitivity 0.24
Number of series

Years

Ring width

AD 1661
-

140
129
109
82

112
72
65
69

148
138
90
86

147
116
45
122

144
163
96
88

136
131
88
90

182
107
103
119

103
68
99
116

151
92
80
105

149
93
68
132

1
1
1
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

AD 1701
-

80
112
64
107
101

97
95
112
59
125

137
108
116
115
91

91
88
53
107
124

99
65
82
111
79

82
115
108
134
146

78
109
95
124
147

66
110
135
108
131

109
116
105
96
96

99
98
108
87
42

2
4
5
6
6

2
4
6
6
6

2
4
6
6
6

3
4
6
6
6

4
4
6
6
6

4
4
6
6
6

4
5
6
6
6

4
5
6
6
6

4
5
6
6
6

4
5
6
6
6

AD 1751
-

90
82
74
67
86

71
57
73
82
42

85
60
67
48
65

72
67
85
86
73

89
65
68
91
48

89
56
78
94
70

65
63
73
70
100

107
68
64
119
120

88
89
78
86
106

75
66
61
106
88

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
6
3

6
6
6
4
3

6
6
6
4
3

AD 1801 71
76

97
57

66
52

63
45

32
66

95
74

89
67

78
60

112
55

79
57

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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c) SCO02_09_10
Raw Ring-width AGAU data of 94 years length
Dated AD 1761 to AD 1854
Average ring width 119.50 Sensitivity 0.17
Years

Ring width

AD 1761
-

179
131
113
131

166
152
132
108

163
130
110
113

151
179
130
117

164
138
130
84

170
166
146
109

180
156
104
140

156
139
120
115

189
136
109
109

145
100
104
99

AD 1801
-

96
150
146
109
90

123
130
136
103
71

115
103
98
106
93

75
128
121
73
87

119
155
92
67
107

141
194
85
83
49

157
172
79
78
76

119
147
101
94
83

150
162
97
65
73

131
155
73
72
78

AD 1851 86

114 107 106

d) SCO01_04+11
Raw Ring-width AGAU data of 62 years length
Dated AD 1517 to AD 1578
Average ring width 203.11 Sensitivity 0.16
Years

Ring width

AD 1517
-

146
115
156

190
115
160

177
142
209

180
147
237

175
104
167

152
129
201

169
149
97
173

251
133
127
195

203
162
135
185

201
145
117
208

AD 1551
-

182
228
286

216
208
295

209
194
304

273
254
350

233
205
265

218
173
288

212
235
263

170
342
270

246
409

179
334

